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TO PRESIDENT GRANT.

Sir:—Some four years s
:nce I took

the liberty of addressing a pub ic

letter to your " illustrious predeces-

sor," from .which the following is an

extract

:

"It seems almost providential that you,

a southern man, a Democrat, and hitherto

manifesting a profound sympathy with the

masses, have been placed at the head of the

nation at this great cr sis of American af-

fairs, and if equal to the circumstanc3S

that confront you, you may become the

•foremost man of all this world,' and
scarcely second to Washington, for you
will have saved the system he created. You
have only to administer the Constitution

as you yourself understand it, to remove
the foreign pressure from the subjugated

States, and leave them Co govern themselves,

and to providefor the subordinate race that

Providence has entrusted to their care and
guidance, just as they always have done,

and just as their own experience, sense of
justice and natural right may prompt, and
the common Constitution guarantee, to res-

tore industry, order, and prosperity every-

where south of the Potomac within the nc&
ninety days, and to render your own name
immortal. But if you quail before the

Abolition madmen, then, like all who deal

with lunatics, you are lost, and the coun-

t y with you, for years to come, for they

wiL force a conflict of races, national bank-

ruptcy, and universal misery, ending at

last just where this devil's dance began
thirty years ago, in the utter extermination'

of Abolitionists as well as Abolitionism.'

from American soil. One way or the othei,

either through years of anarchy and suffer-

ing, cr through their reason, the people

will have the ' Union as it was, ' for no-

thing else save perdition is possible, and
on you alone, Mr. President, it rests 10 de-

termine the mode."

Mr. Johnson, as it turned out, was-

wholly incapable of grasp *ng the
" situation," and though the conse-

quences predicted in that extract-

have not yet developed themselves,,

save as regards Mr. Johnson him-

self, they are rapidly maturing, and*

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1858, by Van Evrie, Hortoa & Co., in the Clerk'3 02Lco of
the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York.
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may reach an external manifestation

at any moment.
I said to him that he was dealing

with lunatics, (fanatics,) the most
dangerous that ever threatened the

safety of human society, and if he

quailed before them he was lost,

and the country with him ; and all

men will surely admit the former,

for of all the public men in our

anaals, Andrew Johnson is at this

moment the most isolated, absurd

and contemptible. And yet, alas!

this man might have been the "fore-

mast man of all this world," by
simply refusing to perjure himself,

and, wonderful iudeed, all the isola-

tion and contempt now poured out

on him by millions of his country-

men, - are the unavoidable conse-

quences of his faithlessness to the

Constitution, as he himself under-

stood it.

With a path less plain than that

open to Mr. Johnson, and there-

fore with less to be expected from

your administration, you will have

it, nevertheless, in your power to res-

tore the Union which you volunteered

to fight for, and if you sternly and
patriotically accomplish that result,

you will receive the blessings of in-

numerable millionn of Americans,

and sanctify the graves of half a mil-

lion of your comrades, which other-

wise were not only sacrificed in vain,

but sacrificed to destroy that very

Union which they volunteered to

fight for. Abraham Lincoln was
elected by a combination of northern

States, on principles which, if practi-

cally applied to the States south of

the Potomac, must involve the utter

destruction of social order, indeed a

destruction so horrible, that in com-

parison it were better the earth

opened its bosom and engulfed the

entire southern people.

Seven States, most vitally affect-

ed and endangered, therefore se-

ceded, and organized a new federa-

tion on the original basis of 1788

—

self-governing States and a homoge-

neous citizenship—as all the States,

save Massachusetts, were when the

Union was formed. If Mr. Lincoln

had abandoned the principles of his

party, and pledged himself to ad-

minister the government just as Mr.

Buchanan and all his predecessors

did, of course the secession of theso

States would have ceased, and the

whole country would have moved
on in its accustomed channel to the

fulfillment of its destinies. And
even had he refused to abandon the

principles of his party, but refrained

from making war on the States en-

dangered by these principles, all

would have been at peace, and the

prosperity of the coun ry continued

intact.

It is in the natural order that all

American States should be united

or confederated together, not as in

1788, to protect themselves from the

aggression of hostile monarchies,

but for free trade and unrestricted

commerce, and indeed from motives

of economy, dispensing with the mul-

titudinous details of Custom Houses

and those elaborate formalities which

in the Old "World press so heavily on

the people. Thus, in the following

Presidential election, of course the is-

sue would have come up for reunion

in the grand old federation of Wash-

ington, and if the Lincoln adminis-

tration was found to be harmless,

and the government, no longer an

instrument of danger to the seceding

States, the reunion party would as-
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suredly triumph, and the commotion

cease. Bat on the contrary, if the

principles embodied by Ab. Lincoln

were really those of the northern

masses—if such a monstrous revolu-

tion of the northern mind was com-

plete and permanent—if Garriso

and the agents of European mon-
archists had so profoundly corrupt-

ed the reason, and debauched the

instincts of the people, that they no

longer saw or felt- the distinctions of

nature,and were determined to apply

the same principles in common to

white men and regroes, and incor-

porate the latter in their political

system ; in a word, if the revolution

from a homogeneous to a mongrel

government was afait accompli, then

most assuredly the seceding States

would not reunite themselves to the

" reformed" union, for such a union

involved, of necessity, their utter

destruction. In either case, there-

fore, it would seem that this great

question should have been solved by

moral and peaceable means, instead

of falling back on the Old World sys-

tem of brute force, and which, after

seventy years of self-government

was unfortunately resolved on.

The States that elected Lincoln

had no negroes, or at most, a mere

handful, and mongrelism, or " im-

partial freedom," was a mere ab-

straction, and therefore the princi-

ples that he embodied had little or

no influence on northern society;

but these principles practically ap-

plied to the seceding States, where

the negro element was nearly half

of the population, involved a des-

truction more horrible, deadly, and

it reparable than ever before over-

whelmed human society. But, alas!

the northern people did not see this,

and the country drifted into a civil

war the most stupendous and fatal

ever known in the annals of man-
kind. Nevertheless, the instinct of

the masses was utterly opposed to a

war waged on the principles repre-

sented by the Lincoln administra-

tion ; and it is safe to say that in all

the northern Stats not one hundred

men would have volunteered to invade

the South on these principles, or in

other words, to bring about amalgama-

tion with negroes.

And here was committed a fraud

on yourself and your million of

comrades,without parallel in modern
history—a fraud that has not only

doomed half a millIon of the flower

of American youth to bloody and
untimely graves, but that perverted

their patriotism and blood and suf-

fering to the vilest ends and most

atrocious purposes that this world

ever witnessed, and unless you your-

self, General, rehabilitate their mem-
ories and restore the Union you and
they volunteered to fight for, those

memories will go down to future

generations accursed forever. The
Lincoln Administration having de-

cided to appeal to bru'e force, pro-

fessed to adjourn its principles until

tae Union was restored, and on this

understanding its party in Con-

gress passed a unanimous resolution

sacredly pledging itself to the coun-

tty and to the people to suspend it*

party policies until that great end

was accomplished. On this solemn

pledge the Democratic masses were

asked to " rally around the flag \
H

and so firm and universal was the

conviction of good faith on the part

of Lincoln, that a large portion of

the subscribers to the journal with

which I am connected abandoned it

because it persistently declared that

the Lincoln Administration was nofe
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to be trusted, and would pervert the

vast armies it was calling into the

field into an instrument to carry out

its principles and destroy the Union

it professed to uphold. And just as

soon as these armies were organized

and fully marshaled in the field, and
the brave and patriotic men in their

ranks were helplessly in the power
of the Lincoln Cabinet, it cast aside

the mask, and though it still falsely

and treacherously used the old catch-

words of " the Union," from that

hour every shot fired, every life

sacrificed, and every dollar expend-

ed, were deliberately designed not

only to destroy the Union you and

your comrades volunteered to fight

ior, but to demolish the foundations

forever on which it rested, and to

make a new nation, or " Union as it

ought to be," on the primciples, of

the Lincoln party!

I repeat, never before in the an-

nab of mankind has there been a

fraud so shameless, a wrong so

gross, or a crime so atrocious, com «.

mitted by any government or ruler

as that committed by Lincoln & Co.

on the men who at their call volun-

teered to fight for the Union. Caesar

overthrew the senatorial order with

his army. Cromwell demolished

the Long Parliament with his armed
legions. Napoleon crushed out the

Directory that had already sacrificed

the French Republic with his troops,

but it remained for A. Lincoln & Co.

to wield their armies not merely to

overthrow the political forms of a,

mighty people, but to strike down
the principles on which these forms

rested ! The founders of American

liberty established self-governing States

on a white basis, and now it is declared

that the army has overthrown this grand

American system, and. on its ruins

set up a nation based on a Mongrel

citizenship, with a public debt or

mortgage on tLe bones and muscles

of the people of three thousand mil-

lions!

Nor is this all. The leaders of

the Abolition or Mongrel taction

not only declare that you and your

comrades h ave overthrown the Union

which you volunteered to fight for

in 1861, but they keep a standing

army in the South to keep down the

Southern people, while their agents

and instruments are at work to car-

ry out their principles and incor-

porate the negro element into that

" new nation " they claim to have

established on theruiasof the grand
old Union of Washington and Bu-
chanan !

Such is the situation—the most
monstrous, and charged with hor-

rors and calamities the direst, that

ever impended over any people, if

these madmen are permitted to drag

the country into the abyss towards

which they are marching. They
believe in amalgamation, that whites

and negroes have the same nature,

and the same wants, and therefore

should be forced to submit io the

same laws and be amalgamated in

the same condition ; and though

there are but few in the North that

are willing to practice this, or mate
their children with negroes, all that

vast multitude who support them
and do their work for them wjII be

regarded by the next generation of

Americans as equally guilty of this

horrible warfare on nature and ruin

of society. Indeed, it may be

doubted if those who, without be-

lieving in the Abolition " idea," did

their work for them, are not regard-

ed by future generations with a con-

tempt and abhorrence far greater
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fhan that felt for John Brown and

the lunatic creatures who really be-

lieved in their beastly madness.

For yourself, General, you have

passed through the war with less

complication and less 1 3 be ashamed
of in the coming time than almost

any other soldier engaged in it, and
though your chances for good to the

country and your own immortal

honor are vastly less than those

fortune offered your immediate pre-

decessor, nevertheless yon, too, may
save the country from the horrors

impending over it.

The men that made the govern-

ment of 1778-1860 made it perfect—
the best government on the earth

—

and even should they collapse into

anarchy, for fifty years to come, in a
vain and monstrous effort to incor-

porate negroes in it, the people will

finally come back to the " Union as

it was" when L ncoln was elected.

If you turn your eyes, therefore, to

the White Republic of the fathers

—

to that Union you volunteered to

fight for, you may save your coun-

try, and honor your fallen com-
rades ; but if you become the

tool of madmen to "reconstruct

the nation" on a Mongrel basis,

your predecessor's fate will be your

own, and the half million of men
who lost their lives in the service of

Abolitionists will be regarded in all

coming time as the real authors of

the national ruin-

Very respectfully,

J. H. Van Eveie.

•«•»-

MY BEAUTIFUL—MY OWN.

Nay—cast that tear-drop from thine eye,

And bid the mists depart,

That fall in rain—and give the sky

The sunshine of the heart
;

For in their light the darkest night

Than day is lovelier shown
;

A calm obscure, so brightly pure,

My beautiful—my own.

As on a cloud the sunshine beamg
And casts a shade beneath,

But still with wonted radiance gleams

Upon the distant heath
;

Thus o'er the past each wish is cast^

And on the future thrown,

Tho* shadows now obscure that brow,

My beautiful—my own.

Yet smile—and all these clouds are gone ;

Within that heart enshrined

Hope spreads her brilliant hues anon,

The rainbow of the mind.

Then come rejoice with music's voice,

Nor sigh o'er pleasure flown,

Eevealed the while beneath that smiley

My beautiful—my own.
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ON SEEING A LETTER FROM MY GRANDSON TO HIS MOTHER, COMMENCING

WITH THE WORDS "HOME SWEET HOME."

Home, sweet home ! I knew thou wouldst sigh

For the home of thy childhood and friends of thy love
;

But the soldier must dash the brief tear from his eye,

Nor suffer sweet thoughts in his bosom to move.

Home, sweet home ! alas ! 'tis for home
That thy young feet has wandered so far from its shade,

To save that dear spot from pollution and gloom,

Thy country has called thee to give her thy aid.

Home, sweet home ! alas ! the dark storm

That has swept o't>r our land with such fury and dread,

That has blighted oar hopes, and dispelled the bright charm,

That late o'er our spirit its halo had shed.

Home, sweet home ! alas ! 'tis no more
The sweet sunny spot of contentment and peace

—

The blessings of Heaven our cup running o'er

—

Heart springing to heart, every joy to increase.

Home, sweet home ! ah ! never again,

With unbroken chords, shall its music resound,

For severed, alas ! is the beautiful chain,

In which the dear hopes of our life were so bound.

But cheer thee ! our bosoms are bared to the storm

!

Go meet the proud foe, and defy his dark hate

!

Let the sweet thought of home be thy heart's dearest charm,

To soothe thee, and bless thee, what e'er be thy fate.

Independence, La* Harriet Stanton.

~*o*

THE DEAD WHO DIE FOR FREEDOM.

*< They never fail who die

In a great cause : the block may soak their gore

;

Their heads may sodden in the sun ; their ribs

Be strung to city gates and castle walls

—

But still their spirits walk abroad. Though years

Elapse, and others share as dark a doom,

They but augment the deep and sweeping thoughts

Which overpower all others, and conduct

The world at last to freedom."
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THE UNCIVILIZED SPECIES OF MEN.*

The learned and pious Count de

Gobiiieau lays down this proposition

:

" The civilization originated by a

race, is the clearest index of its

character—the mirror in which its

principal features are truthfully re-

flecied. In other words, every race

capable of developing a civilization

will develop one peculiar to itself,

and impossible to every other."

This is undoubtedly true, for it is

proved by the experiences (f five

thousand years of history. In all

this time we have no instance of

one race having voluntarily accepted

either the civilization or the religion

of another race ; nor even of a race

having retained an enforced civiliza-

tion longer than the hand of com-
pulsion was upon it.

The intellectual and moral char-

acter of races is as permanent and
unchangeable as their physical type.

That is, we can no more tempt or

educate a race out of itself, or ele-

vate it above its natural character

and condition, than we can alter its

typical complexion. Gymnastic ex-

el cises will do as much to change
the anatomy and physiology of a

race as education will to elevate it

in the social scale. Civilization and
barbarism are therefore natural con-

ditions of races. No race which is

now civilized was ever barbarous;

and no race which is now barbarous

was ever civilized. We challenge

* This article is the substance of a paper

read before the Anthropological Society of

America, by C. Ghauncey Burr.

any one to produce an instance on
the face of the globe, in the whole

historic period of five thousand

years, which is an exception to this

proposition.

It is now nearly twenty years

since an eminent anthropologist of

Europe, Luke Burke, threw out the

following challenge :
" Let there be

pointed out any one nation or race

which once existed in a barbarous

state, and subsequently raised itself

to civilization. Where, we ask, are

the historic evidences of a universal

human unity ? The farther we trace

back the history of the past, the

more broadly marked do we find all

human diversities. Such are the

lessons of universal history ; lessons

which speak not of human equality

and unity, but of great and perma-
nent diversities among mankind."

Carl Vogt, one of the greatest

scientific lights of our day, says :

" This much is certain, that no his-

torical, nor, as we have shown,

geological data, can establish this

dream of the unity and equality of

races. However far back our eye

reaches, we find different species of

men spread over different portions

of the globe."

To the same effect I might quote

Rudolphi, Steffens, Berard, Ramu-
sat, Burmeister, Giebel, Knox, Mor-
ton, Agassiz, and indeed any other

equally great man in the whole
world of scientific authority. On
this interesting subject Lord Haims
made the fol owing remark : "Were
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all men of one snecies, there never

could have existed, without a mira-

cle, different kinds, such as exist at

present. As far back as history

goes, the earth was inhabited by-

races divided into small tribes, each

tribe having a language peculiar

to itself. Is it not natural, then, to

suppose that these original tribes

were different races of men, placed

in proper climates, and left to form

their own language ?"

The great and pious author quoted

at the beginning of these pages

says :
" The idea of an innate and

permanent difference in the moral

and mental endowments of the

various groups of the human spe-

cies is one of the most ancient, as

well as universally adopted opinions.

With few exceptions, and these in

our own times, it has farmed the

basis of almost all political theories,

and has been the fundamental max-

im of the government of every na-

tion, great or small."

This we know to be true. We
positively know that for more than

iorty centu ies, all enlightened man-

kind, without exception, held to the

absolute and irremediable diversity

of different races of men. Any
other idea is of very recent birth,

and is due purely to propagandism,

rather than to any scientific and

historical research whatever ; is

based rather in ignorance and fanat-

icism than in anything like respecta-

ble learning. None of the wild

races have ever been, in the least,

benefitted by attempts to civilize

them. Ever since the sixteenth cen-

tury, Europe has been trying to

<jiviiize the wild tribes of the East,

without the least beneficial result,

liook at the failure of the English

to civilize the natives of India. The

Rev. John Mitchel, an eminent
Scotch divine, in a prize cs-ay on
" The Best Means of Civilizing the

Subjects of the British Empire in

India," says :
" Whatever is true of

them at one period, is equally true

at another. The laws of the Medes
and Persians were not more unal-

terable. From age to age, irom

father to son, through a hundred
generations, the same uniformity of

manners and cast of character pre-

vail, inexterminable by the sword,

incorruptable by the vices, and unal-

terable by the example of their con-

querors."

It is long since the Dutch subju-

gated the natives of Java, but not

the slightest progress has been made
towards their civilization. What
has been the result of the Spanish

rule in Mexico and the South and

Central American States? Not to

elevate the natives in the least ; but

only to degrade and destroy the

Spanish blood by admixture with

that of the aborigines and negroes.

Tne attempt to pract'ce "universal

human brotherhood" in all these

countries has simply destroyed the

Caucasian race there, without the

least improvement of the native

race.

Then, if we look here at North

America, what do we behold ? What,

after all our efforts to civilize and

Christianize the Indian, do we be-

hold ? Why, to use the words of

a great writer, " the feeble remnants

of these wretched tribes are fast dis-

appearing, and disappearing as un-

civilized, and as uncivilizable, as their

ancestors."

In Oceanica the results are the

same. Count de Gobineau says :

" The European may disarm them,

and prevent them from doing him
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injury, but change lbem he cannot.

Wherever he is master, they no
longer eat one another, but they

fill themselves with fire-water, and
this novel species of bruitishness is

all they can learn of European civil-

ization.
"

The same high authority gives

the following picture of the abso-

lute failure to impart a self-support-

ing civilization to the Sandwich
Islands : "There the representative

system shines with full lustre. We
there find an Upper House, a Lower
House, a ministry who govern, and
a king who reigns; nothing is want-

ed. Yet all this is mere decoration;

the wheel-work that moves the

whole machine, the indisputable

motive pow^r, is the corps of mis-

sionaries. To them alone belongs

the honor of finding the ideas, of

presenting them, and of carrying

them through either by their per-

sonal influence over their neophytes,

or, if need be, by threats.'*

The Rev. Gustavus Hines, an emi-

nent Methodist missionary, publish-

ed a book at Buffalo, N. Y., in 1850,

in which he says: "Notwithstanding
all that has been done for the Sand-
wish Islanders, the state of the na-

tives is still deplorable. To call

them a Christianized, civilized peo-
ple, would be to mislead the public

mind in relation to their true con-
dition. All these terms, when ap-

plied to the Sandwich Islanders,

should be greatly qualified."

The same melancholy failure is

found again in the attempt to civil-

ize the Gauranes of Paraguay,

where, after years of earnest and
pious endeavors on the part of mis-

sionaries, all, except a few half-

breeds, returned to savage life.

The Carribs have been utterly

exterminated by the attempts to

civilize them They have been hu-

manely civdized off the face of the

earth. The Tasmanians have been

served in the same way. The foot

of no individual of that race will

ever press the earth again. It has

been civilized to death. Sweet

philanthropy !

The New Hollanders, or native

Australians, are rapidly going the

same way, under the merciful at-

tempts to civilize them. The Eng-
lish have tried to bring up children,

from the tender age of infancy, to

the habits of civilization, with a

view to using them as teachers of

their race, but without any beneficial

results. Baron Field, Judge of the

Supreme Court of Australia, says :

" The Australians will certainly never

be civilized, as experience is every

day proving. They have been brought
up by us from infancy in our nurse-

ries, and yet the woods have re-

deemed them at maturity, and at

once elicited the savage instincts of

finding their food in the trees, and

their path through the forest. I

am, therefore, of opinion that our

savages will never be other than

they are."

The attempts to improve the Hot-

tentots tell the same story. The
results of three hundred years of

earnest work to civilize them is thus

summed up in Payne's Universal

Geography: "Extraordinary pains

have been taken to bring up some
of the children of this race in the

knowledge of the Christian religion,

but these generous labors have never

been attended with any lasting ef-

fect. It has been found that the

mind of the Hotientot is not to be

diverted from its native bias."

Knox says of the Hottentots

:
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"Without arts, without religion,

and without civilization of any kind,

for how many centuries have they

occupied their kraals, content to

live and to perish like the beasts of

the field, leaving no name behind

them that such things were."

And this is the sad history of all

attempts to educate, elevate, and

civilize any of these various low

types of men. They can no more
be elevated out of the natural con-

dition of their race than the ass can

be elevated into a horse, or than the

buzzard can be elevated into an

eagle. The physical, mental, and
moral characteristics of the different

races of men have undergone no
more changes, under the pressure

of time and circumstances, than the

various types of creatures in the

lower animal kingdom have.

For instance, we positively know
that five thousand years have

wrought no more changes in the

negroes of Africa than they have in

the apes, tigers, and lions of that

continent. We find the negro

painted upon the monumental walls

of Egypt five thousand years ago,

just as black as he is now, with a hie-

roglyphic over his head, which means
" perverse, or barbarous race.'* As
compared with all other known
races of that day, he was looked

upon as the lowest type of man,

and as a race incapable of im-

provement or elevation. The five

thousand years which have inter-

vened since have abundantly cor-

roborated the views which the

Egyptians entertained of the negro

at that remote period. It is es-

timated that during this time five

hundred millions of white men have

lived and died in Africa, all of

whom may be supposed to have

made a greater or less effort to

civilize and improve the negroes,

but in vain ! Six hundred years be-

fore the Christian era, the city of

Carthage, a colony of Phoenicians in

the north of Africa, numbered not

less than 700,000 inhabitants, who
planted numerous other colonies all

around the northern and western

borders of Negroland with a view of

civilizing the black populations, for

the purpose of developing the in-

ternal resources of their country,

and thereby increasing the commer-
cial power of their own colonies.

But they failed. In no instance did

they succeed in civilizing a negro

tribe. Then the Romans tried their

hand at civilizing some of these

black populations, with no better

success. After that, the Saracens

made an attempt to teach and ele-

vate the negroes, with precisely the

same sort of failures. Ever since

the sixth century of the Christian

era all the nations of Europe have

been toiling at this business of civil-

izing Africa; and yet there is not to-

day a single inch of ground on which

a ray of civilization shines, where
the negroes have not been pusned
back into the interior or exter-

minated. For fifty centuries the

light of civilization has been shining

all around and over Negroland, with-

out starting the faintest sign of im-

provement. Before the time of

Moses the Persians and Arabs, and
Hindus planted colonies far down on

the eastern coast of Afric i; but in

no instance did they succeed in

spreading a more enlightened or

a higher condition among the ne-

groes.

These facts are not disputed; but

it is answered that all nations have

enslaved these blacks. Weil, these
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blacks have never enslaved any other

nation, which fact alone proves their

irremediable inferiority. They have
immorally enslaved each other, but

have found no nation weak enough

to serve them. Slavery is as much
a part of savage Africa as the ne-

groes are themselves. It may in-

deed be called the normal condition

of the negro. He never, in his own
country, knew any other condition.

It is as indissolubly interwoven with

his history as arts and civilizations

are with the history of the white

race. The eminent African explorer,

Paul Du Chaillu, says: "The sys-

tem of slavery as it prevails in

Africa is not understood. In the

fir^t place I ought to state that its

existence has no connection at all

with the foreign slave-trade. There

were slaves here long before a bar-

racoon was built upon the coast.

Nor is it continued because of the

present foreign slave-trade. It has

an independent existence, and is

ruled by its own laws. The master

may kill his slave if he will, no one

having a right to interfere. The
commercial unit of value is a slave.

If a man is fined, he is mulcted in so

many slaves. If he is bargaining

for a wife, he contracts to give so

many slaves for her. As we say

dollar, as the English say pounds

sterling, so these Africans say slave."

The Rev. Barnabas Shaw, a Metho-

dist missionary in South Africa, says

:

" So highly valued are beads that

a very small quantity is quite suffi-

cient to purchase a child of its own
parents. Thus, one of our missiona-

ries was told by a woman, who for a

long time had importuned him to

purchase her child for beads, that

she loved her child, but she loved

beads more."

There is not in all Negroland a

single baby which cannot be bought
of its own mother or father for a

pint of beads, or a yard of striped

cloth. There is not a woman who
cannot be thus purchased of her

father or so-called husband. This

is the character of the negro now in

his own country. It was his char-

acter, we know, five thousand year*

ago, and it has been his character

during all the time which has since

intervened. He has neither pro-

gressed nor retrograded. He is as

stationary as the orang or the chim-

panzee. However much this fact

may conflict with the dreams of

sentimentalists, it is an inexorable

historic and scientific truth which

no one will attempt to refute. The
idea of his brotherhood with the

white race is as baseless as the propo-

sition that the ass is the brother of

the horse would be. That he is ca-

pable of maintaining a self-sustain-

ing position in connection with the

white race is another dream of senti-

mentality. Nowhere has he been

able to maintain such a position.

On this subject one of the profound-

est of all the late African explorers,

Sir Samuel Baker, has the following

remark: "So great a difference of

opinion has ever existed upon the

intimate value of the negro, that the

very perplexity of the question is

proof that he is altogether a distinct

variety. So long as it is generally

considered that the negro and the

white man are to be governed by
the same laws, and guided by the

same management, so long will the

former remain a thorn in the side of

every community to which he may
unhappily belong. "When the horse

and the ass shall be found to match
in double harness, the white man
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and (he negro will pull together

under the same regime. It is the

great error of equalizing that which

is unequal that has lowered the ne-

gro character, and made the black

man a reproach. The negro will

assuredly relapse into an idle and
savage state, unless especially gov-

erned and forced to industry. The
history of the negro has proved the

correctness of this theory. In no

instance has he evinced other than

retrogression when freed from re-

straint. In a state of slavery the

negro was compelled to work, and

through his labor every country

prospered where he had been intro-

duced. He was suddenly freed; and

from that moment he refused to

work, and became a useless burden

upon the community. Either he

must be compelled to work, or those

beautiful countries that prospered

under negro forced industry must
yield to ruin under negro freedom

and idle independence. For exam-
ple of results look at St. Domingo."
The results of negro emancipation

in St. Domingo cannot be contem-

plated without shame by those who
were instrumental in inflicting such

a curse upon the negroes, and such

a wrong upon the white inhabitants

of that island. While emancipation

absolutely ruined the whites, it al-

lowed tho negroes to relapse from

civilization and sink back into bar-

barism and misery, which cannot

be contemplated without horror by

civilized man. Count de Gobineau,

comparing the condition of the ne-

groes before emancipation with their

wretchedness afterwards, exclaims:

"What a contrast! Their manners
are now as depraved, as beastly, as

ferocious as in Dahomy or the coun-

try of the Fellatahs. Though re-

moved from Africa by several genera-

tions, they are the same as in their

native clime. Their supreme felicity

is idleness; their supreme re son
murder. Owing to the innate lazi-

ness of the race, agriculture is aban-
doned; industry not known even by
name; misery prevents the increase

of the population ; while constant

wars, insurrections, and military ex-

ecutions diminish it continually.

The inevitable and not very remote

consequence of such a condition of

things is to convert into a desert a

country whose fertility and natural

resources enriched generations of

planters, which in exports and com-
mercial activity surpassed even

Cuba."

AVhat an appalling picture of the

f^lly, the crime of emancipation

!

while at the same time it furnishes

an unanswerable argument of the

utter impossibility of imparting to

the negro anything like a sell-sus-

taining civilization. Civilization is

unnatural to him, and he falls out

of it immediately, if notheld up and
forced up by the white race.

If the relapse from civilization has

not been as great in Jamaica since

emancipation, it is only because,

there the negro has not been left so

entirely to himself as in Hayti. But
the case is bad enough in Jamaica.

Lord Gray declared, in the House
of Lords, June 10th, lcS62, " that it

was established by statistical facts

that the negroes were falling back

in civilization." In 1852, the As-

sembly of Jamaica petitioned the

crown of Great Britain, declaring

that the negroes were " sinking into

a state of barbarism and unciviliza-

tion."

Such have been everywhere tho

results of all attempts to improve
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the condition of the negroes, either

by emancipation cr other schemes

for their elevation. They have no-

where been elevated and improved

in their condition except when in-

corporated into the white family of

men as subgens. It is only while they

have been held up, guided, and en-

forced by the white race, that they

have been kept out of barbarism.

When left to themselves, they fall

into barbarism as naturally as

as water falls to its level. We
may just as well talk of abolisLing

the law of attraction and gravita-

tion, as to expect to abolish the bar-

barous nature of the negro. What
then is the meaning of the " aboli-

tion of slavery ?" Why it is a dream.

Negro inferiority, negro subordina-

tion, can no more be abolished by

act of Congress, than the eternal

law of gravitation can be abolished

by act of Congress. The positive

and negative poles of the battery

may just as easily be abolished as

the natural relation between posi-

tive and negative races of men. It

is something that can no more be

reached by act of Congress, than

the color of the neorro's skin can be

changed by legislation. Brains can

neither be legislated out of the white

race, nor into the negro race. It is

God who hath made these races to

differ, and the hand of man will

seek in vain to make them alike.

The brute force of despotism may,

for the moment, throw these races

upon a political level, but they can

no more remain there than water

can remain fixed either above or be-

low its level. The political equality

of the two races implies nothing

less than the wiping out of the white

man's civilization ; and that can be

done only by the everlasting des-

truction of the superior race through

amalgamation of its blood with that

of the negroes, as in Mexico and
Central America. Wherever a large

population of negroes exists in con-

nection with the white race, they

must be taken care of by the supe-

rior race—must be directed, con-

trolled and compelled to labor ; or

they must be supported by a tax

iV;on the white laborers. Twist and
turn the matter as you will, there is

no other side to this question. Be-

fore the so-called emancipation of

the southern negroes, their enforced

labor was a source of vast revenue

to our county, while it at the same
time employed, directly or indirect-

ly, a large share of the capital and
industry of the North. But now,

since "emancipation," instead of

being a source of revenue, they are

an almost incomputable expense to

thecounlry; and instead of creat-

ing a basis for the superior skill of

white industry to build upon, they

cost the white laborers several hun-

dred millions of dollars a year in

taxes. Results which prove that the

negro is not to be benefited by any

circumstances, which emancipate

him from the perfect control of the

white race. It is as cruel to turn

him out upon his own resources as

it would be to drive the child from

the door of its parents, and force it

out into the world, to shift for it-

self, at the tender age of ten years.

More cruel, indeed, because the ca-

pacity of the white child would grow

and expand to meet the demands of

its situation, while the poor negro

must forever remain in the mental

feebleness of childhood. Beyond

the age of puberty his mental pow-

ers never advance. The attempt to

bestow upon him apolitical brotlur-
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hood with the white race, is like

building a vast temple upon no other

foundation than loose sand. It can-

not stand. Nothing but perpetual

crumbling and tumbling can come
of such an unwise undertaking.

"What a mad dream, to think of bas-

ing political equality upon founda-

tions of natural and eternel ine-

quality. But that is the dream of

politicians. No scientific naturalist,

no profound student of history, no
man, claiming any acquaintance with

the natural history of human races,

ever indulges in such a dream. And
while we eschew with becoming con-

tempt, all sympathy with the noisy

and ignorant clamor of politicians

of all parties, we conceive it to be
the duty of men of scientific and
historical researches, to keep no-

thing back on this vital question.

Gentlemen o* science in Europe, es-

pecially those connected with An-
thropological Societies, are at the

present moment directing their prin-

cipal study to tbe matter of the plu-

rality and natural diversity of hu-

man races. And it is to the re-

searches and investigations of sci-

ence, in connection with the revela-

tions of history, that the statesman

and the political economist should

look for the only safe lights to guide

them in these times of great politi-

cal darkness and confusion. The
greatest achievement of Anthropo-

logical Science, we conceive, will be

the speedy convincing of all civil-

iz d nations of the utter uselessness

of all these old and expensive at-

tempts to civil ze uncivilized races

of men. The thing has been tried

for five thousand years, with nothing

but failure and evil to all parties.

In these attempts many white na-

tions have lost their own proud phy-

sical distinctions, and even their ci-

vilization, by mixing their blood

with wild races, but, in no instance

has one of these barbarian nations

been civilized. The attempt to drag

one of the planets of the solar sys-

tem out of its orbit would be scarce-

ly more ridiculous than this one of

dragging a race out of its natural

orbit, or of elevating it above itself.

THE FATE OF THE TYKANT'S BULE.

1 <>ar not that the tyrants shall rule forever,

Nor the priests of the bloody faith
;

Tfley stand on the brink of that mighty river

Whose stream they have tainted with death
;

And their swords and their sceptres I floating see,

Likt> wrecks on tne waves of eternity.
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THE CUB OF THE PANTHER;

A MOUNTAIN LEGEND.

BY W. GILMORE SIMMS, ESQ.

EOOK SECOND.

CHAPTER Y.

"this day the deer MUST DTE !"

" What shall he have who killed the deer?

His rugged hide and his horns to wear !"

Deer bunting in Ihe Atlantic

States of the South is differently

pursued in different sections of the

country, the difference being mostly

due to the varying physical charac-

teristics of the several regions. In

the lower and middle regions of the

Carolinas most contiguous to the

sea, where the country is generally

flat, and the forest growth is rankly

luxuriant and dense, the double-

barreled shot gun is the weapon
most frequently in use ; and, with

this weapon, the hunter takes the

deer on the run, or in the leap, and
frequently, while he himself is

mounted, heading the deer, and oc-

casionally even firing at full speed,

and with the bridle dropped upon
the neck of the horse. But, in the

mountain country, where the rifle is

the favorite weapon, the practice is

far otherwise.

The rifle requiring more care in

the aim, it is necessary that the

beast should be brought to a stand,

be made in fact to stop short in his

flight, and thus afford to the hnnter

that one moment of time which he

needs for sighting his piece deliber-

ately, and drawing a " fine bead

"

upon the prey.

It may not be amiss to say, pas-

singly, that the mountain regions of

North and South Carolina not only

used the rifle generally, but manu-
factured the weapon of a very su-

perior kind, the manufacture being

carried on, in North Carolina es-

pecially, a long time before the Re-

volutionary war ; and the reputation

of the manufacture being establish-

ed generally by its evident superi-

ority in use during that war. The
weapon, thus manufactured, was of

long barrel, almost as long as the

tall and bony hunter who used it.

* Entered, according to Act of Congress, in the year 1868, by W. Gilmore Simms, Esq., author and proprietor*

la the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the District of South Carolina.
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Its bore was larger than the rifles of

modern use, and it was preferred by

the riflemen of both armies to the

Brush rifle or the German Yager of

that period, both of them being of

like shape and inferior potency.

It was the boast of the Carolina

rifleman, in 1776, that his weapon

could kill at three hundred yards

distance—a boast which, however

telling in times past, would hardly

arrest the attention, at the present

day, of improved gun manufac-

ture.

To this day, however, the moun-

taineers of the region in which our

progress lies, still continue to em-

ploy their ancient weapon ; and we
have seen, of late years, the long-

rifle, of beautiful mountain manu-

facture, richly embossed with silver

and even go den ornaments, which

proved as effective as it was showy,

dropping the buck fatally at a dis-

tance of two hundred yards.

The rifles of our two hunters

were of this very class in size and

shape, but without the filligre work,

of this fancy weapon. Of Sam
Fuller's we have already spoken.

Mike Baynam's was a fine rifle, not

so clumsy of stock as Fuller's, but

hardly more efficient in use. Of

the two, Mike was the better shot,

but Sam the more dogged hunter.

Their slot-hounds, each of which

had a peculiar character as well as

name, were of a breed famous in

that precinct. Long-earei, long-

nosed, but bullet-headed, with broad

chest, narrow in the hips, but high
;

clean of limb and ankle, short of

hair, and with sinews that could

contract, spring and recover, even

with the elasticity of the bow, the

arrow being delivered from the

string. These dogs were all of

famous fighting qualities.

With the first sufficient signs of

day, Sam Fuller made his way down
the heights, and into the hollows,

where he skirted the laurel thickets,

even as the good scout skirts tho

picket lines of a formidable enemy.

He knew not at what moment,
roused by the low but vindictive

bay of the hounds, the bear would
rush out from his covert, and assail

the hunter himself. Then, there

might be a crouching panther,

doubled up in muscle, and watch-

ing with his sharp red eyes, perch-

ed upon some great branch of laurel

or chestnut oak, directly above his

head. The life was one of exciting

perils which rendered all other modes

of life monotonous, and which re-

quired that hunter and hunted

should be equally on the qui vive.

For these fiercer beasts, the season,

however,was not now sufficiently ad-

vanced, and our two friends antici-

pated no encounter more formida-

ble than that with a buck of ten

tynes.

After Sam had been lost fL-om

sight in the .hollows, Mike quietly

rode down from the ledge of the

mountain to that point midway up
the height, which had been desig-

nated as the " Devil's Prayer-Book."

Why the clevii should have a prayer-

book, unless, like Richard the Third,

or any other crooked politician, he

keeps one for show to pious clients,

is not easy to conceive. Certainly

the great flat boulder, so called,

might very well have served the

purposes of a witch's altar place,

there being a great round cavxty in

the very centre, large enough for a

caldron, and quite proper for making
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the beverage "slab and good," out

of the usual magic ingredients

—

"eye of newt and toe of frog," &c.

Here alighting, hitching his horse

in the rear, and planting himself

partially in concealment behind a

smaller boulder, which protruded in

front of the great stone, Mike had a

very commanding view, for a large

breadth of vision, of all that side of

the mountain which was the "drive"

on the present occasion. It was a

favorite spot for the hunter, the

routes commonly taken by the deer,

w .en driven, ah converging in this

direction.

Here, delivering himself to his

secret doubts and hopes, " chewing

the cud of sweet and bitter thought,"

together, the melancholy hunter did

not the less keep his ears and eyes

open for the hunt, because he medi-

tated the purpose upon which his

heart was now set with a dogged

resolve which heeded no further

counsels from his friend or goadings

from his sister. His own heart, to

say nothing of his head, furnished

a sufficient goad to his will and

manhood I

It was, as is very apt to the case,

a somewhat tedious watch, but soli-

tude becomes natural to the profes-

sional hunter, as to all people of no-

madic habits, and is rarely produc-

tive of ennui. With such people

solitude is the nurse of thought, as

of one of their greatest virtues and

vices—self-esteem ! The more Mike

brooded, in solitude, the more ur-

gent became his self-esteem, and the

more keenly did he meditate and

resent that wanton levity of Eose

Carter, which treated his sensibili-

ties with such insolence.

But he hears at length a sound
whkh arrests the tenor of his mor-

tifying thoughts, and brings him
back to hid present objects. Faint-

ly, the cry of a single beag'e ascends

to him from below—very faintly,

and too feebly to arouse a single

echo, sleeping in the mountain hol-

lows. He prepares himself, how-
ever. And now a vulture darts out

from among the great thickets, a d
soars upward, passing immediately

over his head, and into the rear of

the "Devil's Prayer-Book." He is

followed by successive nights of vul-

tures, who break suddenly out of

the volumes of vapor which the

great deeps of valley are sending

up, like the smokes of a burning

city, blended with tongues of flame;

as the sun, having rushed up the

mountain tops, glares down, with

inflaming glances, into the dim,

damp recesses of the thickets.

Through these vapors the vultures

dart in divers directions. In their

flight our hunter sees a proof that

they are driven out, not by the

glare of the sun, but by the progress

to their retreats of Sam Fuller and

the dogs. He conceives the route

of the latter from the spot whence
the vultures have emerged.

As they severally shoot out from

the vapor, the sun coating their

sable skirts with gold, they suggest;

fancies of that demoniac flight when
the fallen angels fled beneath the

glances of their Lord, his burning

shafts pursuing, and gilding the r

gloomy aspects, even with the very

wounds which they made.

They have sped from sight. The
vapors roll onward and upward,

from and among the solemn gorges.

And now the hounds give tongue

—

slowly and at long intervals at first;

then you hear a single piotraded
strain from a single bengle.
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"It is Tear-Coat!" said Mike. He
can distinguish a dog by his voice as

well as a man.

Another tongue bursts forth in

cry—a short, quick, impatient bay.

" It is Snap," quoth Mike.

A bowl follows rather than a bark,

and then another, more of a whine

than howl or bark ; and he recog-

nizes the several tongues of Swallow

and Bruiser.

All the dogs have caught the

scent of the slot, and are coursing

together.

The game is started.

" They are in full cry !" said Mike,
" and the trail grows hot."

He took his attitude, cocked his

rifle and stood ready. A moment
after, and a fox rushed by him with-

in twenty ieet. The rifle was lifted

to his eyes, but as instantly let

down. The buck hunter must not

be deluded by the contemptible

fox.

The music of the whole pack, in

continued strain, now rolled up to

his ears, showing that they are in

earnest ; that the game is fairly

afoot, and that all parties have

emerged from those thicketty mar-

gins through which the trail has

been taken.

Tear-Coat rages rapidly, swearing

like a trooper, in his own language

of course ; Snap, impatient that he

is still in the rear, uttering himself

in brief spasmodic jerks of sound,

the diapason being a long, irregular

howl.

The chase grows hotter.
J
Mike

feels his blood kindling. It is his

first hunt for some weeks. He ad-

vances a pace, and his eyes dilate

with his emotions.

Suddenly, a branch is broken,

under a sharp, quick footfall, and

a cunning old buck, far ahead of his

pursuers, comes rushing up the side

of the mountain, tail in air, and
making long leaps and bounds that

bring him twenty feet forward at

every spring.

Very glorious and grand is his

air, with his great antlers thrust

out as if darting upon an enemy

;

and with ever and anon a great

snort from bis nostiils, as if breath-

ing defiance.

He, too, like the vultures, takes

the route for and over the " Devil's

Prayer-Book." He will probably

rest him there.

Suddenly he hears a human voice,

calm, slow, stern, commanding!
" Stop !" is the single word spoken

by the hunter.

That human voice! who can mea-

sure its power when the heart is

strong, when the soul luxuriates in

a good conscience, when art has

been perfected in civilization, and

when the fine standard of a noble

manhood has been thoroughly

reached ? It is the sovereign voice

next below that of God, in all crea-

tion, born of power, winged with

music, to charm, to spell, build up
and overthrow

!

" Stop !" is the single word of

power.

And, on a sudden, quick as light-

ning, the buck arrests himself in

his leap, so quickly as to cause his

recoil upon his own haunches.

He recovers himself, wheels about

and fahs headlong, in that instant,

sprawling as he wheels! In that

single moment of time, in the recoil

of the advancing beast, and in his

effort to whirl aside from the enemy,

Mike Baynam sends the unerring

bullet to his heart. The deer lies

prostrate in his tracks, and the kniie
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of Mike is already in his throat.

He has obtained the prize for which

he went upon the chase that day.

Shall he win any other prize that

day ? Quien sabe !

Soon the dogs were up, slowly

followed by Sam Fuller, who pro-

ceeded promptly to disembowel the

deer, and cast the entrails to the

now happy and howling hounds.

Mike, meanwhile, without further

delay, takes the slaughtere 1 animal

on the horse behind him, and rides

away in pursuit of other game. Sam
Fuller renews the chase, and Mattie

welcomes him at dark, with a fine doe

behind him and a wild turkey fast-

ened to his saddle string.

CHAPTER VI.

GILDED SEPULCHRES.

Mike Baynam rode with some-

what quickened pace, as he made
his way over the mountain, pursuing

the route to Rosedale Cottage. His

meditations, during the ride, were a

long struggle between his hopes and
fears. His passion was too warm
not to kindle his hope, but his love

was too earnest, and too deeply felt,

not to awaken his fears ; especially

as his self-esteem did not suffice to

make him fully appreciate his own
claims of manhood and attraction.

Mike was too modest a man, dealing

with women, to make a very grace-

ful gallant ; and, in this one res-

pect, perhaps, his attractions failed

in the eyes of the beautiful coquette

of Rose Cottage.

He was not insensible to his own
deficiencies, and was almost quite as

sensible of the feminine desires of

Rose.

But he had come to a resolution.

He had set his heart on the fortunes

of the die, this very day, and, with

every moment of brooding, his reso-

lution grew stronger to persevere.

In the language of Sam Fuller, he

determined to bring the affair "to

an ending."

And so, armed with the dogged
purpose to " do or die," he rode,

pricking the sides of his steed, at

every moment when he pricked the

sides of his good intent ; and this

occurred with every decided step

which he took in his forward pro-

gress.

Reaching the bottom of one height,

he renewed his resolve ; ascending

the next eminence, he re-resolved ;

and, when about to descend the last

hill, conducting to the valley in

which Rose Cottage sat, snugly

sheltered in its hollows, and with its

shady clump of chesnut and fruit

trees around it, he had conned over,

with repeated memories, the very

language in which he was to urge

his suit and try his fortunes.

He would not reproach her with

anything in the past. He would
make no complaints. He would ut-

ter no sighs. He would simply lay

his heart and hand before her, and
accept her reply as final. And then,

"to supper with what appetite he

might."

But he was soon destined to a

sudden and complete dispersion of

all this train of ideas, if not resolves,

by one of the most wonderful and
unexpected events in his experience, <

an event which filled him with

amaze.

As he descended the heights, en-

tered upon the valley, and wound
his way into the road, his direct

pathway to the cottage, what should

he encounter but the magnificent

carriage of the stately lady, the
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widow Farleigh, coming towards

him on the same route, and evident-

ly emerging from the court-yard of

" Kosedale."

Mike had no hostile feeling to-

wards the social aristocracy of the

country, though it might withhold

its privileges from the class to which

he belonged. He was neither asham-
ed of himself nor of his class ; nor

did he feel any sense of mortifica-

tion at the asserted inequalities of

birth, fortune, and education ; and
yet, something of a fancy, the se-

cret of which lay rather in his in-

stincts than his thoughts, prompted
him to wish to turn aside, and avoid

the encounter with tbe great lady,

and her grand equipage.

Bat this was impossible unless he

should wheel about, turn back, and

canter off upon the route over which

he came. This was not to be thought

of. The road, at this point, narrow-

ed to a mere gorge, with hardly

more space than was needed for a

double carriage track. Accordingly,

he must pass within two or three

paces of the vehicle. As he was

doing so, bowing his head respect-

fully as he approached the carriage

window, the great lady had her

horses stopped, and called to Mike

in the language of lady-like conde-

scension :

"Come hither, my man, if you

please."

" Come hither, my man," was

hardly a phrase to please the ears of

Mike Baynam ; but he rode up res-

pectfully and bowed, while the lady

said :

"I wish to buy your buck, my
man ; what is your price ?"

"It is not for sale, madam," was

the quiet and cold, but respectful

answer.

" Not for sale ! Why, are you not

a professional hunter?"
" That is my business, madam."
"And yet you won't sell what you

kill. Was ever hunter yet that did

not seek to make a bargain ?"

"It is already disposed of, ma-
dam."
"To whom—and what did you

get for it? It is a fine animal—very

fat, I think, and ought to bring a

good price."

"In very good order, madam."
" And what did you get for it?"

" It is not sold, madam."
" Why, you said it was sold, sir."

"No, madam, I said it was alrea-

dy disposed of. It is to be given

away, not sold.'''

" Ah ! you are nice about words,

sir. WT
ell, I am glad that you are

able to make so liberal a gift. I

thought professional hunters were

generally too poor to make gifts."

" They are poor, madam, general-

ly ; but not so poor but that thejr

can sometimes help out a poor fa-

mily, and the compensation m-iy

come back in a blessing on their

craft, some time or other."

" Ah ! you are pious ! Well, my
good man, whenever you have a fine

buck like that to sell, bring it to

Farleigh Lodge. You will never

lack of a good customer at my house,

and your pay shall be forthcoming

on the instant. We do not need
credit at Farleigh Lodge."

The hunter made no reply, be-

yond a respectful bow, and rode

away after a moment's hesitation.

But his heart was stung.

The cool assurance, and quiet as-

sumption of superiority on the part

of the great lady, and her style of

address, though offensive, was com-

paratively unfelt. But, did he dream?
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was he mistaken ? or did Rose Car-

ter really occupy a seat beside the

widow in that vehicle—and did she

draw back and shelter herself be-

hind the curtains of the carriage, as

if to be unseen of him ?

Surely, that was the tossing plu-

mage of feathers, which she usually

wore, which first caught his eye, as

he approached the carriage ; that

shawl of crimson he had seen upon
her shoulders before ; and he fan-

cied he recognized the half-faded

sheen of blue silk, on that arm
which, for a moment, had been seen

resting upon the side of the win-

dow, and which was so suddenly

withdrawn from his gaze.

Was it possible that Rose Carter,

the rustic beauty, was riding in the

carriage with the haughty lady of

Farleigh Lodge, notorious for her

equal pride, arrogance and mean-
ness, thi oughout the country ?

Was it further possible that Rose

Carter should ignore his presence

so entirely
;
yield him no recogni-

tion, and studiously crouch out of

sight when he drew nigh? If not
Rose Carter, what good reason had
any other woman to show herself so

very reserved and so little curious ?

The hunter rode on with vexing

doubts, and his melancholy musings
were renewed in all their former
sonibreness of hue. But his heart

was growing firmer and sterner, as

he mused and rode, and his resolu-

tion was now riveted to the purpose
for which he had set out. At all

events, he would soon learn at the

cottage whether Rose Carter was the

carriage companion of the stately

widow Farleigh.

Alas! for Rose, and her poor,
vain, feeble, unwomanish heart

!

She, indeed, it was—however dif-

ficult to believe—who was the com-
panion of the haughty widow, with

that child-vanity which possessed

her, in which she had been trained

to folly and perverseness, by her

foolish and perverse mother. She
had obeyed the instinct of vanity,

rather than the honest laws of feel-

ing and propriety. It was under

an impulse of which she had suffi-

cient feeling left to be ashamed, that

she drew back at the sight of her

simple-hearted and ingenuous lover,

and kept studiously out of sight

while he remained. It was in de-

ference to the supposed tastes of

her new and fashionable acquaint-

ance that she had made this sacri-

fice of truth, propriety, good sense,

good feeling, and we may even add,

of love, so far as that miserably

weak nature could be susceptible to

that pure and noble sentiment.

"A good- ooking young fellow

enough," quoth Mrs. Farleigh, " but

stiff and consequential. He seems

to have a very good opinion of him-

self. Such men are apt to grow for-

ward and obtrusive. It is necessary

that they should be made to know
their proper place out of society and
not in it. Have you ever seen him
before, Miss Carter ?"

" Oh ! yes, ma'am. He brings us

venison very often."

"What's his name?"
" Michael Baynam, ma'am."

"Do you know anything about

him?"
"Nob much. He's a professional

hunter, you know, and I see him
only when he brings us venison."

Poor Rose—very poor Rose—the

very poorest among the Roses

!

She had not absolutely lied. Oh

!

no ! And yet she had lied most
damnably throughout, with the de-
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liberate intent to lie, in the meanest

fashion, by evasion and the suppres-

sion of the most necessary truth.

How nobly would a brave and ho-

nest woman have shown herself

throughout such a scene, and in

such a dialogue ! "VVe need pursue

it no f^r.her, but let the carriage

travel on its way, bearing the haugh-

ty, purse-proud old fool, with the

silly, fantastic young one—the one

old in arrogance, the other already

well versed in the pretty arts of

cunning.

Verily, it is all very pitiful to con-

sider, when we regard the beauties,

the uses, the virtues, the very suc-

cesses, which belong to, and usually

accompany, a noble heart of huma-
nity in woman.
Poor Mrs. Farleigh ! Poor, in all

her wealth.

Poor Kose ! Still poorer than the

worst of poverty, in her ready, well-

developeJ, and abundant cunning

!

The one a sepulchre, gilded with

the veneerings of mammon ; the

other gilded with the serpent's beau-

ty, even though lacking possibly in

the serpent's tooth of venom ! That

any society should be proud of the

one, or any honest man be deluded

by the other, is wondrous pitiful to

see in any age ; how much more so

in any period, and among a race,

which boasts of its civilization, and
has, for near two thousand years,

been taking its lessons from the lips

of Christ

!

CHAPTER VIL

DORIC AND CORINTHIAN IN THE SAME

BUILDING.

Aunt Betsey, always on the alert,

like any watch dog, was aware of

the visit of Mike Baynam the mo-

ment he entered toe court yard of

the cottaqe. He had just alighted

and laid down the carcass of the

deer at the foot of the little piazza,

when she came out to meet him.

"Oh! Mike!" was the exclama-

tion of the spinster; " what a noble

buck ! Why, he's a rigilar two-hun-
dred pounder ! You killed him this

morning, I reckon ?"

"And brought him, as you see,

Miss Betsey, for Mrs. Carter and the

family. How's all the family to-

day?"

Her countenance fell, as she re-

plied evasively: " Well, Mike, you're

a good friend to the family; and,

Lawd knows, we're all greatly ob-

ligated to you. You've found us

amost all the venison we've had to

eat for the whole year, to say

nothing of the bar meat and the

wild turkeys. It's mighty good of

you, I must say, Mike; and, Lawd
knows, we ought to be mighty

thankful!"
" Well, Miss Betsey, if you'll get

me a good knife, and give me your

help, I'll skin the buck, and quarter

him for you at once."

"You're so good, Mike !" was the

reply, as she hurried into the house,

leaving him in the little piazza where
this conversation had been carried

on.

As she entered the hall, having

left the door partly on a jar behind

her, poor Mike had the satisfaction

of listening to the following spicy

dialogue between Miss Betsey and
Mrs. Carter, in wh'ch his self-esteem

was but indifferently consulted :

"Who is it, Betsey, that you have

been speaking with without ?" says

Mrs. Carter.

" Ourfriend, Mike Ba^ nam !" de-

livered wLh emphasis.
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" Our friend ! Friendship, Betsey-

Moore, is a sacred thing, and not to

be bestowed lightly on man or

woman. It is a virtue that belongs

to education and refinement, and I

do not think that any vulgar, or un-

refined nature is capable of the

sentiment or feeling. The poets

hold it to be the purest of all hu-

man sentiments, not even excepting

love."

"Oh! hang the poets !"

" There's the beautiful history of

the friendship existing between

David and Jonathan in sacred writ.

I read it only last Sabbath, as my
morning service. How beautiful

was their alliance, their love sur-

passing the love of woman."
" That I don't believe—not a bit

of it!"

"What! not believe it in Holy
Writ? Betsey Moore, can it be
possible you have become an in-

fidel !"

" Come ! come ! Jane Carter, don't

you be too free calling names, or I

give you notice I won't stand it!

I'd rether quit the house onst for

all, and go where I won't be con-
tinually bothered with your big dic-

tionary words, and be insulted with
your wicked nicknames ! To call

me an infidel ! Why, ef you goes
on at this rate, you'll soon be calling

me a mere sarcumstance, and that

too when your fine company is here
to listen and to snigger in their

sleeves
"

" Leave me ! leave your own sister

in her desolation—a wretched in-

valid—covered with rheumatism as

with a garment! Oh! Betsey
Moore ! Betsey Moore ! No won-
der you have so little faith in the

sacred writings."

" Well, ef you air an invalid, larn

to keep a civil tongue in your head;

and et you wants Betsey Moore to

stay with you, mind what she's

a telling you, and don't flounce away
with your fine sayings and your
redickilous stuff and non -^ense, that's

of no more account than whip syl-

labub !"

"Oh!—h—h !" Mrs. Carter groans,

and passes her linen cambric pocket

handkerchief over her eyes, that

have no tears.

"And I tell you agin and agin,

Jane Carter, that Mike Baynam is a

friend, and a friend that's true, and
a vallyable friend; that ef you had
proper sense you'd put high above

all them fine fashionable folks you're

a hankering a'ter all the time!

What's the vally of their friendship,

I wants to know ? Did they ever

do anything for you, or for me, or

for any of us ? Not a thing, as I

knows on. Friendship is as friend-

ship does, Jane Carter, and it's the

friend in need that's the friend in-

deed, let me tell you!"
" Those horrid common-place

proverbs !"

" And what hev you to say agin

the provarbs ? ain't they in the Scrip-

ters too as well as Jonathan and
David ? You'd better larn your les-

son all through the book, Jane

Carter, and not pick out of the

Holy Scripters only them parts that

tickles the vanity of your fine

friends; hafe of whom will desarve

to burn in hell fire when the time

comes, ef the Lawd ain't more mer-

ciful to them than they air to one

another
!"

" Oh ! oh ! my poor nerves ! Bet-

sey Moore, Betsey Moore, do you
want to drive me into insanity with

your terrible tongue ? Respect the

nerves ofyour sister, Bet,.ey Moore !"
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" Ob ! hang the narves ! You've

nevir been a well woman, Jane Car-

ter, sence you found out from the

doctors' books that you hed got

narves somewhere about in your

skin. I thank the Lawd I hev no

narves; none to speak of; and none
that I knows on."

" Good Lord, deliver us ! Oh !

—

h!—h! 5 '

" Needn't go on with your grunt-

ing, Jane Carter."

" Grunting ! Heaven save us
!"

Never, in Mrs. Carter's opinion,

was the vulgar nature of Betsey

Moore made so evident as in con-

founding with a grunt what was de-

liberately designed to be a sigh.

"Oh! oh! oh!"

"Well, grunt as much as you
please, ef it does you any good, but

you needn't expect me to stand here

and listen to you; I've other fish to

fry."

"Horrid! horrid! Other fish to

fry!"

" Well, it's jist now this pint

atween us, Jane Carter, to bring

you back to what's the matter in

hand. Hyer, I tell you, is Mike
Baynam, what's brought you a fine

buck, as fine a buck as you ever seen;

and what am I to say to him from

you?"

"Oh! pay him, and let him go I"

"W-h-at?"
"Pay him, and let him go."

"Why, Jane Carter, he brings it

as a preticklar gift to you /"

"Gifts! We can accept no gifts

from Mr. Baynam, Betsey Moore.

We must incur no obligations to

him. Pay him, I say, and let him
depart! You may show him what
special courtesies you will, but my
relations with him are of another

sort. Pay him, I repeat, tho price

of the venison, and let him depart."
" Very gocd ! very well ! Most

beautiful. It's a new lesson to larn,

and we must get a new book to

study in, and that book won't be the

Holy Scriptero! I tell you, Jane
Carter, them colored feathers air

growing on the inside of your head,

and will be the ruination of you.

You'll git, in a lee tie while, to be as

crazy as a fowlcock with the blind-

staggers ! Obligations to Mike Bay-
nam, indeed ! Why, Jane Carter,

you've been onder obligations to him
for amost two years for all sorts of

meat; and when did you ever pay
him, or offer him pay; and ef you
ever did, when did you ever know
him to take the money? I swon,

you're crazy enough now to be put

into a straight jacket, ef 'twant that

you air so cussed crooked in your
head that nothing straight could ever

be hed to fit you any way!"
" Good Lord ! good Lord ! deliver

us!"

"Well, I wish he would deliver

you of the fool notions that's got

possession of you !
' Pay him, and

let him depart !' "

Here the old maid mimicked the

manner of the fine lady, and con-

tinued:

"And how shall I pay bim ?

Where's the money to pay him ?"

"Examine my purse. Distress

me no longer, Betsey Moore, it you
would not behold me dead, fainting

dead outright before you. You
would then be satisfied. Oh! my
nerves!"

" Now, may the old devil take all

the nerves that I ever haird of!

Well, it's easy said 'examine my
purse/ Precious short will be the
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sarch in that quarter! Look ! thar's

your purse, and ef thar's a copper

in it, it's not easy to my grip."

" Good heavens ! Betsey, whither

has the money gone !"

" Ax the winds how it flew away;

as ef money hedn't wings of its

own! But the last twenty dollars

went to Kedlar Growing for your

own morning cap, all ribbons of all

colors, and for the red shawl you
gin Rose only last week."

"Crimson, not red; and the rib-

bons in my turban, not a cap, Bet-

sey Moore, had but two colors,

green and crimson; the pattern was
from the Fire-worshippers."

" Well, two or twenty colors,

that don't matter. The matter is

the money ! Ef we're to pay for the

buck, shell out."

"Shell out! Heavens spare us !"

"Ay, fegs! shell out's the word!
But ef the shells air empty, and the

inside of the nut gone, I reckon
you'll hev to git back agin to the

obligations ! Ef we're to pay Mike
for his meat now, you must wipe out

the old score of obligations, gwine
on for amost two years, to my sartan

knowledge. Now, do sister Jane

—

for you air my sister, tho' you hev
got sich redickilous nerves—try for

onst, jist onst in a way, to git back
your senses and hyar to decent peo-
ple, when they talk what's sensible

to you. Either you takes the veni-

son, as a free gift from Mike Baynam,
or you don't take it at all. Thar's

not a copper in your purse ; thar's

not a dollar in mine; and we hevn't

got a morsel of bacon left in the

smoke-house. It's a raal godsend
to them that's got teeth to eat left,

that our friend, Mike Baynam,
brought that buck here to-day, else

I don't well know whar you would

have found your dinner; and one

thing I kin say, I always did see

that when you was worst off with

your narves your happytite was
prime; and nobody ever played a

better stick than you when thai* was
a venison steak set before you."

Mrs. Jane Carter collapsed, and
seemed about to faint, but, as Bet-

sey Moore made no effort to offer

assistance, the fit passed off, the

amiable widow recovered with rea-

sonable promptitude, and was re-

lieved by her own personal applica-

tion of the scent-bottle. She waived

her hand, with imperial manner, to

her sturdy sister, who showed her-

self so insensible to the delicacy of

her nerves, and Betsey Moore re-

tired from her presence, mattering

as she went:
" It's the cussedest thing in the

world to hev to deal with wanity,

and rheumatism, and narves, all at

onst! Now, I'm thinking that hafe

the fool-folks thinks that it's mighty

consekential to make believe they're

sick, so as to hev people waiting

upon 'em, and looking oneasy, while

they're grunting, when they're only

grunting for thar own satisfaction.

I reckon it's me that's spoiled my
fine sister. Ef 'twant for me, she'd

hev to give up her fine airs, and git

out of this easy chair, and tend to

her business herself. She hasn't

been a well woman sence she got

that easy chair; and thar she'll set

from morning to night, thinking

over the grammar, and the diction-

ary, and saying to herself all the fine

speeches she's ever ]arned out of the

books. I'll hev to git shet of her,

and leave her to herself, ef it's only

to cure her of her rheumatiz and
wanities. Ef 'twant for Rose, I'd

hev left her long ago; for her fool-
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talk makes me hafe sick at the

stomach hafe the time."

Whan she emerged from the hall

to the piazza, Mike Baynam was no-

where visible at first. Looking

about, however, the old maid dis-

covered him slowly pacing to and
fro, among the groves just in front

of the dwelling, some hundred yards

away.
" Well," said she, somewhat re-

lieved, " I'm glad he hasn't haird

what Jane Carter's been saying. I

was afeard, all the time, that be

would hear; and 'twould be mighty

monstrous and vexatious to him to

know that, after all he's done for the

family, Jane Carter should begin

now to talk of obligations !—obliga-

tions ! Lawdamarcy! What fools

some women air, and particularly

them as has, besides the narves and

the rheumatism, them two worser

ailments, the wanity of big idees,

and no meat in the meat-house, and

mighty little corn in the crib
!"

CHAPTER VIII.

HOPE DEFERRED.

Good Aunt Betsey, in her encoun-

ter of wits with her sister, the inef-

fable Jane Carter, had totally for-

gotten that she was to provide Mike

Baynam with a knife for cutting

up the deer.

Mike, in waiting for her reappear-

ance, had heard enough to make
him retire beyond hearing distance.

Mike was by nature and necessity a

gentleman. A nice sense of honor

prompted him to retire instantly, on

hearing that which might not be de-

signed for his ears.

He remembered that he had his

own couteau de chasse at his side
;

and, taking the carcass of the buck
to the rear of the cottage, where he
had cut up many before, he pro-

ceeded to divide it, with a quiet calm
of manner which was quite marvel-

ous, considering what he had al-

ready heard.

But Mike, a strong man by na-

ture, lapsing from strength for a sea-

son, lapsing into a weakness very

natural and common with ardent

and young natures, was growing
momently more and more strong

and resolute.

" My game must be played out,"

he murmured to himself ; "no mat-
ter who shall win! at all events, I
shall bring it to an end— and
then—"
The rest was left unsaid, and he

went on, deliberately dissecting the

buck secundum artem, and as the

practised hunter only knows how it

should be dissected.

The long discussion between Mrs.

Carter and her sister enabled him to

finish his work, wash his hands,

clean his knife, and wander off to

the little clump of trees in front of

the cottage, where Aunt Betsey es-

pied him.

There, she joined him.

"Really, Mike," she said, "we're
much beholden to you for all your
favors and friendship. I'm your
friend, Mike, and hope always to be

your friend. And I knows, ef no-

body else does, what a good friend

you've been of our'n."

He took her extended hand, and
pressed it warmly. Then he said

:

"I believe you, Miss Betsey. I

wish I had as mucli faith in other

persons. But where's Rose ?"

H Ah ! Mike, we kain't hev things

always as we wish, or Rose would
ha' been your wife long ago.
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" That's not it, Miss Betsey, now.

The question is, where's Rose ?"

" Ah ! that's the question. Wall,

to tell you plain, we've had the

strangest visitor this morning, that

I never expected to see in this cot-

tage—who do you think ?"

" Better you tell me."
" Well, no less a person than the

rich widow Farleigh, of Farleigh

Lodge, as she always calls it, though

I don't see why, sence its only a

great bi^ house."

"Well?"
"Well ; she came in her great car-

riage, with her shiny white silver

harness, and her driver, all in blue,

trimmed with red, and a shiny-

glazed hat on his head—who but

he—and who but she ?"

« weii r
" Well, it was quite a sort of sup-

prise, you see; and my sister, who's

dead set upon fashionable and fine

people, a« I suppose every body
knows, she was all in a flusteration,

a quiver and a shiver, that might

have been a shaking ager, but for

the pleasure of the thing. She ac-

tially gits up out of her great easy

chair, without axing or waiting for

help, and she ducks to the great

lady, jest as ef she never hadnarves
or rheumatiz no more than me ; and
the great lady ducks to Jane Carter

for the first time in her life, and the

pair on 'em ducks to one another,

as ef they was all made up of sinews

and Ingy-rubber ; and then comes
the palaver and fine compliments,

and the great lady axes for Rose,

and says to Jane Carter she hears

fine things about Rose ; about her

edication and schooling, and how
smart she is ; and then, you see,

Jane she sends for Rose, and Rose

comes out of her room, dressed up
as ef for a party, with her best frock

of blue silk, and her fine red—

1

should say crimson—shawl over her

shoulders ; and the long and short

of it is, that the great lady must
hev Rose to go and spend the day

and night over at Farleigh Lodge,

and the great lady is to bring her

over to-morrow, you see."

"Then it was Rose in the car-

riage ?"

" Ondoubtedly. You seed her,

then ?"

" Yes, I saw her."

And the strong man turned aside.

He did not tell the old maiJ that

Rose skulked from him, as if unwil-

ling to acknowledge his acquaint-

ance. But the shrewd aunt conjec-

tured it, and began :

" And didn't Rose—"
Here she stopped, afraid to finish

the question. Her masculine in-

stincts readily conceived the situa-

tion.

" And Rose is to be at home to-

morrow, Miss Betsey," was the

quietly spoken question.

"Yes, to-morrow morning, Mike."
" Miss Betsey," said Mike, rather

curtly, " I will ride over to see Rose
the day after to-morrow."

So speaking, after a hearty squeeze

of Miss Betsey's hands, our melan-

choly hunter rode away.

Another day followed of anxiety

and doubt.

Mike Baynam was not exactly a

fatalist ; but it did seem to him, as

he rode, that the fates were adverse

to his prospects. His instincts, al-

ready well informed of the weak-

nesses of Rose, could readily con-

ceive what effect would be had upon
her mind, by the condescensions of
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the great lady at Farleigh Lodge, gave herself no farther concern as

He rode home in no more cheerful to the payment for the meat. It was

humor than he left it. wholly the affair of Miss B tsey

Good Aunt Betsey's profoundest Moore, whom she quietly assumed

remark, that night, was the relish to have found the money, and squar-

shown by Mrs. Jane Carter for the ed off the obligation. She found it

venison steaks which she had pre- easy to transfer the sense of obliga-

pared for supper ; her vanity, whch tion to the more obtuse conscience

resented the idea of obligation to the of her rude, uncultivated, unrefined

hunter, never operating to the dimi- and unfashionable maiden sister,

nution of her appetite. Like a ju- whose dialect was so irritating to

d.cious student in the schools, at her nervous system,

once of Epicurus and economy, she

<•*•

NO GOD.

"No God! No God!" The simplest flowe*

Tha„ on the w 1 1 is found,

Shrinks as it dr nks its cup of dew,
And trembles at the sound

;

44 No God ! '—astonished Ec.io cries

From out her cavern hoar,

And every wandering bird that flies

Beproves the Atheist's lore.

The solemn forest li:ts its head,

The Almigh y to proclaim,

The brooklet, on its crystal urn,

Doth leap to grave his name.
How swells the deep and ^vengeful sea,

Along his billow track,

The red Vesuvius opes his mouth
lo hurl this falsehood back.

The palm tree, with its princely crest,

The cocoa's leafy shade,

The brearl-f uit bending to its load,

In yon fair island glade
;

The winged seeds that borne by wind3,
The roving sparrows feed,

The melon on the desert s.mds,

Confute the scorner's creed.

"No God !" with indignation light

Tne fervent Sun is stirred,

And the pale Moon turns paler still

At such an impious word
;

And from their buraing thrones, the Star3

Look down with angry eye,

That thus a worm of dust should mock
Eternal Majesty.
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THE ALBATKOSS.

A YACHTING CHRONICLE,

BY GODOLPHIN.

CHAPTER VII.

FEMININE FAITH.

Mrs. Aylmer took good care that

Lady Dacre should find no oppor-

tunity that night for delivery of the

communication with which she

shrewdly surmised her ladyship

was charged to her sister. Indeed,

the restless anxiety of the former to

secure this opportunity, rendered

itself so apparent, that while con-

firming the fair widow's suspicion,

it only added to her determination

that, for that night, at least, she

would delay its delivery, and trust

to her own resources and tact for

the morrow—the morrow that would

see Tressillian leave. Par conse-

quence, when the ladies had retired

to the ground of their own cabin,

she attached herself to Miss Dev-

erell, with a well-bred but most ob-

tuse pertinacity, so apparently over-

flowing with gay spirits and talka-

tive confidence, that not the most

weary look on her companion's face,

nor the most transparent desire on

Lady Dacre's part to be rid of her

presence, availed to compass that

desired end. Long after Geraldine

had retired, she still preserved a

position by her berth—unheeding

sighs the most heartfelt that bosom
ever drew, as its occupant pressed

her aching temples deep into the

pillows ; or that Lady Dacre, fidget-

ing to and fro, ostentatiously con-

sulted Ler watch, or yet more osten-

tatiously yawned. Both in vain.

She had to deal with an adversary

far too wily to be thus driven from

the field. Mrs. Aylmer was impene-

trably blind and deaf ; and it was
at last, in the midst of a most ani-

mated morsel of pignante colonial

scandal, that, in utter despair, Lady
Dacre rose.

" It is so late, I must go, dearest,"

she said, bending over to kiss her

sister, with the effusion of the yet

untold secret in the caress—"but
don't be surprised if I come to you
quite early to-morrow morning. I

have something to tell you."

She waited yet a moment, hoping

that the hint thus thrown out might

remove the self-appointed Cerberus;

but not so. If Mrs. Aylmer over-

heard the quite audible whisper, her

fice was too well trained to give

token of the fact. With a sigh of

disappointment, Lady Dacre took

her departure.

She consoled herself, however, by
thinking that, perhaps, after all, it
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might be for the best that the com,

munication of Tressillian's offer was
deferred until morning, and could

be presented to Geraldine abruptly,

and an immediate decision demand-
ed, rather than that she should have

possessed the solitary watches of

the night for a consideration of its

bearings—probably only to arrive

at a refusal. Thus tranquilized on
that score, and with the bright pros-

pect of to-morrow's eclaircissement

before her, not even the memory of

her husband's estrangement had
power to weigh on Lady Dacre's

heart, and it was with a smile of

anticipated triumph that she sank

to sleep.

More fortunate in this than Miss

Deverell. There was no brightness

shedding itself by promise in ad-

vance for the morrow ; there was
only bitterness in every memory of

the past ; and through the long

hours of silent darkness slumber

and its forgetfulness was sought in

vain. Not one moment of oblivion

came—not one moment of release

from the weary round of thoughts

that only intruded to torment. It

was little marvel that when dawn at

last broke in the east, and found the

Albatross off the Bocco di Capri,

her head was throbbing and dizzy

with a pain that defied all effort at

exertion. Failing in an attempt to

rise at a later than her usual hour,

and impatiently wondering what
could so long detain her sister, who
had promised to be w^th her early,

she at last dispatched her maid

with a message beggimg to see Lady
Dacre, if she was not otherwise en-

gaged.

Not many minutes later, a low

tap at the door was answered by her
" come in," and Lady Dacre entered,

pale and with not a few traces of

agitation in her manner.
"My dear," she said hurriedly,

" you must pardon me that I did

not come as soon as I promised
;

but I was detained. And—and you
wanted me ?"

" Yes," answered Geraldine. " I

would come to you myself—indeed
I tried to do so—but my head aches

so horribly, I was iorced to abandon
the attempt."

"Your head aches,
,,

said Lady
Dacre, stooping over the hot brow,

and gently smoothing it. " Poor
child ! But what makes it do so ?"

Perhaps it was the soft, light

touch, so soothing and pleasant

that caused Miss Deverell's heavy
lids to close as the manipulation,

continued. But they remained shut

for so long, as she lay silent and pas-

sive, that Lady Dacre was forced to

repeat her interrogation of " You
wanted me ?" before she said, in a

low, quick tone, " Do you think you
are prepared for a great surp rise

Gertrude?"
" I think I am," answered Lady

Dacre, with a profound sigh ;
" that

is to say, if having already known
some very great ones can be regard-

ed as preparation."

"Very great ones? Of what sort."

" I will tell you presently—of one

at least. Let me hear first what
you were going to say."

Still several minutes elapsed of

silence on Miss Deverell's part, dur-

ing which Lady Dacre watched the

gradual deepening of a flush upon
her face from rose-pink to vivid car-

nation ; until at last she ask d, in

the same tone as before, " I suppose

you, too, have understood that he

—

Tressillian I mean—is going this

morning ?"
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The abrupt question took Lady

Dacre entirely by surprise—and it

may be that the aromatic fumes of

some ammonia she was assiduously

applying to her sister's head aided

to confuse her—for certainly her

rnind leaped to a sudden and not

unwonted conclusion—namely, that

Tressillian, grown distrustful of her

long delay, had made his conces-

sions in person. The wish was, in

this instance, doubtless, father to

the thought, for it was certainly an

immense relief to believe so, and
she answered promptly

:

"I thought so, like the rest, ycu
know, until that for which I had
ceased to hope seemed to have

dropped down out of the clouds to

astonish me. I am sure I had sur-

rendered every expectation that you

two would ever make it up ; and
now, my dear, it is so pleasant to

think you have done so."

If Miss Deverell'p astonishment at

these words needed augmentation,

it certainly received it in her sister's

enthusiastic caress and repeated " I

am so very, very glad."

" So glad—of what ?" she asked,

as she submitted to the congratula-

tory kiss from sheer surprise. "What
are you talking of ? Whom have I

made up anything with?"

Lady Dacre's face fell most woe-
fully. " O, Geraldine," she cried,

•with a really piteous accent of ap-

peal in her voice, " surely you have
not refused to forgive him, even on
these conditions ! Geraldine, I knew
you were hard, but I did not think

thatot you!"
" That /" echoed Geraldine, now

thoroughly bewildered. " I think

you must be a little distraught, for

I don't at all understand what you
are talking about. You have totally

misapprehended my meaning in

some strange manner."
" Poor Tressillian !" said Lady Da-

cre, pursuing her own train of re-

flection—-and in a tone of comm.s-
seration the sincerity of which could

not be doubted—" poor Tressillian

!

it is hard upon him. And," she

added, slowly shaking her head
while she mournfully gazed at her

sister, "how you, who once professed

to care for him, can treat him with

such cruelty, such barbarity—for it

is nothing less than that, Geral-

dine—I don't comprehend, and I

hope never to be able to compre-

hend."

Miss Deverell's patience was tho-

roughly exhausted, and she raised

herself from her recumbent posi-

tion to give her sister the benefit of

what was quite an energetic little

shake.

" If you have not entirely bidden

farewell to your senses, Gertrude,"

she said decisively, "I wish j>ou

would make a plain statement of

what you are talking about."

"Is it possible I have been so

mistaken ?" said Lady Dacre; " have

you not heard from Tressillian ?"

" From Tressillian ! No ; how did

such an absurd idea enter your

head?"
" —h !" It was several minutes

before her ladyship recovered her
thoughts sufficiently to add in a dif-

ferent tone, " My confusion of mind
must plead an excuse for my stu-

pidity—for I wholly misunderstood

you. I thought you had seen

—

he ird from him I mean—something

the delivery of which he charged me
last night."

" Charged you ! to me ?"

Lady Dacre answered by deliver-

ing his message. She adverted to
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nothing which had prefaced, it, nor

alluded to its concern with herself.

She only repeated Tressillian's words

as they fell from Tressillian's lips.

But brief as they were, before she

had finished Miss Deverell inter-

rupted her by springing to a silting

posture and speaking excitedly.

" Stop, Gertrude ! I will not have

another word ; at least not until I

tell you that for which I sent for

you. It was to ask a favor—to ask

that you would see Tressillian, and
in my name offer to do away with all

further need for concession, by waiv-

ing my disputed right to ask any
;

to offer a renewal of the engage-

ment on the footing of the past, and
to tell him I have no better surety

for the future than the self-conquest

which brings me to see my own wil-

fulness, and appreciate his motive

in resisting my demand. There is

my message, Gertrude. Will you
bear it?"'

The subject of the message, as

she had originally intended it, per-

haps; but certainly not the message

itself as it would have been worded,

save for the assurance given by Tras-

sillian's, that to do so was safe. Yet

how brave and beautiful she looked

as she spoke, with the bright blood

flashing to her face, and the brilliant

eyes glowing with emotion, so that

Lady Dacre answered by throwing

both arms around her. "My dear,"

she said, "I am as happy as I can

be ! Now everything will go right.

O, thank you a thousand times for

being courageous enough to ac-

knowledge your fault. But I knew
ycur generous nature—generous, if

you are passionate—and I thought

it must be so at last."

Here Miss Deverell was fain to

extricate herself from an embrace

which, increasing in warmth, threat-

ened serious consequences of suffo-

cation; and it was only then that

Lady Dacre seemed to bethink her-

self of something before forgotten,

for her face suddenly assumed an

expression of mingled disappoint-

ment and embarrassment, both of

which spoke in her tone, as she said

hurriedly, "I am very sorry, Geral-

dine, but I have just remembered

—

thought, that is—and I—cannot

bear your message."

"Cannot bear my message!

Why?"
"Not because I do not approve

it," Lady Dacre hastened to say,

"but—but
—

" for one moment she

struggled painfully against an im-

pediment to speak, conquering

which, she finally added with a

deep blush, "Dacre does not like my
intercourse with Captain Tressillian,

and he has positively forbidden its

continuance."

Miss DevereTs dark eyes widened
with no small astonishment, and
she repeated in surprise: "Lord
Dacre positively forbidden your in-

tercourse with Tressillian ! Why,
how can it possibly concern Lord
Dacre?"

" How does it concern him ?"

" Certainly. Is it not my affair,

and therefore no business of his?"

" O, Geraldine !" said her sister,

" surely you understand. He is

jeolous."

"Jealous!" The bright eyes fas-

tened themselves with an uncom-
fortable keenness on Lady Dacre's

blushing face; and after a pause,

Geraldine added sternly, " Jealous

of what—of whom?"
" Why, of Tressillian, of course,"

cried Lady Dacre, impatiently,

" Who else should I mean ?"
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" Upon my word," said her sister;

"a Midsummer Night's madness

must have seized Lord Dacre before

he could have originated an idea so

absurd."
" It may seem very absurd to

you," said L dy Dacre, in a tone of

considerable pique; for what wom-
an, especially a pretty one, does not

resent the imputation that in any

instance her powers to charm could

fail, did she choose to exert them ?

"But you should remember that

every one does not regard me with

exactly your eyes, and that therefore

Dacre is able to conceive of others

beside himself being in love with

me."

"Indeed!" said Miss Deverell dry-

ly. " Perhaps, then, you mean to

understand that my incredulity is

more absurd than Lord Dacre's be-

lief! It may be so, since my mem-
ory serves me to recall some things

which it would seem you at least

forgot when you made the guards-

man lover give place to the vis-

cou> t."

" Good heavens, what have I

done ?" was certainly the inner voice

of Lady Dacre's thoughts for one
moment of dismay. "What had she

done, indeed! Only that which
could never again be undone. She
had only, with her own lips, by her
own unguarded words, sowed the

first seeds of a tree quick to take

root and reach maturity; herself had
first wakened suspicion to life in her

sister's mind, although, perhaps,

that mind was already ripe for it.

She had scorned to doubt either

lover or sister—yet Miss Deverell

had probably never forgotten many
significant tokens of a past before

she had known Tressillian, but when

his name had been more than fami-

liar to her from the low soft intona-

tions of the voice that so often

breathed it. Consternation at her

own unluc ky work, held Lady Dacre

silent for some time, and then she

was not very fortunate in her

speech.

" I had not expected so great in-

justice from you, Geraldine. Lord
Dacre was not so much to blame,

since his jealousy had an old begin-

ning."

"As for that," said Geraldine, in

the same cold, quiet tone that made
her sister feel very uncomfortable,
" Lord Dacre can be no better aware

of the past than myself, and perhaps

has never taken the trouble to won-
der so often as I in my simplicity,

how a lover of yours could have

passed on to me."

In what sublime ignorance of how
often the same subject for inquiry

had puzzled her sister, was this

spoken, despite her newly roused

suspicion, and Lady Dacre felt her-

self wince slightly, as she replied

gravely:

" You are mistaken in your use of

terms, Geraldine. An admirer of

mine in the common transient way,

Captain Tressillian was once per-

haps; but a lover never; and this, I

am sure, you ought to know. At

present I think the message I bear

might save me such injustice, at

least from you."

Without anger, but with such

gentle reproach was this spoken,

that Geraldine felt her own doubts

give place to remorse, which for the

moment triumphed.

"Pardon me, Gertrude," she said;

"you, who have always had so much
to pardon in me, can surely forgive
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this too. I am more unjust than

Lord Dacre, for he has not my rea-

son to know you."
" Thanks to you, Lord Dacre, too,

will soon be wiser," answered her

sister, smiling. " And now we will

dismiss the stupid subject forever;

but 1 fear you will even be forced

into being your own peace messen-

ger."

"Unfortunately, impossible," Ger-

aldine replied, as she sank back on
her pillows, and stretched her hand
for the flacon of ammonia. " I could

not walk to the door, or I would not

have proposed shirking the duty in

the first instance."

" What is to be doAS, thrm!" cried

Lady Dacre in dismay. " Do you
mean to let him go without hearing

anything from you?"
" Not if I can help it, undoubted-

ly; I suppose there is no alternative

but to write to him. And yet I dis-

like trusting Cecile with the note;

she has the two soubrette failings

of a prying disposition and a long

tongue."

Lady Dacre hesitated several min-

utes before she spoke again, and
then it was to say distrustfully,

"Would you mind intrusting it to

Mrs. Ayliner ? I am sure she would

be very glad to undertake
"

"Absurd!" broke in her sister,

" as if I would intrust a stranger to

my affairs with a matter so intimately

connected with them! Gertrude,

what has come over you ?"

" Nothing," answered Lady Dacre,

"but I am afraid you will think

something did come over me one
day when I—when Mrs. Aylmer

—

in short when I—don't be angry,

Geraldine!—ventured to tell her

about Tressillian and yourself."

" Of course, Mrs. Aylmer, like all

the rest of the world, was as well

aware of the whole matter as you or
I," answered Miss Deverell coldly;

" and if you told her nothing more
than that, I need not find it very

hard to forgive you, however much
I might wonder at your choice of

such a subject to discuss with her."

"There! I knew you would not
like it," said Lady Dacre penitently;

"and I suppose it was foolish—but
I felt so worried and lonely— it was
the first day, if you recollect it, and
just afteryou left the cabin."

" I recollect perfectly that I did
not act so well as to be able to blame
you for anything of so little im-
portance. What does it matter,

after all? Mrs. Aylmer is welcome
to the knowledge, if she cares for it;

and as for the note, do you think
she would not mind delivering it?"

"I am sure she would be very
glad to do so," answered her lady-

ship confidently; "and, really, Ger-
aldine, you are very much prejudiced

against, and I think do her injustice.

She is very warm-hearted and kind-

iy-"

" It may be," said Miss Deverell,

doubtfully, £< although I have never

been able to avoid distrusting her.

But there is reason to account for

this, and I am willing to admit my-
self prejudiced. Perhaps it would
be as well to ask this favor of her,

since you think her reliable. The
note must first be written, however.

Give me those writing materials."

But the effort to write proved as

abortive as the effort to rise. Sick

and dizzy, she was forced to drop
the pen, and sink back. " You will

have to do it, Gertrude," she said

faintly; "your writing is very like
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mine; and, any way, it makes no
matter. Just a brief statement of

my offer is all that is required."

"While her sister proceeded to

obey, Geraldine, whose temples were

momently beating worse and worse,

summoned her maid, whom she de-

spatched with a message asking Mrs.

Aylmer's presence. And just as

Lady Dacre was penning the con-

cluding words of the note, that lady,

in a state of unprecedented surprise

at the request, made her appearance.

Cecile had found her on deck, deep

in a tete-a-tete with Tressill an; but

telling him to await her return, she

had at once, full of curiosity, de-

scended to the cabin.

When Lady Dacre explained the

nature of the service demanded of

her, it was only to meet in reply the

most immediate and warmest of as-

sents. She kissed Geraldine with

effusion, congratulated Lady Dacre,

d :clared herself enchanted, and ac-

cepted the mission with such appa-

rent good will, that Geraldine felt

decidedly remorseful in memory of

many doubts which had arisen in

her mind, and many hard thrusts

which had crossed her lips concern-

ing the too seductive belle veeve. She
therefore returned the caress, in-

stead of as usual merely enduring
it, and thanked her with an em-
pressement of manner new to Miss

Deverell's usual demeanor. And
then they talked and laughed, and
laughed and talked, and Mrs. Aylmer
lingered, until Cecile entering in-

formed them that they were within

sight of Naples, and that Captain

Tressillian begged to know if Lady
Dacre could not possibly see him.

"My dear Mrs. Aylmer, pray go
to him," she cried entreatingly.

" Tell him that I am not able to see

him, but also add that I have not

been idle in his cause—the best

proof of which lies in your hand.

Go—please go at once."

Geraldine's eyes seconded the re-

quest; and Mrs. Aylmer rose with a

light laugh.

" Since you are evidently anxious

to be rid of me, I suppose I must,"

she said; "but I fancy a little wait-

ing will do the gentleman no harm,

especially since he is soon to be

made so happy."

With these gay words, the door

closed upon her, and she hurried

away, not to the deck and Tressil-

lian, but, instead, to the privacy of

her own state-room, where, after

locking the cloor, she hank into a

seat, with a face as changed from the

brightly vivacious one which had

smiled upon Miss Deverell not ten

minutes before as a gay pantomime
mask is from the grief and care-

sharpened features that are often

veiled beneath it. Hard lipped, and

harder eyed, was the face thus re-

vealed, when, with Geraldine's note

in her hand, she sat weighing and
deciding upon its destiny.

Nearly an hour had passed since

her parting with the sisters, when
at last she went on deck to find the

Albatross at anchor, and a boat low-

ered by the side to take the gentle-

men ashore, but only Tressillian

visible as he paced impatiently up
and down. He hastened toward her

at once, exclaiming with an agita-

tion he in vain endeavored to con-

ceal:

" My dear Mrs. Aylmer, I am very

glad you have come. Can you tell

me anything of Lady Dacre, and why
she declines to see me ?"

" So your only reason for being

glad that I have come is to hear why
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Lady Dacre declines seeing you!"

she said. " At least, you must al-

low me to admire your candor. I

am not accustomed to it in quite

such an uncomplimentary form, you
know."

He managed to force a smile as

he answered: "You must forgive

me; and perhaps you will feel more

disposed to do so in view of that

fact." And lie pointed to the mag-
nificent panorama of Naples, which,

with its azure bay, and amphitheatre

of hills, lay smiling before them.

"True," she replied, her glan^
following the gesture. " ' Vedore

Naples es por morire V There could

not possibly be abetter spot selected

for a lover's suicide; and there is

something really very significant in

the chance which has brought us

here at this precise epoch in your

history."

"You are even more malicious

than usual this morning; and your

prophecies for the future take a

more than usually kind turn."

" I am like those physicians then

who strengthen by bitter tonics,"

she said, her eyes and tone softening

in the same moment; "and yet I

feel as if it were an injustice to fear

that what I have to say will hold any

power to pain you."

"What you have to say," he

echoed, despite himself starting as a

chill of apprehension swept over

him, "I do not understand." He
paused for a moment, then added

more coldly, "Has Lady Dacre en-

trusted you with any message to

me?"
" Lady Dacre, yes—and Miss Dev-

erell also. You have reason to ex-

pect one from the latter, have you
not?"

Her words gave him time to ap-

preciate the coming blow, and to

collect, for its reception, the firm-

ness which only for a moment had
forsaken him. Therefore, he an-

swered promptly and quietly :

"Through Lady Dacre I trans-

mitted an offer to Miss Deverell

which assuredly demanded from her

court! sy an answer. Am I to un-

derstand that you are its bearer?"

For a moment she looked at him
mutely, with a sorrowful mist gath-

ering in her eyes, and then she said

gently: "How can I pain you so

much V
He answered by an impatient ges-

ture. "You are too kind," he said

haughtily, " and are really expend-

ing more sympathy than is at all

demanded by my case. I can readily

spare you the delivery of your mes-

sage, however, for I am at no loss to

imagine its tenor. Miss Deverell

refuses my offer of reconciliation.

Is it not so?"

"Why were you ever so foolish as

to grant her this hearth ss triumph

by making it ?" she asked, reproach-

fully.

"Will you pardon me if I again

ask why Lady Dacre has delegated

to you this unpleasant duty of mes-
senger ?" was his only reply.

" In the first place, Lady Dacre is

too grieved and disappointed by her

sister's decision to be able to see

you; and in the second, I rather

suspect that Monsieur le mart has in-

terfered to forbid the interminable

tete-a-tetes which might well have

roused the jealousy of the mo t long

suffering of husbands."
" There only remains, then, for me

to thank you for your kindness, and
ask you to bear my most heartfelt

hope to her ladyship, that all the

discomfort I have unintentionally
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wrought may pass away with my scrutiny of a young man who sat in

unfortunate presence. And "
the stern sheets, he turned to Mrs.

He broke off abruptly, as his Aylmer, saying, " You were anxious

glance was attracted by a small boat to see Sir Arthur Caryl. There
which came bounding over the water he is."

toward them, and after a moment's

-«#

THE SONG OF HATRED.

Come, freedom's war ! though the deadly strife

Makes earth one charnel bone-yard !

The last kiss now to the child and wife,

And the first firm grasp of the poinard !

Blood now shall run in rivers above

The bright flowers we to-day tread
;

We have all had more than enough of love,

So now for a spell of hatred

!

How long shall the'hideous ogre, Power,

Rear column of skulls on column !

Oh, Justice ! hasten the judgment-hour,

And open the doomsday volume !

No more oiled speech !—it is time the drove
'*

Of despots should hear their fate read—

We have all had quite enough of love,

Ba our watchword henceforth hatred

!

Cold steel ! to that it must come at length—

Nor quake to hear it spoken

!

By the blows alone we strike in our strength

Can the chains on our hands be broken !

Up, then ! no more in city or grove,

Let the coward's foot of dismay tread !

We have all had more than enough of love,

Let us now fall back upon hatred I
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THE THEOLOGY AND ETHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS OF THE
BIBLE.

In our first article we endeavored

to show that the Bible treats man
as a species, not as a genus ; its

purpose being to develop the history

of the moral man, and to tlrs end

we saw that he was classified as

dual. The material man Adam and

the spiritual man ish, combined in

the man Enosh. And when it refers

to mankind outside of this classifica-

tion, which especially pertained to

the regenerating institution therein

described, called by us, for conve-

nience, the Church, he is called

Geber, being the aboriginal man not

within its pale. Therefore, in treat-

ing of the one, we cannot ignore

the other, for the Church is an ag-

gregation of men, which fact we are

apt to lose sight of by applying the

word to the symbol which indicates

this aggregation, and subsequently

to the building wholly devoid of the

symbolic character, wherein they

meet. It is true we have in our

churches painted winoows and other

symbolic appointments, but they

are only incidental types. The ori-

ental character of the edifice is not

there. This will be fully shown
when we explain the Temple.

This institution of the Bible is

styled a house, but under the He-
braic regime there was but one
building where the devotees wor-

shipped, although we read of the

house of Jacob, the house of Joseph,

the house of Israel, &c. These,

however, were spiritual edifices.

The house par excellence we find de-

scribed in 1st Kings, 6th, and in

Ezekiel, as the " House of Jehovah."

The foundation stone of this edifice,

and the word stone and builder are

synonymous ; was Seth the son of

Adam. And the chief corner-stone

was Jesus. But he the builders

rejected. Yet we are told, " the

stone the builders rejected shall be-

come the head of the corner," Psm.

118, 22. Now the names we find in

the historical books are but the in-

termediate stones or builders. This

building is fully described in Exo-
dus, as the Tabernacle or MUhkan,

'

from the word Shelcin or Shekinah, a

dwelling, it being the dwelling of

Jehovah.

One would suppose from the lit-

eral reading, as translated, that

Solomon built three houses in Jeru-

salem, one for Jehovah, one for him-
self, and one for Pharaoh's daugh-
ter, yet we can only trace one ma-
terial structure, and only one is de-

scribed, that being the Temple,
which was built as a perfect tyj:>e or

symbol of the house of Jehovah, ns

a comparison of the historical with

the material building will prove.

Oriental temples of worship were
built as a microcosm or symbol of

man, because in the Zodiacal reli-

gions an avatar or incarnation of

God in man, was believed tc occur,

and the Temple is typical of him.

No less so was Solomon's Temple.
A critical reading of the text shows
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this, for all its component parts and
measurements refer specifically to

the men named in the historical

Tabernacle or house of the Lord.

The description in 6 h. Kings is of

the House, and the Temple is inci-

dentally mentioned, but an account

of one may pass for the other. In

order to be understood, we will cite

one item, to give an idea of our

meaning. The word amah, in Mo-
saic Hebrew, means mother or moth-

ers, and amoth mothers in the plu-

ral, but referring to a class ; bamah

in or with a mother or mothers. In

Baby:onish Hebrew,a?na/i, by a slight

change of vocalization, means cubit

or cubits, and so with the others
;

yet in our translation these words

are indiscriminately rendered "cu-

bits." Now, if we are reading Mo-
saic Hebrew, we will read : The
House of the Lord was sixty moth-

ers in length ; if Babylonish, we
read " sixty cubits ;" but inasmuch

as there were precisely sixty moth-

ers of sons or builders from Eve to

Nehushta, the last preceding Mary,

in the historical books containing

ihe genealogical and chronological

listory of the Tabernacle, leading

fo the real Temple, the Man Jesus,

"ve can readily perceive the applica-

tion when we read, " The house

which the King Soloman built for

Jdiovah was sixty mothers prolong-

ed;" or we may read, " the house

which the complete reign builded."

Th* like coincidences occur in all its

appintments, demonstrating that

one is a sensuous description of the

other. The imperfect translation of

our version renders it difficult to

perceive, but with the original text,

haviig tabulated and classified the

names of the historical books, the

analogies are readily traced in them.

This will be more fully shown in the

discussion of the Temple. The man
that is typified by the Temple is

Enosh, the dual man, Adam and Ish

combined and culminated in the

Messiah—hence he held that the

human body is the Temple. And
when the Temple is perfect, Jeho-

vah dwells in it, and man becomes
a god. In this sense the biblical

man is one to be so developed.

Thus differing from heathenism in

having the one God, Jehovah, for

the epoch of Israel, and from pa-

ganism by deifying only the morally

and divinely perfected man, instead

of the merely material. "While re-

taining the doctrine of polytheism

for the universe, it introduces mono-
theism for Israel and his epoch.

This is expressed to Mo es very

clearly, Ex. 20, 3 :
" Thou shalt not

have other Gods (Elohim) before

me," "I am Jehovah thy God (El-

hij," &c. And in Moses' Song, Ex.

15, 11: " Who is like thee, Jehovah,

among the Gods?" And in Ex. 3,

13: " And Moses shall say unto the

Gods, behold I go unto the sons of

Israel and shall say to them, The
God of your fathers hath sent me to

you, and they will say to me, what
is his name? what shall I say to

them. And their God shall say to

Moses, I am, whom I was, and he

said, thus shalt thou say to the

sons of Israel, I am sent me to you.'

" And moreover, their God shall say

to Moses, thus shalt thou say to the

children of Israel, Jehovah (or shall

be) God of your fathers, God of

Abraham, &c, &c, sent me." The
words 1 am, &c, and Jehovah are but

different inflections of the verb to

be. And the difficulties relative to

the pronunciation of the word Jeho-

vah is but a dogma of the Baby-
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lonish rabbins to add mystery to

their calling. The same distinction

between the singular and plural of

oJhi occurs at the births of Jacob's

sons, showing that they recognized

the gods of the universe and their

God Jehovah. Subsequently we
find as we approach the characters

more especially tj-pified of the Mes-

sianic man, we meet the phrase

Adoni, my Lord and my Master, and

it becomes connected with Jehovah

as Adoni Jehovah. This word re-

fers to human, hence the man God,

and really is the appellation of the

man Adam in his regenerated state.

To illustrate the development of

the man, however, with regard to

his progress, we must diverge for

the purpose of explaining the arith-

metic and chronology of the He-
brews, as an intelligent apprecia-

tion of his progress cannot be shown
without them.
The origin of numerical quanti-

ties from 1 to 10 is lost in the past,

but coeval with the alphabet we find

it representing them, each letter re-

presenting a numerical value. And
the Hebrew names are not only

formed to signify nouns, and other

meanings besides their character as

proper nouns, but are so framed
with regard to their values as to in-

dicate chronological epochs. This
will be fully exemplified, but in order
to do so, the epochs must be mark-
ed by a chronology, and none exists

except one made by the writer that

coincides with every text and era
pointed at by the Old Testament it-

self. For the chronologies in use
purport to be of the world, based
on the assumption that the forma-
tion of Adam marked the year One.
And although the chronologists
generally profess to believe the Old

Testament an inspired work, yet

they invariably ignore its text for

that of St. Paul or Joseph us. Now
the latter we ignore as not only an
uninspired man, but as utterly ig-

norant of Scripture. Not so the

former, whose dicta, though ap-

parently conflicting with the Mosaic
record, is easily reconciled. This

chronology is literally that of the

Old Testament, which presents a

consecutive chain of data from

Adam to Jesus. Therefore we need

not be troubled with Josephus or

the Septuagint, or the Samaritan.

They are waifs nurtured outside

the church by absentee Jews and
Egyptians, and were never in the

custody of the authorized priest-

hood of the Temple, which existed

intact throughout their every vicis-

situde, with one or two slight in-

terims, to the Messianic time. They,

however, retailed the Hebrew ver-

sion, and we have it to this day

with few clerical errors, for the Mas-
sora does not injure its face, but

only throws a veil over it to impair

its recognition through a false locali-

zation. Therefore instead of mark-

ing our years Anno Mundi, we will

designate them Anno Habraica or

A. H.

There is an unbroken chain of

births and parental ages from Adam
to Jacob, A. H. 2108. At the flood

there is other data fixing its epoch

at 1655, on which all that follow th*

Hebrew text agree, and some hav£

been led away by outside data res-

pecting Terah, Abraham's fathe^

;

but the chain is distinct and unbro-

ken. Then Jacob, at 130 years (of

age, stood before Pharaoh, A. H.

2238, and Israel was in Egypt ^30

years, A. H. 2668. Thence to [he

Jordan 42 years, or 2710, and to |Te-

\
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riclio in A. H. 2715. At these points

chronologers have borrowed trouble

from St. Paul's casual remarks in

Gal. 3, 17, and Acts 13, 17, and give

only 215 years in Egypt, in direct

opposition to the text. The end of

Moses is clearly denned in 2708, and
we have data for seven years more
in Joshua 14, 7 and 10, or 45 years

from 2G70 to 2715. The length of

Joshua's reign is not given, but we
get it from Josephus at 25 years,

leaving 18 unrecorded ; as likewise

an interim of the Elders of 18 more,

making 36 years actual interregnum,

when the narrative or chain is re-

newed by a servitude of 8 years ; of

course we omit the 36 years, and
must therefore explain the reason.

Moses is doubtless the author of the

chronological system, which, to a

certain extent, he borrowed from
the Egyptians, with whom we find

the first intelligent traces of astro-

nomy. With them we also find the

seven planetary gods, the sun being

the head and the system by which
the zodiacal belt of the heavens was
divided into 360 degrees, or 12 signs

of 30 degrees each, and by analogy

time was likewise apportioned.

They marked their eras by draw^
ings of planetary configurations, thus

giving an unerring history to poste-

rity, but lacking the nicety of mo-
dern instruments, their calculations

were necessarily inaccurate
; yet,

with the naked eye, they noted the

travels of the seven gods in the zo-

diacal belt. They likewise noticed

the dog star, and from its revolutions

for a cycle of 1461 years, called the

zothiao. They reckoned the proces-

sion of the equinoxes, on the eclip-

tic at the vernal equinox. Some
Buppose the Egyptians held it to in-

dicate a hundred years; but Moses,

undoubtedly, in his chronology,

counts it 72 years, which is within a

fraction of the correct time, and
that fraction was corrected at inter-

vals.

This system is the basis of the

Hebraic chronology, and the differ-

ence between the calculations at 72
and 100 years to a zodiacal degree,

is the exact difference we find in the

Hebraic and Septuagint chronology,

showing the latter to be tainted with

the Egyptian unenlightened or un-
inspired method.

Thus the Hebraic shanah, or year,

is but a revolving period, whether
diurnal or annual ; hence the year

is a 3 JO period agreeing with the

degrees. This difference of 5 days

made one year in 72, and the differ-

ence of hours made one in 1728

years ; and calculating the progress

of the sun on the ecliptic through

30 degrees, or one sign at 72 years

the degree, we have 2160 years in

round numbers. This amount de-

notes just six days or periods of 360

years each, denoting a working term,

as under the Hebraic system there

were six terms of work, and one of

Sabbath or rest. Whether they were

days or years, add one day more for

Sabbath, and we have the cycle of

2520, or seven full days.

It will be perceived that to make
correct time we require a correcting

interregnum at stated periods, and
this is what we must arrive at.

When the history opens with

Adam, the equinoctial point had

been in the sign Gemini about 1719

years, (Seyfforth,) and entered the

sign Taurus in A. H. 441, and then

entered the sign Aries about A. H.

2600, during which 2160 years they

worshipped a symbolic bull, a spe-

cimen of which may be seen in Ab-
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bott's collection of Egyptian anti-

quities. The bull at this period, i. e.
}

the exode under Moses, was super-

seded by Aries, the Kam or Lamb,

and he became the sacrificial offer-

ing ; whence it entered Pisces about

A. D. 407, and the church that re-

talned the Egyptian and pagan ex-

ternals of worship, ordained a week-

ly meal of fish.

It was at the observations that dis-

covered the sun to be in Aries, that

Moses made the necessary correc-

tion in the zodiacal reckoning. The
seasons had advanced six months,

or 180 days, and on the system of

reckoning a day for a year, he mov-
ed the calendar back from the se-

venth month to the 10th of the first

month, or 190 years, which is the

amount required to correct the cal-

culations of the passage through

the last six signs, or 12,960 years.

So, we find in Bunson that Eratos-

thenes says :
" The feast of Isis in

times long past was at the vernal

equinox, but in his day had rolled

round to the autumal equinox"—

a

difference of six months.

Now the feast of Isis is evidently

a form of the passover, and that was
the feast of the paschal lamb, which
typified the man, Ish. In biblical

phraseology, the word rendered day-

is used to express a year, because

the word jom signifies primarily the

warmth of the sun, hence a day by-

its revolutions, whether annual or

diurnal.; therefore when Moses set

the calendar back 190 days, he like-

wise drops out in the zodiacal reck-

oning 190 years. This is related in

Exodus 12, 2, thus : "This month
shall be to you the head month, it

shall be the first month of the year
to you." It was then the seventh
mouth, and was thus made the first,

and called Abib. He proceeds :

" Speak unto all the the congrega-

tion of Israel, saying, On the tenth

of this month tbey shall take to

them every man a lamb for the

house of their fathers, a lamb to a

house." Thus Moses inaugurates

the symbol of the lamb, wnen he

found the sun had entered Aries,

the beginning of the year being

placed on the 10th day. And this

is the cause for some supposing there

was a conflict between St. Paul's

statement and the Mosaic. The ad-

vent to Egypt was in 2238, and the

exode in 2G68 ; therefore, when S\
Paul says " the law," which was at

the exode, was 430 years after the

promise, which was at the birth of

Isaac in 2048, his time is just 190

years apparently too long, for he

speaks on the basis of those 190

years being dropped out of the ca-

lendar, when we would have 2048><1

430=247^190=2688. Tnus he is

critically correct by the new time,

but the old is retained on the face of

the Hebraic bible, but while Septu-
agent, under the Egyptian manipu-
lations, follows the zodiacal reckon-

ing as a reality, and not as Moses
did, merely as a system to count by,

but correcting its errors. We will

now show how the real calendar

time is corrected regarding the in-

terregnum of 36 years—the stand-

ard being the same. The pivotal

point for correcting is at the cross-

ing of the Jordan in 2710, less 190,

makmg the cycle of 2520, or seven

days—a cycle reaching from crises

to crises throughout the history. To
correct this at the above rates re-

quires the expunging of 36 years
;

and this is the real time dropped
out between the 8th of Joshua and
the 1st of Chusan, and the calendar
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is corrected. It is described in the

record rather literally rendered,

thus, Joshua 10, 12 :
" Then spake

Joshua to Jehovah, in the day when
Jehovah set the sign of the Amo-
rites before the sons of Israel, and
shall utter to the eyes of Israel,"

'* Sun be still on Gibeon, (or in the

convexity,) and be verdant in the

unsearchable aijalon, (or ram."

J

The sun symbolizes the calendar,

for by his position in the aijalon, or

rani, is the time reckoned, aijalon

meaning the great ram. And it

proceeds :
" And the sun shall be

still, and shall stand verdant, (i. e.,

fresh,) until the bodies shall be es-

tablished on their opponents. Is it

not written upon the book of the

upright?" " And the sun shall

stand in t!i3 middle of th3 heavens,

and hasten nob to enter for about

a:i entire day, and there was not a

day like it, before it or after it, for

Jeho/ah hearkened to the voic3 of

Ish, (man,) and Jehovah shall fight

for Israel."

The book of Jasher, to which re-

ference is made, says :
" The sun

stood still six and thirty times,"

making a singular corroboration.

We must now resume and carry our
chronology through Aries, having
left it in the "ni'ddle of the heav-
ens," or just after, in 2715. Then
we have a term of six servitudes,

amounting to 94 years ; and twelve

Judges, making an aggregate of 279
years; to al, 373X2715=3088; here
Eli the High Priest and last Judge
died, and the ark was taken.

If we add the 3G dropped out,

and 40 that Eli and Samson judged,
under the Philistine servitude, we
get the 450 years that St. Paul
counts it in Acts 13, 20.

The ark was kept 21 years, and

was restored in the 8th of David,

A. H. 3110. Saul is within that

time as king. Thence to the 4th of

Solomon, in 3147, the year of the

Temple, or the 480th from exode,

as by 1st Kings, G, 1. Thence there

is no difficulty in the years of each

reign to the end of the Temple in

3577, except at the end of Amaziah,

3353. There is another interreg-

num to correct the calendar, of 11

years, 10 for 720, and one for the

second 1728, which corrects to the

reign of Ahaz, 27101x1720=3430.

This is recorded by Hezekiah, thus,

2d Kings, 20, 10 :
" This is the sign

thou shalt have from Jehovah, that

Jehovah shall do this thing which
he has spoken, shall the shadow go

forward 10 steps, or shall it return

10 steps? And Hezekiah said, it is

a light thing for the shadow to ex-

tend 10 steps, nay, for the shadow

shall return backward 10 cleg 1 ees,

(steps,) and Isaiah the Prophet shall

call unto Jehovah, and the sign of

the shadow in the steps shall re-

turn, which had gone down in the

steps of Ahaz, backward 10 de-

grees." With King Nebuchadnez-

zor we go to the captivity in the

book of Daniel, and find four princes

of the last kings.

In order to understand the chrono-

logy of this book we must explain

the Hebraic cycles in connection

wish the Egyptian, where Moses
found them. We first take the

zodiacal cycle of 3G0 years, and
Hebraize it by adding Sabbaths.

Thus to 360 we add a sixth, and we
have 420, and eight jubil-es, 428—
used in round numbers, 430 years,

to which is added a jubilee period

of 49, making 479 years—round
numbers, 480. In the Levitical

year there were seventy days o*
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rest; so in this cycle of 4' there are

seventy years of rest. Literally they

can be put into 427 years, and that

is the time of the cycle; and this

will be shown when numbering the

people, for 427 of them stand for a

year. Now, the whole historical

period is divided by this cycle. Tims

we begin with Seth, A. H., 130!*!

479X 479=1088—12. To correct

time 1076 or Noah's era 1076!*! 479=
1555, birth of Shem, Ham, Japhet

1555X 479=2034 12 to correct 2023.

Abram's entrance to Canaan in his

75th year. The beginning of the

Abramic era 2023M 479=2502. To
make agreement with the chronology

we add 190 to the true time, as that

is the supposed expunging by Moses

at this period, and we have 2692.

We now deduct 24 to correct before

and after, and we have 2668, the

exode; thence 479 to the Temple, as

per 1 Kings, 6, 1; dUlX 430 to cap-

tivity 3577. They then have 70 ex-

tra years of rest (dies non) to 3647.

Because " of the word of Jehovah

by the mouth of Jeremiah until the

land had enjoyed her Sabbaths for

all the days of her desolation to ful-

fill her Sabbaths, seventy years,"

2 Chron. 36, 21.

3647. This ends the captivity,

the sixth of Darius, when the house

was rebuilt, Ez. 6, 15. We must yet
add the Jubilee term of 49 years,

not included in the last cycle, bring-

ing us to 3696, the seventh of Artax-

erxes, when Ezra went up to recon-

struct the church. So far, we find

the history from the beginning di-

vided into these septennial cycles of

479 years, with the correctional pe-

riods. This will render of easy solu-

tion the celebrated passage in Daniel

of " seventy weeks" But before we
enter upon that let us look at the

astronomical symmetry of the work
past over. The Egyptians enter-

tained the idea of a cycle of 600

years, called the great year, because

the sun and moon on this cycle ap-

proach the same point in the zodiac.

We have noticed the Temple de-

stroyed in 3577. But the royal seel

was taken to Babylon in 356t> in the

persons of Johoiachim, the King,

the Princes, and Nehushta, the

mother.

If we turn to 2 Kings, 25, 27, we
will find that after 36 years of cap-

tivity, "his head was raised," &c.

This was in 3602. Thus we find the

end of the work completed with the

books of Kings in the working pe-

riod of six great years. Now add a

sixth to Sabbatbize it, and we have

4200; and we will see the drama
ended by the crucifixion in 4196.

But if we take the year 4163, which

we will see is the year of the birth

of Jesus, and divide it by 7, we have

594; just the numbers of years of

servitudes they underwent to com-
pensate for non Sabbaths. Thus
430 in Egypt, 94 with Judges, and
70 in Babylon; and deduct "these

Sabbaths from 4163, and we have

the week of the captivity either 3566

or 3577, it making 3569. Thus we
see the work ended at the entrance

into Babylon in six great years, and
one great year of rest.

We will now resume the thread of

our chronology from the book of

Daniel, 9th chap. Daniel having

computed the end of the 70 years of

compensation, he prayed for informa-

tion regarding the end, and was in-

foimed "seventy sevens shall be

closed upon thy people," &c. That

is to say, one more of the continuous

cycles of 479 years; thus 3696P*!

479=4175, the year of Jesus in the
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Temple at twelve years of age, agree-

ing with profane chronology.

Then we read, "from the going

forth of the Word to restore and to

bui d Jerusalem unto Messiah mani-

fested, seven sevens, and 62 sevens,"

&c. Now, the command to restore

and to build was given to Nehemiah
in 3710, two weeks from the last

date, to which we will add 49M 3710=
3759, and 62 sevens, or 434 more,

and we have the year of the Mes-

siah, 4193, after which in the midst

of the week he was to be cut off; i. e.,

in 4196.

We will now notice a few cyclical

synchronisms. Thus from the flood,

1655, to Christ in the Temple, is the

cycle of 2520 years, or seven days* of

360 each; thus 1655!*! 2520=4175,
being the whole period of the his-

tory of the Tabernacle, or house of

the Lord, in building, 1 Kings, 6,

38. So from the birth of Noah to

the end of the work; thus 1056M
2520=3576. This cycle is Hebi aic.

The sothiac cycle of Sirius, which
was used by the Egyptians also, ap-

pears in this chronology; thus from
Joshua to Joshua (Jesus) 2715M
1460=4175.

This chronology does not conflict

with any passage in the Hebrew
Scripture, nor, as I have shown, with

St. Paul; but in a few items it dis-

agrees with those usually received.

It is rather remarkable that bibli-

cal chronologers, who profess a be-

lief in the inspirational character of

the book, should be so ever ready to

ignore its plain text for the doubtful

data of the Ssptuagent, for Josephus
and the obiter dictum of St. Paul.

The difference between this, i. e.

4163, and the Bible margin of 4004,

is mostly made of three items, 430

in Egypt instead of 215, 47 years

dropped out for correcting, and in

the fifth servitude. Yet it is seen to

harmonize throughout; but when
the reader sees the additional proofs

of the numberings of the people and
the names, h e mu-st admit it is com-
plete regarding its own edifice. But
how far the early dates are intended

to represent years in the world's

time is a question for the conjecture

of the reader. But certain it is, that

the Hebraic septennial cycle of 430

and 49 is curiously interwoven with

the Egyptian zodiacal cycles, the

seven corresponding to the Egyptian

theology of seven planetary gods, of

whom the sun was the greater, for

by him they chiefly reckoned. Thus
Jacob's junction with Laban's house

is an epoch in the history, thence

come twelve minor rulers. This

was about the year 2176. Now add

a c micular or sothiac cycle of 1460,

and we have 3636, or Cyrus the Per-

sian Sun, who rebuilds the Temple.

The analogy between the Egyptian

seven planetary gods, and the twelve

tutalary deities with the Hebraic

system, is only in the framework;

yet that they were the nucleus may
be seen by symbolisms, as in Joseph's

dream, " The sun and the moon
and the eleven stars made obeisance

to me." In this we recognize the

later theology of twelve stars. But
the star was to arise out of Jacob.

In this manner the twelve tribes

represent the signs through whom
the stars pass. In the Zodiacal belt,

the sun passed through all the signs

in 25,920 years, in round numbers;

and the Bible gives us the working

reign of Jehovah God for the term

of about 3700 years, just one-seventh

of the above. This is in analogy

with the seven stars, and likewise

true, because heavenly f;™ ^ is all
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Sabbath, whereas this marks earthly

days, of which only one is Sabbath

and six working days.

We must now attempt to show

the geographical and chronological

progress of man under this sy&tem.

Science traces through philologi-

cal laws the sources of development

and civilizations within two great

linguistic streams, running parallel

from east westwardly, or rather

about west northwest. The one on

the southerly side, known as the Ar-

yan or Indo-European family, of

which the Sanscrit is the earliest

member known, and she is found in

an adult state, hence the beginning

of mankind up that stream is losr.

The other is the Sbemitic family,

from the Hebrew of which came the

alphabet in use by both families.

These two streams are confined to

latitudes corresponding to that of

the zodiacal belt, which follows the

line of the ecliptic, and some eight

degrees on either side, but counting

the degrees as at 90 miles each, and

making a terrestrial belt of 1440

miles wide. The siderial belt being

an imaginary one, the degrees are

so likewise. This belt covers the

progress of civilization as indicated

by their languages as they traveled

westward, following the course of the

ecliptic through the northern signs,

Gemini, Taurus, Aries, and Pisces,

where we now are. The two streams

unite, as it were, in Greece and Rome.
It is a singular fact, that history

does not record an instance of civili-

zation migrating eastwardly; but

the few peoples that have tried it

have been scattered and failed to

progress either morally or intellec-

tually. Thus the Hebrews made a

retrograde movement from Egypt to

Babylon, and made no moral pro-

gress.

When archaeologists assume that

because among American antiqities

there are those having affinity with

those of the Asiatics, that the latter

must have introduced them by way
of Behring's Straights, they have

not noticed this law, but have been

under the dominion of the tyranny

of the ecclesiastical tradition that

mankind was initiated with Adam.
They, however, were doubtless

governed by the law that seems to

have ruled human action, as far as

history records it, and migrated from

America to Asia, westwardly, at a

period when civilization was at its

hi^hesu point in America, and trans-

ferring it to Asia westwardly. The
rate of travel can be conjectured by

analogy with the progress within

our historic reach, and we will find

it coequal with the procession of the

equinoxes, a degree in 72 years.

We can only loc ate the Garden of

Eden approximately by the riveis

rising near it, which are used to

symbolise the streams of peoples

from it, and we place it in long. 93°

20', N., between the 25th and 45th

parallels of latitude, and by the rate

of 72 years to a degree it will reach

the point of 35° 20', E., in 4175

years, and that is the longitude of

Jerusalem, and the time of Jesus in

the Temple ; and this is the rate of

the progress of civilization overland,

westward, to Borne, Paris, and New
York.

This belt covers the progressive

world, and out of its aria and rays

civilizations languish, when planted,

and do not originate ; as witness Afri-

ca, South America, and Australia ;

but bring these people under he
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sunlight of this zodiacal belt, and
they readily develope and progress

;

return them to their darkened land,

ard they relapse; and likewise, if

we take the European from under

the very equinoctial point of the

ecliptic, and plant him in the south-

ern hemisphere, while the equinoc-

tial point is in the northern, he ra-

pidly degenerates, and fails to keep

pace with his parent country in pro-

gress.

The archgeological remains of Peru,

&c, but prove this theory, by point-

ing to a period when the sun at the

vernal equinox was in a southern

sign, six being on each side of the

ecliptic.

The Hebrew is undoubtedly sus-

ceptible of at least two readings

—

the one with which we are familiar,

or the Judaic lannaiacrp, is one of

external symbolisms. But the true

sense of the Mosaic reading is to bo

found by discarding the vocalizi-

tions and following the roots and
most primitive significations of the

words. In this we can trace the

progress of the Noachic church from
the Garden of Eden, by its four

streams, symbolized by four rivers,

through four great movements. We
will render the text somewhat liber,

ally, Gen. 2, 10 : "A stream shall go
forth from Eden, (i. e., from perpe-

tuity, or perenniel,) to furnish iva-

ters for the sign of the enclosure
}

and from thence shall be divided in-

to four heads. The name of the

first, (or the first thence,) will over-

flow, (Pishon,) he will turn about

with all the land of the exhausted

lifes, (Havilah,) where there is sun-

shine ; and the brightness of that

land is good ; there the vigorous is

separated, (Bedillium, a compound
word,) and their resemblances shall

be built." Remote India is here in-

di ated by the river Indus, and a

new spirit was infused in the old

civilizations by Kush, the offspring

of Ham.
" And thence the second stream

shall burst forth, (Gihon,) it shall

encompass all the land of Kush,"

(Ethiopia.) The second great move-
ment was from Cbaldea into Ethio-

pia, and Egypt. " And thence the

third stream, with one voice, (i. e. t

Heddikel,) shall journey eastwardly,

to Assyria. And the fourth stream

it shall bringforth," (i.e., bear fruit.)

The third movement was retrograd-

ing and full of troubles, and ended
in Babylon. The one voice, indi-

cating the Mosaic literature, while

the fourth movement from Ezra,

westward, brought forth the Messi-

anic fruit—by the river of sweet wa-

ters, (i. e.
}
Euphrates,) at Jerusa-

lem. We here see the first source

of enlightenment symbolized by the

first river Indus, where we find the

Sanscrit. The second source, by the

river Gihon, (probably Nile,) indi-

cating Egypt. The third pointing

to Ninnevah and Babylon, and the

forth to Canaan.

The details of the four move-
ments may be traced in the 33d
chapter of Numbers, where, under

the symbolism of 42 journeys of the

Israelites through the desert, the

movements regarding their spiritual

progress from the flood to Mizraim,

Noah's grandson, to the Messiah, is

in 42 journeys of 60 years each, 2520

years, from 1655 to 4175. The main
points synchronizing with the his-

torical events, as in the first. 5th.

"And the sons of Israel removed
from Barneses, and they shall en-

camp in succoth," (i. e., booths.)

Barneses is a place that may be
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named from the king of that name,

who lived before the time the Is-

raelites were in Egypt, Gen. 47, 11,

and it may be, for all we know, an
appelation of kings coeval with

Noah. And again, in the 6fch jour-

ney, or one day, 1655>4 360=2015,
it reads, they started from Marah,

and they entered Elamah, and in

Elam were twelve fountains of wa-
ters and seventy palm trees, (or to

be refractory,) and they encamped
there." This is in Abraham's day

;

the twelve fountains are the tribes,

and the seventy, are the seventy

souls that went in Egypt, from whom
the church was continued. So the

last journey may be read, "And they

journeyed from the mountains, (con-

ceptioi s,) passed over and encamp-

ed, (i. e.
}

inclined towards,) the

minglings of the waters of the fa-

ther (Moab,) and his spirit (breath,)

shall descend upon them." "And
they shall encamp upon the Jordan
from the house of the desolations,

unto the dual mourning at the ming-
lings of the waters of the father."

This, it will be seen, describes the

arrival at the Jordan, where Jesus
was baptised ; and the dual lament
is for Him by the Christians, and for

the other Temple by the Jews. The
proper names are translated as other

parts of speech, and the word
" shittim" I find by analogy through-
out the Scriptures to be a phonetic
corruption, wherein the tet is sub-
stituted for tav, the word being two,

or dual.

In our next we will illustrate the
edifice, built as the Temple, in seve-

ral novel ways, and the analogy of

Biblical and Egyptian histories.

THE INFINITUDE OF KISSE&

[TEANSLATED FEOM CATULLUS.]

In vain, my gentle charmer, you inquire

How many thousand kisses I desire
;

Say first how many sands the shores contain,

And drop by drop the boundless ocean drain ;

Count all the stars that guild the silent night,

And glitter, conscious of the stolen light

;

Count all the leaves that on ten thousand treea

Tremble, obedient to the morning breeze
;

Count all the courtier's arts, the tradesman's lic^

The miser's wishes, and the lover's sighs,

Then will I tell thee, nor till then inquire

How many thousand kisses I desire
;

Scarce will arithmetic the sum explain,

Millions on millions multiplied in vain.
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THE ATTEMPT OP HENRY THE FOURTH TO ESTABLISH RE-

PRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT IN FRANCE.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH OF 1IENCHE DE LOISNE.

France recalls to mind that Titan

who, every time he was thrown to

the earth, regained a new strength.

It was at the moment when ex-

hausted by internal struggles, in-

vaded by foreign armies, it seemed

at its last gasp, that suddenly raising

itself with a sublime effort, it reap-

peared full of life, v ;gor and youth,

astonishing the universe by the bril-

liancy of its victories, and the mira-

cle of its gloiious restoration.

In 1590, all its safety rested on
the head of one single man. There

was no one truly French but the

King! He alone, Henry the Fourth,

loved his country, he alone could

and would save her ! "When Henry
the Third was assassinated at St.

Cloud, to those who despaired of

his fortune, and demanded what re-

mained to him, the Bearnais could,

like Medea, answer, "Me, me alone,

and that is sufficient." And that,

in fact, did suffice. Step by step,

slowly, wi'h unbounded courage, a

greatness of soul which nothing

could change, a chivalrous feeling, a

gaity and generosity, that made him
a hero, he took eight years to con-

quer his kingdom and reconstitute

France, to draw all parties together,

re-unite provinces, to re-make, in

short, a nation of all these isolated

fractions, rivals and enemies as they

were, which were tending to sepa-

rate for ever.

Oh! this labor of national recon-

struction was singularly difficult.

The feeling for country seemed ex-

tinguished in every breast
;
political

division had killed France ! Alas!

is it not too often thus ? And in

times nearer to us, almost yester-

day—if we seek well shall we not

find it ? But away with these sad

comparisons. Since I have com-

menced this work, how many times

have I not, in retracing the past,

believed I was writing the present,

and how many times with sorrow

and shame the pen has fallen from

my hands? Henry the Fourth, as I

have said, was the only man truly

French. During four years he be-

sieged Paris, for four years he was

repulsed by the Democratic League.

The commune, the people governed

by terrorism. They publicly preach-

ed regicide. The Seize, the chiefs

of Republicanism, had publicly an-

nounced that the Etats ought to

name a Catholic King, approved by
the Pope and the King of Spain.

The Sorbonne declared as incom-

petent, seditious, and impious, those

who desired to treat with the Bear-

nais, and to propose to him to be-
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come Catholic. Thepeope wished no

more for Mayenne and the house of

Guise, than they did for the Bear-

nais and tne house of Bourbon. Be-

wildered, perverted by the ambi-

tions, the fanatics, and by the Seize

sold to Philip the Second, the peo-

ple wished to pass under the Span-

ish dominion. Traitors or fools, the

Republicans dreamed of I know
not what sort of republic, sheltered

under the scepter of the enemy of

France. The Seize had published

their political programme. The
Etats proposed they should meet

every five years, the King to remain

ten leagues from their sittings, not

to influence their deliberations ; the

decisions of the Etats should be sov-

ereign, and the King should only

have the power to carry them into

execution. At the same time that

the chiefs of the Eepublican party

published their programme they

wrote to Philip the Second, humbly
supplicating him to deign to take

the crown of France, or to nomi-

nate a king.

You here see the reason why, for

four years, the revolutionary com-
mune, the Parisian Democracy, the

League, and Paris resisted Henry
the Fourth, and suffered the most

horrible miseries. "After feeding

on all sorts of animals, cats, dogs^

and such like, and the skins of these

animals, after devouring children,

they ground the bones of the dead,

and used the dust in place of flour.

This bread preserved its virtue

—

those who eat it died. * * * Thirty

thousand persons fell. The streets

were strewed with dead bodies, the

dying crawled amongst them."

—

(Chateaubriand's Etudes Historiqud . )
Ah, why did Paris show so much
courage to remain English when

Joan of Arc was wounded beneath
its wa^ls, and to make itself Spanish

when Henry the Fourth besieged it

for four years ? Why did not Paris

in 1814 and 1815, show the same
energy to repulse Europe coalesced

against us ? The lassitude, misery
and reaction of the burgeoisie, the

faults of the Duke de Feria, the

Spanish Ambassador, the death of

the Duke de Parma, the successive

victories of Henry the Fourth, his

bravery, generosity, his conversion

opened at last the gates of the

capital, but it cost him another four

years of constant combat and un-
heard of efforts to reconquer the

rest of the kingdom, and he only

succeeded by force of promises, and
concessions, and by showing him-
self as deep a politician as he was
a great captain. The principal

chiefs of the League and the great

Catholic nobles who had fought

either for or against the Kino-, asked
in return for their allegiance or

fidelity, the complete dismember-
ment of France. They required the

King to divide the provincial gov-
ernments among them. They re-

served to themselves the nomina-
tion of the governors of the towns,

of magistrates, archbishops and
bishops, abbes, the command and
free disposal of the garrisons, that

were to be paid by taxes levied in

their governments. There remained
nothing for Henry the Fourth. He
did not possess even that which
Hugues Capet at least did, the Isle

of France and the Orleanais. France,

thus dismembered and divided, was
lost. And remark how the pro-

vincial antipathies, the divisions of

the Parliament, the difference of

the laws, manners, customs, idioms,

traditions of the past, and the last
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vestiges of the conquest of Gaul, all

aided in the dismemberment.

The Protestants pushed him
equally hard. They could not par-

don Henry the Fourth his change

of religion, they accused him of sel-

ling his soul, of having been false

to his oaths, of having bought his

crown by a mass, being an ingrate,

forgetting his old friends, and sacri-

ficing them all to the Catholics.

They fortified their towns and prov-

inces, and continued to dream more
than ever of detaching themselves

from Franc°, and constituting them-

selves either into a republic or an

aristocratic government. The France

of the Langue d'oc and the France

of the League d'oil found themselves

exposed face to face.

Thus Henry the Fourth, during

his reign, had to struggle

—

1st. Against the Protestan's, who
desired to federalize, and definitely

separate altogether from Catholic

France.

2nd. Against the ultra-royalists,

who had only recognized his au-

thority with the hope of re-estab-

lishing all the ancient abuses of feu-

dalism.

3rd. Against the republican spirit

of the old leaguers, dream inq; of I

know not what Catholic republic,

feudal and municipal, under the

protection of the King of Spain.

This party, powerless for a struggle,

hoped only in regicide.

4th. Lastly, against the narrow-

minded opposition of the parlia-

mentarians and politicians, who did

not wish to extend or insure the

liberties of the kingdom, but to

make them serve in substituting

their authority for that of the king,

to govern in his name, and restore

parliament absolute power, the pow-

er of voting taxes, and of making
and giving new laws.

Henry the Fourth really tried re-

presentative government. I believe

him sincere when he said to the

Etats of the notables assembled at

Rouen, in 1597, " by divine grace,

through the prayers and counsels of

my servants who are not of the pro-

fession of arms, by the swords of

my brave and generous nobility, by
my troubles and labors I have saved

France from being lost, let us now
save her from ruin. Share this se-

cond glory with me, my dear sub-

jects, as you have done the first. I

have not, like my predecessors, call-

ed on you to approve my wishes. I

have assembled you to receive your

counsels, to put faith in, and follow

them ; to be brief, to put myself in

the guardianship of your hands—

a

fancy that does not often seize

kings, grey beards or victors. But
the ardent love I bear my subjects,

and the extreme desire that I have

to add these great titles to that of

king, makes me find all easy and

honorable."

Certainly, it was impossible to

make with more feeling a more no-

ble appeal to the patriotism of a na-

tion's representatives. The evils

were immense. Ttie country was
ravaged, the people overwhelmed
with taxes, and unable to pay them,

famine pressed sorely, pestilence

raged in many places, the debts of

the nation exceeded 300
;
000,000, the

Spaniard was still in the heart of

France. " The poor people had been

so pillaged, harassed, sacked, held

to ransom, and compelled to subsi-

dize without any relaxation or means
of rest, that there remained to them
no resource to support life ; being

in despair, they resolved to quit th
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country of their birth and live in a

foreign land." (Life and Death of

Henry de Yalois.)

It was requisite to foresee all, face

every want, drive oat the enemy,

tranquillize France, and at the same
time save it from the Spaniards,

ruin, and bankruptcy ; for this it

was that the victorious, noble-heart-

ed grey beard humiliated himself

and put himself under the guardian-

ship of the representatives of France,

and called on them to assist him in

this noble work of salvation. . . .

Do you know what answer they gave

him ? . . . . The clergy de-

manded that he should re-estab-

lish elections for the high dignities

of the church ; the nobility that all

the ecclesiastical dignities, the of-

fices of magistrates, and all the

grades of the army should be re-

served for them. The tiers-etats

demanded divers economical re-

forms, that the number of governors

of provinces, towns and castles,

should be reduced, and that they

should fix the annual price of pro-

visions with the landlords. . . .

These are the propositions made by

the notables in the boundless peril

that menaced France. Was that all?

Certainly not. After having occu-

pied themselves to this point with

their sordid, selfish interests of caste

and order, they seriously thought of

interfering in the administration ;

and because the king had placed

himself into guardianship to bind

him so closely that he could not save

the country. In their madness they

organized what they dare call a

Cjuncil of Reason. They divided

the budget into two parts, the royal,

and the national budget. To the

king the atlministration of the royal

budget was given, and the national

budget to the Council of Reason.
In thi j manner the notables organ-

ized two governments, two execu-

tive powers, the one responsible,

Henry the Fourth ; the other irres-

ponsible, anonymous, the Council of

Reason.* The members of the

Council, named at first by the nota-

bles, should as vacancies occurred

be replaced by the parliaments.

Thus after the same manner the no-

bility sought to make themselves

absolute sovereigns in their govern-

ments, the Protestants desired to fe-

deralize, either in a monarchy or an
aristocratic republic ; the parlia-

ment responded to the confidence of

the sovereign by usurping his pre-

rogatives, power, and authority, and

by dividing the kingdom into two

parts, reserving for themselves the

best, because in dividing the execu-

tive power with Henry the Fourth,

they reserved the legislative power
exclusively. Two kings in one king-

dom, one hereditary, the other elec-

tive ; one calling itself Henry tae

Fourth, the other anonymous, and
representing the egotistical spirit of

the parliaments ; this is what the

notables proposed to save France,

already so divided, so miserable, so

shaken by civil wars and menaced
by foreign invaders.

f

lhe indigna-

tion of the King must have been

great ; he controlled and yielded to

it, he made a trial of the Councd of

Reason, and left to it its share of

the budget, the administration, pow-

er, and royalty ; but he lefo them

the most thorny, the most difficult,

and least popular part ; and the

Council only kept it three months,

* How exactly does this Council repre-

sent the present attitude of our Congress

in relation to the Executive office!— [Ed
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it was itself ashamed of its ridicu-

lous incompetency, more ashamed
perhaps at having wished to sacri-

fice the most vital interests of France

to its selfish ambition. In conse-

quence of this he did not again at-

tempt a representative government.

The Etats Greneraux of 1583 had be-

trayed France into the most fright-

ful civil war, that of 1593, had wish-

ed to sell it to Philip the Second.

To recall it when the notables had
so little honor, intelligence, and pa-

triotism, would have been risking to

lose all. Henry the Fourth then

was obliged to govern alone, and
found the basis of a monarchy mo-
derated by public opinion, and sup-

porting itself by it.

MRS. BEHN'S DRAMATIC WRITINGS, AND THE SATIRES OF
THE TIMES OF CHARLES THE SECOND.*

TriE literature of the past has for

us a varied interest, which increases

in its bearings as it becomes more

remote from our times. Beauty of

composition, intelligence, and senti-

ment, ave qualities which depend

upon circumstances that are not al-

together regulated by the ordinary

course of historical events, and they

appear at times as individual cases

of unusual development, or as more
general developments produced at

periods by unusual encouragement

or excitement. The great mass of

the literature of the past is forgot-

ten, because it contained either

none of these qualities, or to so

small an amount in proportion to

its bulk, that it will not repay the

general reader the labor of seeking

for them. But there are other points

* Plajrs written by the late ingenious Mis.

Behn. In four volumes. The third edi-

tion. London: Primed for Mary Poulson,

and sold by A. Bettesworth, in Paternoster

Kow, and F. Clay, Without Temple Bar.

m. dcc. xxiv. [The book is now out of

print.]

of view in which this literature has

a, more general interest, wnich in-

creases according to its antiquity,

or, perhaps we may say, according

to its rarity. Our knowledge of so-

cial condition and social manners,

by tradition, goes back but a short

distance, and no contemporary

chroniclers have drawn up, or in-

deed could have drawn up, pictures

of society which would have satisfied

our inquiries. It would have le-

quired a mind more comprehensive

than that which was enough to mark
down the mere historical or politi-

cal events of the day. These at once

struck every one; but the features

of social condition and social pro-

gress were too familiar to the mind
of contemporaries to excite that at-

tention which would lead the annalist

to record them. It is only by closely

studying the popular literature of
the time, which deals in what were
then familiar and trivial objects, that
we can gain a knowledge of that
which thus passed unheeded by the
chronicler.
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This populai literature varies in

character at different periods, and

natural y becomes less abundant the

further we go back. In the middle

ages it consists chiefly of popular

poetry and stories. Even then, in

the religious mysteries and miracle

plays, it was found necessary to hu-

mor so far the taste of the vulgar,

as to introduce humorous scenes

from popular life; and the few ex-

amples of these scenes which are

preserved are amongst the most

valuable illustrations of contempo-

rary manners. They were, in fact

ihe first rude attempts at comedy in

the modern acceptation of the term.

After the Reformation, these religi-

ous plays were succeeded by the re-

gular drama. This was itself at

first a mere representation, on the

atage, of historical subjects; and
even the comedies were but similar

representations of the old medieval

novelettes, selected from writers like

Boccaccio, with no intention of de-

picting contemporary manners; al-

though, as was the case with the

older religious plays, when the

dramatist attempted to paint do-

mestic scenes, or popular manners
at ail, he was compelled of necessity

to copy wdiat he saw going on around

him. This was the case even with

Shakespeare. Gradually, however,

the practice became more and more
prevalent of taking the whole plot

of the play from contemporary

events, or contemporary manners,

making it in fact a newspaper or a

satire; for the idea of bringing con-

temporary history on the stage does

not belong exclusively to modern
times. Comedy, employed to cari-

cature contemporary manners and
vices, took a great extension under

our first James and Charles, and was

revived in all its force after the

restoration. In the earlier part of

the reign of Charles the Second, the

popular taste appears to have had a

leaning towards tragedy, but this

did not last long; and the number
of comedies printed, between the

restoration and the end of the seven-

teenth century, was very great.

Many of them are full of talent, ad-

mirable in plot, and sparkling with

wit; but the very circumstance which
makes them most interesting to the

historian has caused them to be for-

gotten. They represent manners
and sentiments which people no
longer understand, and books which
need a commentary can nf ver be
really popular. Moreover, the dra-

matic writings of the latter half of

the seventeenth century labor under
another difficulty; they partake, in

an extraordinary degree, in the

looseness of that proverbially loose

age, and they are calculated only to

shock the delicacy of the present

day.

It is principally with a view to

their interest, as making us ac-

quainted with the manners and senti-

ments of the age to which they be-

long, that we take up the dramatic

writings of Mrs. Eehn. Aphra Behn
was a woman of diversified talent,

for she shone in her day, not only

as a dramatist, but as a poet and a

novelist. Bred up in the gallantries

of the age of Charles the Second,

she seems to have lived a free and
easy life, devoted to literature, amid
a crowd of admirers attracted by her

beauty and wit, both of which she

is said to have possessed in no or-

dinary degree, reckoning among
those admirers most of the great

geniuses of her day—an Aspasia of

the seventeenth century. And, like
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Aspasia of old, slie had a turn for

politics too; for she was actually sent

as a sort of petticoat ambassador to

Amsterdam, where she proved her

capability in intrigues of all descrip-

tions. That she was a woman deep-

ly acquainted with the world is evi-

dent from her dramatic writings,

which, perhaps, give us a more vivid

picture of English society in the

latter half of the seventeenth cen-

tury, than those of any other writer

of the same class. In fact, they may
be taken as the best types of this

class of the literature of that pe-

riod; often loose, in an extraor-

dinary degree, in language and senti-

ment, they exhibit a brilliance of

conversation in the dialogue, and a

skill in arranging the plot and pro-

ducing striking situations, in which
she has few equals. Her taste, as

well as her talent, lay in comedy,

and not in tragedy. We may re-

gard her indeed as our earliest Eng-
lish female comic writer of any
worth.

The two objects against which
comedy at this time chiefly bent its

satire were political and religious

parties, and the follies of society.

In the former, as might be expected,

we and an extreme exaggeration of

caricature, which responds to the

bitterness of political feeling which
then existed, and which has been

preserved traditionally almost to

our times. Roundheads and non-

conformists, of all descriptions, are

made the butt of the bitterest ridi-

cule; while the cavaliers, or the "he-

roics," as they were called in the

slang of the day, are always, even in

their wildest extravagance, treated

with indulgence. It would be diffi-

cult to point a more absurb libel on

history than the comedy of " The

Roundheads ; or, the Good Old

Cause;" yet it seems then to have

been considered as within the limits

of legitimate satire, and no doubt

drew shouts of applause. It was

indeed, at that time, the fashion to

picture all the heroes of the com-

monwealth in the most vulgar colors

possible. We will venture on an il-

lustration from the comedy just

quoted, the scene of which is laid at

the moment of the intrigues which

preceded the arrival of Monk in the

metropolis. The state council-cham-

ber is here degraded to the level of

a pot-house; and Lambert, Fleet-

wood, Desborough, Hewson, Dncken-

field, Wariston, and Cobbet, the

leading members of what was called

the Rump, are supposed to be in

council, over their glasses, and half

drunk. The dialogue proceeds as

follows

:

" Hews. What think ye now, my Lords,

of settling the nation a little ? I find my
head swim with politics, and what he call

urns.

Wak. Won 3, and wad ya settle the na

tion when we reel ourselves ?

Hews. Who, pox ! shall we stand mak-

ing children's shoes all the year ? No, no,

let's begin to settle the nation, I say, and

go through-stitch with our work.

Due. Eight, we have no head to obey;

so that if this Scotch general do come whilst

we dogs fight for the bone, he runs away

with it.

Hews. Shaw, we shall patch up matters

with the Scotch general, I'll warrant you
xiowever, here's to our next Heal—one
and all. [All drink.

Fleet. Verily, sirs, this health-drinking

savoreth of monarchy, and is a type of

malignancy.

War. Bread, my lord ! no preaching

o'er yar liquor; wee's now for a cup o' th*

creature,

Cob. In a gladly way you may ; it is

lawiul.

Lam. Come, come, we're dull; give us

some music. Come, my lord, I'll give you
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o song. I love music ns I clo a drum
;

there's life and soul in't— call my music.

Fleet. Ye ., I am lor any music, except

an organ.

War. Sbread, sirs ! and I's a hornpipe.

I've a laud theeie here shall dance ye Dance

tol a Hornpipe, with any statesman a ya

and.

All. He he, he !

Due. I know no' what your faud thecfe

cau do; but I'd hold you a wager Colonel

Hewson and Colonel Desborough saall

dance ye the s ant's j ig with any sinner of

your kirk or field conventicl r.

War. Wons, and I's catch 'em at that

Bpoit, I's dance tol 'em for a Scotch pound;

but farst your song; I hope 'tis boody, or

else 'tis not worth a feart.

All. He, he, he !"

Lambert then sings a vulgar song,

after which the scene continues:

"Wats. Tne diel a me, wele sung, my
lord; an 1 gen aud trades fa 1, yas make a

quaint minstrel.

All. He, he, he !

"Wak. Noo, sirs, yar d nee ! [They fling

cushions at one another, and grin. Muyic

plays.] Mrry, srs, an this be yar

dancing tol dance and ne'er stir stap, t^e

•diel lead the dance for Archibald.

[When they have flung cushions thus

awhile to the music time, they beat

each other from the table, one by

one, and fall into a godly dance;

after a while Wariston rises, aud

dances ridiculously awhile amongst

them; then to the time of the tune,

they take out tie rest, as at the

cushion-dance, or in that nature.

"Wariston being the last taken in,

leads the rest.

—Hand, mins Irels, hand; bread a gued !

I's fatch ad la ies in—lead away, minstrels,

tol my lady's apartment.

[Music playing before all. Ex. dancing. \

This was the sort of satire to

which the old republ'cans were ex-

posed in the merry days of Charles

the Second. " The Rover ; or the

Banished Cavaliers," a long but well

composed comedy, full of clever in-

trigue and amusing embarrassments,

though, like moat of the others, ex-

tremely loose, is a picture, with

much less of caricature, of the lives

and manners of the cavaliers when
the triumph of the Common we ilth

obliged then to remain in banish-

ment. It shows us whence came in

that flood of licentiousness win h

overwhelmed this country at the re-

turn of the Stuarts.

"The Widow Ranter" is a satire

on the management of our colonies,

which was then miserable in the ex-

treme. Mrs. Behn had spent her

3
Touti in Surinam, where she was the

intimate friend of the American

prince Oroonoko, and she might

therefore consider as in a manner
her own province whatever related

to the colonies on the other side of

the Atlantic. At this time occurred

the insurrection in Virginia, which,

from its leader, Colonel Nathanial

Bacon, is known as Bacjn's rebel-

lion, and which was no doubt the

consequence of misgovernment. The
old writers on the subj ct acknowl-

edge that the origin of the rising

was wrapped in a considerable de-

gree of mystery, and perhaps Mrs*

Behn's history of it as good as any

other. It seems to have exc.ted

much interest in England ; and the

comedy of <: Widow Ranter" shows
us how early our dramatists adopt-

ed the practice of benefiting by the

excitement of the moment, in brino*-

ing such subjects on the stage. We
learn from the popular literature of

tbat and the following age, that it

was the common practice of broken
down fortune-recruiters to repair to

the West Indies and the slave colo-

nies, in the hope of marrying rich

widows of planters ; on this custom
the plot of the comedy just alluded

to chiefly turns. The cowardice and
ignorance of the men to whom the

management of tiie affairs of the
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colony was left arc painted, as usual,

in broad caricature, yet it covers, no
doubt, a considerable portion of

truth. It is, perhaps, one of the

wittiest of Mrs. Behn's comedies.

The following is an admirable cari-

cature on the self-importance of co-

lonial magistrates. It must be pre-

mised that Timorous, Whimsey,
Whiff, and Boozer, are four Virgi-

nian jus. ices of the peace ; and in

th-e scene from which we are going

to quote, Timorous and a Virginian

capiaiu, named Dullman, are ca-

rousing at the Widow E inter's :

Dull. So 1 see, let the world go
"whic i way it will, widow, you are resolved

for mir li ; but come—to the conversation

of the times.

Ban. The times ! why, what a devil ails

the limes? I see nothing in the times but

a company cf coxcombs that tear without

a cause.

Tim. But it these fears were laid, and
Bacon were hanged, I look upon Virginia

to be the happiest part of the world, gads
zoois—why, there's England, 'tis nothing
to't. I was in England about six years

ago, and was showed ihe Court of Alder-

men; some were nodding, some saying no-
thing, and others very littie to purpose

;

but how could it be otherwise? for they
had neither bowl of punch, bottles of wine,

or tobacco be. ore 'em, to put iile and souL

into 'em, as we have here ; then lor the
young gentlemen—th ir farthest travels is

to France or Italy ; they never come hi-

ther.

Dull. The more's the pity, by my troth.

[Drinks.

Tim. Where they learn to swear mor-
blew, mor-dee

—

Feien. And tell you hrw much bigger

the Louvre is than Whitehall ; buy a suit

a-la-mod >, get a swinging of some
French marquise, spend all their meney,
and return just as t ,ey went.

Dull. For the old fellows, their business

is usury, extortion, and undermining
young heirs.

Tim. Then for young merchants, their

exchange is the tavern, their warehouse the
pi yhouse, and their bills of exohange bil-

let-doux, where to sup with their wenches

at the other end of the town. Now, jud_>e

you what a condition poor England is in
;

gads zoors.

Dull. I have considered it, and have

found out a way to save all yet.

Tim. As how, I pray ?

Dull. As thus : we have men here of

great experience and ability ; now, I would

have as many sent into England as would

supply all places and offices, both evil . nd

military, d'ye see ; their young gentry

should all travel hither lor breeding, and

to learn tho mysteries of state.

Next we have a picture of the ju-

dicial proceedings of a Virginian

bench of magistrates : Hazard is an

Englishman who has come to Virgi-

nia to mend his fortune, and has got

into trouble through his ignorance

of the place. Friendly is another

Englishman, his acquaintance, but

who has been longer in the colony :

Tim. Mr. Clerk, let my cause come next.

[H izard comes to the Board.

Cleu. The defendant s ready, sir.

Tim. Brothers of the Bench, take notice,

that this hector here, coming into Mrs.

Flirt's ordinary, where I was with my bro-

ther Dullman and Lieu enant Boozer, we
gave him good counsel to lall to wcrk

:

now, my gentleman here wis affronted at

this forsooth, and makes no more to do
but c dls us scoundrels, and drew his sword

on us ; and had not I defended myself by

running away, he h d murdered me, and
assassinated my two brothers.

Whiff. What witness have you, bro-

ther?

Tim. Here's Mrs. Flirt and her maid
Nell ; besides, we may be witnesses for one
another ; I hope our words may Le taken.

Cler. Mrs. Flirt and Neil re sworn.

[The y stand forth.

Whim. By the oaths that you have taken,

speak nothing but the truth.

Flirt. Ant please your worships, your
honors came to my house, where you found
this young gentleman ; and your honors
invited him to d;ink with your honors;
where, ; fter some opprobr ous word - given
him, Justice Dullman and Justice Bo. zer
struck him over the head ; and after that
indeed the gentleman drew.
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Tim. Marie that, brother, he drew.

Haz. : f I did it was se defendendo.

Tim. Do you hear that broihers ? he did

it m defiance.

Haz. Sir, you ought not to sit judge and
accuser too.

Whiff. The gentleman's i'th' right, bro-

ther
;
you cannot do't according to law.

Tim. Gads zoors, what, new trxks, new
querks ?

Haz. Gentlemen, take notice, he swears

in court.

Tim. Gads zoors, what's that to you, sir?

Haz. This is the second time of his

swearing.

Whim. What, do you think we are deaf,

sir? Come, come, proceed.

Tim. I d sire he may be bound to his

good behaviour, fined, and de<iver up his

sword ; what say you, brother?

[Jogs Dull., who nods.

Whim. He's asleep ; drink to him, and
waken him—you have mitsed the cause by
sleeping, brother. [Drinks.

Dull. Justice may nod, but never sleeps,

brother—you were at—deliver his sword—
a good motion ; let it be done.

[Drinks.

Haz. No, gentlemen, I wear a sword to

right myself.

Tim. That's fine, i faith J gads zoors, I've

worn a sword this dozen jears, and never

could wrke myself.

Whiff. Ay, 'twould be a fine world if

men should wear swords to right them-

selves ; he that's bound to the peace shall

wear no sword.

Whim. I say, he that's bound to the

peace ought to wear no peruke : they may
change 'em for black or white, and then

who can know them?

Haz. I hope, gentlemen, I may be allow-

ed to speak for myself.

Whiff. Ay, what can you say for your-

self? Did you not draw your sword, sir-

rah ?

Haz. I did.

Tim. 'lis sufficient ; he confesses the

fact, and we'll hear no more.

Haz. You will not hear the provocation

given?

Dull. 'Tis enough, s
:

r, you drew

Whim. Ay, ay, 'tis enough ; he drew

—

let him be fin'd.

Fbiend. The gentleman should be heard;

he's kinsman, too, to Colonel John Sure-

love.

Tim. Hum Col^-i-l Surelove's kins-

man?
Whiff. Is he so? Nay. then, all the

reason in the world he should be heard,

brothers.

Whim. Come, come, Cornet, you shall

be friends with the gentleman ; this was
some drunken bout, I'le warrant you.

Tim. Ha, ha, so it was, gads zoor-i.

Whiff. Come, drink to the gentleman,

and put it up.

Tim. Sir, my service to you ; T am hearti-

ly sorry for what's passed ; but it was in

my drink. [Drinks.

Whim. You hear his acknowledgment,

sir, and when he's sober he never quarrels.

Come, sir, sit down ; my service io j^ou.

When affairs became serious in

the colony, the justices of the peace,

who by the r offices are also com-

manders in the colonial army, are

drawn out and encamped under the

deputy-governor, Colonel Wellman,

and we have a picture of colonial

courage equally to the advantage of

the Virginian magistrates with the

above sample of colonial justice.

[Enter Dull., Tim., Whim., and Whiff,

all in buff, scarf and feather,]

Down. So, gentlemen, I see you're in

readiness.

Tim. Readiness ! What means he ? I

hope we are not to be drawn out to go

against the enemy, major.

Dull. If we are, they shall look a new
major for m\
Well. We were debating, gentlemen,

what course were best to pursue against

this powerful rebel.

Feiend. Why, sir, we have forces enough,

let's charge him instantly ; delays are dan-

gerous.

Tim. Why, what a damned fiery fellow is

this?

Down. But if we drive him to extremi-

ties, we fear his siding with the Indians.

Dull. Colonel Downright has hit it; why
should we endanger our men against a des-

perate termagant? If he love wounds and

scars so well, let him exercise on our ene-

mies—but, if he will needs fall upon us,

'tis then time enough for us to venture our

lives and fortunes.
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Tim. How ! we go to Bacon ! under fa-

vor I think it is his duty to come to us, an

you go to that, gads zoors.

Friend. If he do, 'twill cost you dear, I

doubt, cornet—I find by our list, sir, we
are four thousand men.

Tim. Gads zoors, not enough for a break-

fast for that insatiate Bacon, and his two
lieutenant-generals, Fearless and Daring.

[Whiff sits on the ground, with a

bottle of brandy.

Whim. A morsel, a morsel.

Well. I am for an attack, what say you,

gentlemen, to an attack? What, silent all?

What say you, major?

Dull. I say, sir, I hope my courage was
never in dispute. But, sir, I am going to

marry Colonel Downright's daughter here,

and should I be slain in this ba' tie, 'twould

break her heart ; besides, sir, I should lose

her fortune. [Speaks big.

Well. I'm sure here's a captain will ne-

ver flinch. [To Whim.
Whim. Who, I, an't like your honor?
Well. Ay, you.

Whim. Who, I ? Ha, ha, ha ! Why did

your honor think that I would fight?

Well. Fight ! yes ; why else do you take

commissions ?

Whim. Commissions ! Oh, Lord ! oh,

Lord ! take commissions to fight ! Ha, ha,

ha ! that's a jest, if all that take commis-
sions should fight

—

Well. Why do you bear arms then ?

Whim. Why, lor the pay ; to be called

captain, noble captain ; to show, to cock
and look big, and bluff as I do ; to be bow-
ed to thus as we pass ; to domineer and
beat our soldiers. Fight, quotha ! Ha,
ha, ha !

Friend. But wh.t makes you look so
Bimply, cornet?

Tim. Why a thing that I have quite for-

got ; all my accounts for England are to be
made up, and I'm undone if they be ne-
glected—else I would not flinch for the

stoutest he that wears a sword.

[Looking big.

Down. What say you, Captain Whiff?

[Whiff almost drunk.

Whief. I am trying, colonel, what mettle

I'm made on ; I think I'm valiant ; I sup-

pose 1 have courage, but I confess 'tis a lit-

tle of the d breed ; but a little inspi-

ration Irom the bo^e, and the leave of my
Nancy may do wonders.

All this is broad caricature ; it

shows us rather how the wits in the

mother country despised the colo-

nists, than the true character of the

colonists themselves ; it was the

sta *e pandering to the taste cf the

multitude. But in those comedies

which represent society in England
the picture is more truthful ; and in

reading scene after scene, we feel

ourselves involuntarily carried back

to the days of Charles the Second.

All the social vices of that period,

rather highly painted no doubt, es-

pecially when political prejudice

steps in, are brought before our

eyes. Aphra Behn is especially se-

vere on the foibles of her own sex.

Her estimate of the female charac-

ter is certainly not a high one, and

she takes no pains to conceal it.

Most of her female characters are

vain, selfish, and intriguing—few of

them are chaste. They are loose in

their discourse, and licentious in

their manners. It was nevertheless

a true picture of the times. Mar-

riage was a despised covenant, en-

tered into merely for the sake of

obtaining fortunes and procuring

heirs. Hear the method in which

the covenant was arranged, as told

in Mrs. Behn's comedy of " The
Town Fop :"

Sir Tim. That's all one, sir ; the old peo-

have adjusted the matter, and they are the

most proper for a negotiation of that kind,

which saves us the trouble of a tedious

courtship.

Friend. That the old people have agreed

the matter, is more than I know.
Sir Tim. Why, lord sir, will you per-

suade me to that ? Don't you know that

your father (according to the method in

such cases, being certain of my esta'e)

came to me thus :—Sir Timothy Tawdry,
you are a young gentleman, and a knight •

I knew your father well ; and my right

worshipful neighbour, our estates lie toge-
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ther : therefore, si", I have a desire to have

a near relation with you. A.t which I in-

terrupted him, arid cried, Ob, lord, sir, I

vow to fortune, you do me the greatest

honor, sir, and the rest

Bel. I can endure no more He marry
fair Cel ndi!

Fbiend. Prithee, let him alone.

[Aside.

Sir Tim. To which he answered, I have

a good fortune—have bu l

, my son Ned, and
this girl, eal;ed Celinda, whom I wil make
a fortune sui able to yours; your honora-

ble mother, the Lady Tawdrey, and I have

as gocd as concluded the ma ch already.

To wuich I (who, though I say it, am well

enou'di bred fur n, knight) answered the

civility thus :— I vow to fortune, sir— L di 1

not sw ar, Lu cried— I protest sir, Celinda

deserves o, no, I lie ar^iin, 'twas me-
rits .Vy, Celinda merits a much better

husband than I.

Feiend. You speak more truth than yon
are aware of. [Aside.

W ith such sentiments, we can easi-

ly imagine what were fashionable

wives and fashionable husbands. In

the same play, which is one of Mrs.

B.din's pictures of London society,

Sir Timothy, being presented to the

lady to whom his parents have so

kindly betrothed him, proceeds

somewhat rudely to interrogate

her as to her qualities. Among the

rest, he asks

—

Sir Tim. Can you love ?

Cee O, yes, sir, many things ; I love

my meat ; I love abundance, of adorers ; I

love choice of new clothes, new plays, and,

like a, right woman, I love to have my will.

Sir Tim. Spoke like a wel!-bred person,

by fortune ! I see there's hopes of tihee,

Celinda ; thou wilt in time learn to make

a very fashionable wife, having so much
beau'y. I see attracts, rdlurements, wan-

ton eyes, the languishing turn of the head,

and atl that invhes to temptation.

Cel. Would that please you in a wife ?

Sir Tim. Why, madam, what do you

take me to be?—a sot—a fool?—or a dull

Italian, of the humor of your brother?

No, no, I can assure you, she that marries

me shall have franchise. But, my pretty,

miss, you must learn to talk a little more.

Cel. I have not wit and sense enough
for that.

£ie Tim. Wit, ! O la, Ola! Wit ! as if

there was any wit required in a woman
when she talks. No, no matter for wit or

sense; talk but load, an I a great deal to

show your white teeth, and smile, and l>e

very confi lent, and 'li* enough Lord,

what a sight 'tis to see a pretty woman
stand right up .in end in the middle of a

room, playing with her fan for wait of

something to keep her in countenance. No,

she that is mine I will teach to entei\a;nat

another rate.

In another of Mrs. Bebn's come-
dies, " Sir Patient Fancy/' a courier

very much after the fashion of Sir

Timothy, is made to give the lady,

to whom his parents have betrothed

him, a watch. This leads to the

following conversation, in which we
have < n interesting picture of the

way in which a woman of fashion

spent her days and nights :

Lod. Now, sister, you must know there's

a mystery in ibis watch ; 'tis a kind of

hiero dyphic that will instruct you how a

married woman of your quality ought to

live.

Sir Ceed. How, my watch mysteries and
hi roglyphics ! the devil take ms if I knew
of any such mysteries it had.

[They are a 1 looking on the watch.

Lod. Beginning at eight, from which
down to twelve you ought to employ in

dressing, till two at dinner, tilt five in

visits, til seven at play, till nine in the

park, ten at supper with your lover, if your
husband e not at horn , or keep his dis-

tance, which he's too well bred not to do ;

then from ten to twe.ve are the ha- py
hours, the bergere, those of entire enjojT-

ment.

Sib Ceed. Say you so? Hang me if I

shall not go near to think I may be a cuck-

old by the shift.

Isab. Well, sir, what must she do from
twelve till eight again ?

Lod. Oh ! those are the dull conjugal

hours for sleeping with her own husband,

and dreaming of joys her absent lover

alone can give her.

Sir Ceed. Nay, an she be for s'eeping,

zoz, I am as good at that as she can be for

her heart, or snoring either.
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The lady of fashion, moreover,

was a great drhiker in those days.

Pepys has told us how the court la-

dies rivaled Hie other sex in this

particular; but Mrs. Behn, in ono
of her plays, "The False Count,"
gives us something- like a rule in this

matter.

"Gum. Come, ladies, sit. Como, Isa-

bella, you ae melancholy—Page, nil ray
lady a beer-gla^s.

Isab. Ah, heavens, a beer-glass !

Guil. O. your viscountess never drinks
under your beer-g ass; your citizens' wives
Biin: er and sip, and wil: be drunk without
doing credit to the treater; bat in their
closets they swinge it away, whole slashes
i'faidi, and egad, when a woman drinks by
herself, glasses come thick about. Your
gentlewoman or your little lady drink3
ha fvvay, and thinks in point of good man-
ners she must leave some at the bottom;
but your true-bred woman of honor drinks
all, supernaculum, by Jove !

Isau. What a misfortune it was that I
should not know this before, but should
discover my want of so necessary a pieca of
grandeur.

Jac. And nothing but being faddled
will redeem her credit."

In a piece, entitled "the Emperor
of the Moon,'* which is called a
farce, but which is really a sort of
extravaganza, partaking in some
degree of the character of a modern
pantomime, Mrs. Behn has treated
us with a still more minute satire
on the prevailing sins of contempo-
rary society. Harlequin is supposed
to come irom the empire of the
moon, onau embassy to Dr. Ealiardo,
whose daughter the emperor de-
mands in marriage. The Doctor
wishes to know something of the
manners of the emperor's subjects.

"Doct. Do the women of your world
drink hard, sir?

Hah. According to their quality, fir,

more or less; the greater the quality tho
more profuse tho quantity.

Tccr. W by, that's just as 'lis h;:*e; but
your men of quality, your statesmen, dr. I

presume they are sober, learned and wLe.
Has. Faith, no, sir ; but tl.ey arc, for

the most part, what's as good, very proud
and promising, sir; most liberal of their

word to every fawning suitor, to pm chase

the slate of long attendance, and criug'ng

as they pass; but the devil oi a performance,

wilhoat you get the knack of bribing in the

right place and time; but yet they ah defy

it, sir.

Doct. Just, just, as 'tis here. But
pray, fir, how do these great men live with

their wives?

Hap.. Most nobly, sir; my lord keeps his

coach, my lady hers; my Jord his bed, my
lady hers; and very rarely see one another,

unless they chance to meet in a vir-.it, in the

park, the mall, the to r, or at the basset-

tab'e, where they civilly salute and part, he

to his mistrs^s, she to ploy.

Doct. Good lack ! just as 'tis here.

Hae. "Where, if she chance to osc her

money, lather than g ve out, she borrows

of the next amorous coxcomb, who, .rom

that minute, hopes, and is sure to be paid

again one way or other, the next kind op-

portunity.

Doct. Just as 'tis here.

Hap.. As for the young fd!ows that have
money, they have no mercy upon their own
persons, but wearing nature off as fast as

they can, swear, and whore, and drink, and
borrow as long as any rooking citizen will

lend, till having dearly purchased the he-

roic title cf a bully or a sharper, Ccy live

pitied of their friends, and despised of

their whores, and depart this transitory

world, diverse and sundry ways.

Doct. Just, as 'tis hero !

Hak. As for the citizen, sir, the conrlier

lies with his wife; he in revea c, cheats

him of his estate, till rich enough to marry
his daughter to a courtier, again i;ies

him all— unless his wife's over-gallantry

breaks him ; and thus tho wor.d runs
round.

Doct. The very same as 'tis hero. Is there
no preferment, sir, ior men of parts and
merit ?

Hae. Parts and merit ! what's that? a
livery or the hand :ome tieing a cravat? ior

the great men prefer none but their foot-
men and valets.

Doct. By my tro h, just as 'tis here."
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Mrs. Behn's plots are simple

enough in the groundwork, but

they are always so contrived as to

give room for an infinite complica-

tion of intrigues and cross-pur-

poses. There is always some matri-

monial arrangement (sometimes

more than one) which is disagree-

able to the parties most concerned

in it; and a succession of love in-

trigues which are counter to it.

All the ladies have gallants, who
are generally " wild young fellows

of a small fortune;" the lady who is

wi houfc one is an exception to the

rule. Country knights and country

gentlemen are mere stupid boobies.

A rich city alderman is one of her

favorite characters—his lady is young
and pretty, and invariably faithless.

The Londoners, indeed, are a mere

set of republicans and puritans,

whose wives and daughters, and

purees, were only made to be the

prey of every man of fashion who
chose to attempt them. " The

Lucky Chance, or the Alderman's

Bargain," and "The City Heiress,

or Sir Timothy Treat-all," are exam-

ples of comedy which turns on the

peculiarities of the citizens. The

latter is an excellent example of the

style of our authoress, as wT ell as of

her prejudices, or rather, perhaps,

of the prejudices of her age. Sir

Timothy Treatall is " an old sedi-

tious knight, that keeps open-house

for Commonwealthsmen and true-

blue Protestants." Pie has discard-

ed his nephew, Tom Wilding, for

being a Tory. Wilding is tie ob-

ject of three passions of different

descriptions: he is loved by Lady
Galliard, a rich city widow; by

Charlotte, the city heiress; and by

Diana, who is his kept mistress.

Then we have an old Tory knight of

Devonshire, named Sir Anthony
Meriwill, whose nephew, Sir Charles,

is a friend of Wilding, and is in love

with Lady Galliard. The political

prejudices of the writer are mani-

fested in the circumstance that an-

other of the characters in the piece,

a Mrs. Ciacket, is described as "a
city bawd and puritan" Sir Timothy

has threatened to disinherit his

nephew, Wilding, unless he marries

a fortune, and changes his politics;

and the leading intrigue of the piece

is to outwit the uncfa, and to obtain

possession of the papers by which

Wilding is made his uncle's heir.

Charlotte, as might be expected, is

jealous of Lady Galliard, and of

Diana, and is shocked at her lover's

vices
;
yet she cannot help loving

him. Lady Galliard, while coquet-

ting with Wilding, is embarrassed

with the pursuits of the Meriwills.

Wilding's marriage with Charlotte

depends on his obtaining the title-

deeds which make him his uncle's

heir; and afraid to make the city

heiress herself known to his uncle

too soon, he determines to pass

Diana upon him in disguise. Sir

Timothy gives a great feas , and the

following characteristic dialogue wr ill

exp'ain the cause of W-lding's cau-

tions:

Enter Sir Timothy Treatall and Jervice.

Sir Tim. Here, take my sword Jervice.

What have you inquired, as. I directed yon,

concerning the rich heiress, Sir Nicholas

Gettall's daughter?

Jer. Alas, sir, inquired ! why, 'tis a'l

the city news that she's run aw.iy with one

of the maddest Tories about town.

Sir Tim. Good Lord! Ay, ay, 'tis so*

the plaguy ro^ue, my nephew, has got her.

That heaven should drop such blessin s in

the mouths of the wicked ! Well, Jervice,

what company have we in the house, Jer-

vice?
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Jer. Why truly, sir, a fine deal, consid-

ering there's no parliament.

Sir Tim. \\ hat lords Lave we, Jervice?

Jer. Lords, sir, truly none.

Sir Tim. None ! What, ne'er a lord !

Some mishap will befall me, some dire

mischance ! Ne'er a lord ! Ominous,

ominous ! our party dwindles daily. What,

nor eail, nor marquess, nor duke, nor

lie'* r a lord ! Hum, my wme will lie most

Villainously upon my hands to-night. Jer-

vice, what, have we store of knights and
gentlemen?

Jer. I know not what gentlemen there

be, sir; but there are knights, citizens,

their wives, and daughters.

Sir Tim. Make us thankful for that!

our meat, will not lie upon our hands then,

Jervice ; I'll say that for our little London-
ers, they are as tall fellows at a well-

charged board as any in Christendom.

Jer. Ti-ien, sir, there's Nonconformist

parsons.

Sir Tim. Nay, then we shall have a

clear board; for your true Protestant appe-

tite in a lay elder does a man's tab.e

credit.

Jer. Then, sir, there's coun'ry justices

and grand jurymen.

Sir Tim. Well enough, well enough,

Jervice."

But it will be explained better still

by what follows; as he gives direc

tions lor the entertainment, W i]d

ing has been announced:

" Enter Wild, with Diana and Betty.

Wild. Sir, I have brought ii to your
kind protection the richest jewel all Lon-
don can afford, fair Mrs. Charlotte Gettall.'

Sir Tim. Bless us, she's ravishing fair

Lady, I had the honor of being intimate

with your worthy father. I think he has
been dead

Dia. If he catechise me much on that
point, I shall spoil all. [Aside.] Alas

sir, name him not; for il you do [weeping]
I'm sure I cannot answer you one ques-

tion.

Wild. For heaven's sake, name not her
father to her; the bare remembrance of him
kills her.

Sir Tim. Alas, poor soul ! Lady, I beg
your pardon. How soft-hearted she is ! I
am in love; I find already a kind of tickling

of I know not what run frisking through

my veins. [Aside.

Bet. Ay, sir, the good alderman has

been dead this twelvemonth just, and has

left his dau hter here, my mistress, three

thousand pound a year. [Weeping.

Sir Tim. Three thousand pound a year !

Yes, yes, I am in love. [Aside.

Bet. Besides money, plate, and jewels.

Sir Tim. I'd marry her out of hand.

[A ide.] Alas! I could even weep too;

but 'tis ia vain. Well, nephew, you may
be gone now; for it is not necessary you
should be seen here, d'ye see.

[Pushing him out.

Wild. You see, sir, now what heaven

has done for me; and you have often told

me, sir, when that was kind you would be

so. Those wiitings, sir, by which you were

so good to make me heir of all your estate,

you said you would i,utinto my possession,

whenever I made it appear to you I could

live without them, or bring you a wife of

fortune home.
Sir Tim. And I will keep my word; it is

time enough. [Putting him out.

Wild. I have, Ms true, been wicked
;

but I shall now turn from my evil ways, es-

tablish rryself in the religious city, and
enter into the association. Tiiere want
but these same writings, sir, and your good
character of me.

Sir Tim. Thou shalt have both, all in

good time, man. Go, go thy ways, and I'll

warrant thee for a gooel character, go.

Wild. Ay, sir, but the writings, because
I told her, sir, I was your heir; forced to

swear too, before she would believe me.
Sir Tim. Alas, alas ! how shrewdly thou

wert put to it

!

Wild. I told her too, you'd buy a patent
for me ; for nothing woos a city fortune like

the hopei of a ladyship.

Sir Tim. I'm glad of that; that I cm
settle on her presently. [Aside.''

In continuation of his plot, Wild-
ing disguises himself as a foreigner,

and proceeds to Sir Timothj's, to

announce to him, as an ambassador
from Poland, that the Poles, in ad-

miration of his political principles,

have elected him their king. This
intelligence, working on the knight's

vanity, gives rise to some amusing
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scenes, under cover of which, the

different lovers pursue their in-

trigues. A masquerade, which fol-

lows, affords still greater room for

intrigue; and Charlotte herself comes
in disguise to watch the proceedings,

and is thus a witness to a tender

scene between her lover and Lady
Galliard, who gives him an assig-

nation. In the subsequent inter-

view, in the chamber of Lady Gal-

liard, who is in undress, Wilding

unfolds the following doctrines on
the subject of love, vh'ch were, it

appears, the accepted creed of the

tune of Charles II.:

"L. Gal. Unreasonable man! because

you see

I have unusual regards for you,

Pleasure to hear, and trouble to deny you
;

A fatal yielding in my nature toward you,

Love bends my soul that way
A weakness I ne'er feft in any other

;

And would you be so base ? and could you
have the heart

To take th' advantage on't to ruin me,

To make me infamous, despis'd, loath'd,

pointed at ?

Wild. You reason false :

According to the strictest rules of honor,

Beauty should still be the reward of love,

Not the vile merchandize of fortune,

Or the cheap drug of church-ceremony.

She's only infamous, who to her bed,

For interest, takes some nauseous clown she

hates

:

And though a jointure or a vow in public

Be her price, that makes her but the dearer

whore.

L. Gal. I understand not these new
morals.

"Wild. Have patience I say, 'tis clear
;

All the desires of mutual love are virtuou3.

Can Heav'n or man be angry that you

please

Yourself and me, when it does wrong to

none ?

Why rave you then on things that ne'er can

be?

Besides, are we not alone, and private ? who
can know it?"

This scene is a long one, but we

will venture to give the conclusion,

as a slight example of what could

then be borne with on a pu lie

stage, and written for that purpo e

by a lady. Wilding gradually over-

comes the scrupljs of Lady Gail-

liard :

"L. Gal. Said you most easily ! Oh, in-

human !

Your cruel words have wak'd a dismal

thought

:

I feel 'em cold and heavy atmy heart,

And weakness steals upon my soul apace :

I find I must be miserable

I would not be thought false.

[In a soft tone, coming near him.

Wild. Nor would I think you so : give me
not cause.

L. Gal. What heart can bear distrust

from what it loves ?

Or who can always her own wish deny ?

My reason's weary of unequal strife
;

And love and naturJe will at last o'ercome.

—Do you not then believe I love you ?

[To him, in a soft tone.

Wild. How can I, while you still remain

unkind

!

L. Gal. How shall I speak my guilty

thoughts ?

I have not power to part with you ; conceal

my shame, I doubt

I cannot ; I fear I should not any more deny

you.

Wild. Oh, heavenly sound ! Oh, charm-

ing creature

!

Speak that word again, again ! for ever let

me hear it.

L. Gal. But did you not indeed ? and will

you never, never love Mrs. Charlotte, never ?

Wild. Never, never.

L. Gal Turn your face away, and give me
leave

To hide my rising blushes : I cannot look

on you,

[As this last speech is speaking, she

sinks into his arms by degrees.

But you must undo me if you will

Since I no other way my truth can prove,

You shcil see I love.

Pity my weakness and admire my love.

Wild. All heaven is mine, I have it in my
arms,

Nor can ill fortune reach me any more.

Fate, I defy thee, and dull world, adieu.
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In love's kind fever let me ever lie,

Drunk with desire, and raving mad with

joy.

[Exeunt into the bed-chamber ; Wild,

leading her with his arms about her.

Well might Pope say of our fair

authoress, under her assumed name
of Astrea :

11 The stage how loosely does Astrea tread,

Who fairly puts all characters to bed."

The play of which we are speak-

ing ends in Wilding's marrying

Charlotte, and becoming reconciled

to his uncle, whom he has already

contrived to rob of the writings
;

while Sir Timothy marries, by mis-

take, the kept-mistress, Diana.

In the comedy of " Sir Patient

Fancy," the principal materials for

the plot are a Lady Nowell, a rather

far-gone blue-stocking, who is in

iove with Leander Fancy, Sir Pa-

tient's son ; while there is a warm
and mutaal attachment between Le-

ander and her daughter Lucretia,

who has been promised by her

mother to a "foolish Devonshire

knight," named Sir Credulous Easy.

Lucretia's brother, Lodwick, is in

love with Isabella, the daughter of

Sir Patient Fancy ; while the lady

of this knight, as a matter of course,

has a gallant. With these materials

the intrigue of the piece is kept up
with great spirit. The attempts of

the learned Lady Nowell to seduce

Leander from her daughter ; the

intrigues of Lady Fancy, and the

hypochondrical temper of Sir Pa-
tient, whose belief that he is a hope-

less invalid is taken advantage of to

deceive him, lead to many scenes

that are highly comic. The same
remarks will apply to "The Town
Fop ; or, Sir Timothy Tawdrey,"

although the scenes here are coarser,

if not more licentious, than in the

former. A marriage has been nego-

ciated between Tawdrey and Ce-

linda, who is the sister to Friend-

love, and the lover of Bellmour, the

nephew of Lord Plotwell. Friend-

love is in love with Lady Diana,

Lord Plotwell's niece. It is a play

of interminable cross-purposes and

mistakes, which must have told with

admirable effect on the stage, at a

time when the low scenes between

Sir Timothy and his worthless com-

panions of both sexes, were not con-

trary to public taste.

In " The Lucky Chance ; or, the

Alderman's Bargain," the prejudices

against the citizens are again brought

into play. Sir Feeble Fainwood is

an old alderman, who is married,

contrary to her sentiments, to a

young lady named Leticia. She has

been contracted to Belmour, who is

supposed to have died in Holland,

but who is present throughout most

of the piece in disguise. Sir Cau-

tious Fulbank is an old banker, mar-

ried to a young wife, Julia, who is

in love with Gayman, "a spark of

the town." Bredwell, Leticia's bro-

ther, and apprentice to Sir Cautious,

is in love with Sir Feeble's daughter,

Diana. It is evident that, with such

materials for a plot as these, a writer

like Mrs. Behn would produce an
infinite variety of stirring scenes ;

and such is the case. Gayman's
pursuit of Julia, and Belmour's in-

trigues, in concert with herself and
her maid, to hinder the possession

of Leticia by the old alderman, run
through the piece. On the night of

his marriage, while Belmour takes

his place, Sir Feeble is allured away
from his young bride, by a false

message, purporting to come from
Sir Cautious, announcing a tumult

in the city, and requiring his pre-
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senco. Sir Cautious, at the same
time, is kept up by the alarm of

thieves, while Gayman is with his

wife. The alderman, armed from

top to toe, proceeds to the bankers
;

and the misunderstanding between
them leads to one of the most comic

scenes in Mrs. Behn's writings ; but

its length, as well as the coarseness

of some parts, precludes us from

quoting it. From this great skill in

conducting the intrigue of her pieces,

the longest of all M,s. Behn's come-

dies, " The Rover," never flags in

interest.

Such, as a writer of Comedies,

was Mrs. Aphra Behn, and she cer-

tainly held no low place in English

literature. Of her novels we may,

perhaps, speak at length on some
future occasion. Her comedies, cer-

tainly, possess great merit; and, were

it not for their licentiousness, do
not deserve to be forgotten. They
may be cited as the most perfect

models of the drama of the latter

half of the seventeenth century,

possessing, in a high degree, both

its merits and its defects. In her

coarse licentiousness, she, perhaps,

rather pandered to the depraved

state of the town than obeyed her

own feelings. Her subject is con-

stantly love, and that love is always

sensual
;
yet we trace, from time to

time, the existence of tenderer and

purer sentiment, which always be-

trays the heart of the writer. We
learn, from one of her contempora-

ries, that she was both loved and
respected. " Those," he tells us,

" who had the happiness to be per-

sonally acquainted with her, were

so charmed with her wit, freedom of

temper, and agreeable conversation,

that they, in a manner, adored her."

A lady, who enjoyed her inti-

macy, has left the following char-

acter of her:—" She was of a gene-

rous, humane disposition ; some-

thing passionate ; very serviceable

to her friends in all that was in her

power ; and could sooner forgive an

injury than do one. She had wit,

humor, good-nature, and judg-

ment ; she was mistress of all the

pleasing art of conversation ; she

was a woman of sense, and conse-

quently a lover of pleasure." This

consequence, whatever it may have

been in the days of Charles the Se-

cond, is not so evident to us now.

Tne female writer we are quoting

adds :
" For my part, I knew her in-

timately, and never saw aught un-

becoming the just modesty of our

sex ; though more gay and free than

the folly of the precise will allow."

This character is probably an in-

dulgent one, and we must make an

allowance for the age in which it

was written. The comedies she has

published can hardly have come from
a mind that wTas uncorrupted with

vice. That she possessed genius,

all who read her writings must agree;

and, like many other men and wo-
men of genius, she seems to have

passed an eventful and chequered

life, at the end of which her remains

found a resting-place in the cloister

of Westminster Abbey.

From the defects mentioned above,

Mrs. Behn's dramatic writings can-

not now be generally read—at all

events, they could not be given to

the pnblic in a popular form ; but if

any one would form an exact notion

of the manners of the British capi-

tal in the latter half of the seven-

teenth century, we could recom-

mend him nothing better than to

study the comedies of Aphra Behn.
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CUKIOUS AND KIMCULOUS WILL OF GEO. FOX, THE QUAKER.

It is a curious thing to know that

George Fox, the founder, as we may
say, of a new religion, and the pre-

tended model of all meekness and

humility, was astonishingly illite-

rate, and really one of the vainest

mortals that ever lived. In proof

of this fact, (which we think will be

new to the American public,) we
give below his will, which we re-

print, from a pamphlet published in

England in 1750. "We print the

pamphlet in its original form :

THE

LAST WILL OF GEORGE FOX,

THE QUAKERS GREAT APOSTLE,

AS IT WAS WKITTEN BY HIS OWN HIND,

AND IS

NOW LYING IN THE PREROGATIVE-OFFICE,

BY DOCTOR'S COMMONS, LONDON.

Attested by three eminent Quakers, whose Names are undermentioned : With a Copy of
the Administration in Latin, taken out of the said Office, signed by Thomas Well-
ham, Deputy-Kegister, containing two columns

; that on the left hand bein« the
Original, in his false English and Spelling

; the other, on the right hand, put into

true English, the original being unintehigible. Published to convince the World,
T ,at he who made this Will, and could not write one Line of true English, (and yet
pretended high Skill in the Learned Languages, witness his Battledoor, and Primer
to the two Universities ;

who said, in his Battledoor, "All Languages were no more
to me than Dust, who was, before Languages were,") is not the Author of any one
Page in all these Books, which the Quakers have impudently published under his
Name. Printed on a Broad-side.

E Registro Gurice Prcerogatwoe Cant.

Extract.

I. eJ doe give to Thomas Lover

my sadell, the ar at Jhon Nelsons,

and bridall, and sporg and bootes,

inward letheredth, and the Newing-

land Indian Bible, and my great

book of the signiling of names, and

my book of the New Testament of

A Gopij of the Will of George Fox, in
true English, the Original being un-
intelligible.

X Do give to Thomas Lower my
saddle and brid !

e, they are at Johu
Elson's, and spurs and boots, in-
ward leathers, and the New England
Indian Bible, and my great book of
the signifying of names, and my
book of the New Testament of ei°-hfc
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eioflit langves ; and all my fisekall

things, that came from beyand the

seay, with the ovt landesh cvp, and

that thing that people doe give glis-

ters with, and my tov diales, the one

is an eknocksa diall.

And all my over pvesh bookes to

be devided amovng my 4 sones in

law ; and also all my other bookes,

and my hamack, I doe give to Tho-

mas Lover, that is, at Bengamin An-

trvbvs his closet, and Rackail may
take that which is at Swarthmor.

And Thomas Lover may have my
walnvt eqvnockshall diall, and if he

can, he may get one cut by it, which

will be hard to doe ; and he shall

have one of my prosspect glaseses

in my trovnk at London, and a pare

of my gloveses, and my seale G. F.

and the naming sword to Nat. Mead,

and my other 2 seales J. Rose, the

other Dan Abraham.

And Thomas Lover shall have my
Spanesh lether hyd, G. F. And S.

Mead shall have my magnifing glas,

and the torkellshell com and cace.

II. And all that I have written,

consaring what I doe give to my re-

lashons ether mony or other waes,

Jhon Loft may put it up in my
tronke at Jhon Elsones, and wright

all things down in a paper, and

make a paper out of all my papers,

how I have ordered things for them;

and Jhon Loft may send all things

dovn by Povelesworth carrer. in the

trovnke, to Jhon Fox, at Poveles-

worth, in Warwicksher ; and let

Jhon Fox send John Lof b a fvll re-

ceat and discharge, and in this mat-

ter, and non of you may be con-

sarned, but John Loft only ; and

my other lettell tronke that stand-

eth in Bengmin Antrubes is cloeset,

with the ovtlandih things, Thomas

languages ; and all my physical

things, that came from beyond the

sea, with the outlandish cup, and
that thing that people do give clys-

ters with, and my two dials, the one
is an equinoctial dial.

And all my overplus books to be
divided among my four sons-in-law;

and also all my other books and my
hammock, I do give to Thomas Low-
er, that is at Benjamin Antrobus's

closet ; and Rachel may take that

which is at Swarthmore.

And Thomas may have my walnut
equinoctial dial, and if he can, he

may get one cut by it, which will be

hard to do ; and he shall have one

of my prospect glasses, in my trunk

at London, and a pair of my gloves,

and my seal, G. F. And the flaming

sword to Nath. Mead, and my other

two seals, J. Rouse, and the other,

Daniel Abraham.

And Thomas Lower shall have my
Spanish leather hood, and S. Mead
shall have my magnifying glass, and
the tortoiseshell comb and case, G.

F.

And all that I have written con-

cerning what I do give to my rela-

tions, either money or other ways,

John Loft may put it up in my
trunk at John Elson's, and write all

things down in a'paper, and make a

paper out of all my papers, how I

have ordered things for them ; and
John Loft may send all things down
by Poulsworih carrier, in the trunk,

to John Fox, at Poulsworth, in War-
wickshire ; and Jet John Fox send

John Loft a full receipt and dis-

charge, and in this matter none of

you may be concerned but John
Loft only; and my other little trunk

that standeth in Benjamin Antro-

bus's closet, with the outlandish

things, Thomas Lower shall have

;
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Lover shall have ; and if it be or-

dered in any other papers to any

other, that must not stand soe, but

as now ordered, G. F. And Sary,

thou may give Sary Frickenseld half

a gme, for shee hath bene sarvesa-

ble to mee, a honest carfvll yovng
womon, G. F.

and if it be ordered in any other

papers to any other, that must not

stand so, but as now ordered, G. F.

And Sarah, thou may give Sarah

Freckleton half a guinea, for she

hath beon serviceable to me, an ho-

nest, careful young woman. G. F.

Make no noves cf these thngs, but

doe them in the life, as I have or-

derd them; and when all is don and
cleared, what remenes to the print-

ing of my bookes, Bengmin Antrv-

bves and Mary hath 100 pound of

mine, take no yoves of them for it,

when yov doe reeve it.

And in my cheast, in Bengamen
Antrvbs chamber, there is a leetel

gilt box, with som gould in it; Sary

Mead to take it, and let it doe sar-

veses among the rest, so far as it

will goe ; the box is sealed up, G. F.

And let Thomas Docker, that kno-

eth many of my epeseles, and wrten

books, which hee did wright, com
vp to London, to assist frends in

sorting of my epeselas, and other

writings, and give him a gine, G. F.

III. I doe orde Wm. and Sa.

Mead, and T. Lover, to take care of

all my bookes and epeseles. and pa-

pers, that be ai Benjmin Antrvbses,

and at It. It. Chamber, and thoes

that com from Swarth mor, and my
Jornail of my Life, and the paseges

and travells of frends, and to take

them all into their hands ; and all

the over pluch of them they may
have, and keep together as a library,

when the have gethered them toge-

ther, which are to be printd.

And for them, to take charge of

all my mony, and defray all as I

have ordered in my other papers.

Make no noise of these things,

but do them in the life, as I have

ordered them, and when all is done
and cleared, what remains to the

printing of my books, Benjamin An-
trobus and Mary hath one hundred
pounds of mine, take no use of them

for it when you do receive it.

And in my chest, in Benjamin

Antrobus's chamber, there is a little

gilt box, with some gold in it ; Sa-

rah Mead to take it, and let it do

service among the rest, so far as they

will go ; the box is sealed up, G. F.

And let Thomas Dockra, that

knoweth many of my epistles, and
written books which he did write,

come up to London to assist friends

in sorting of my epistles, and other

writings, and give him a guinea,

G. F.

I do order William and Sarah

Mead, and Thomas Lower, to tako

care of all my books and epistles,

and papers, that be at Benjamin

Antrobus's, and at R. R. Chamber,

and those that come from Swarth-

more, and my Journal of my Life,

and the passages and travels of

friends, and to take them all into

their hands ; and all the overplus of

them they may have and keep toge-

ther as a library, when they have

gathered them together, which are

to be printed ; and for them to take

all, as I have ordered in my other

papers ; and anything of mine they
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And any thing of mine the may charge of all my money, and defray

take, and God will, and shall be may take, and God will, and shall

ther reward : the 8 Mo, 1688. be their reward.

The 8th month, 1868. G. F.

Thomas Lover, and John Rovs,

may assist yov, G. F.

And all the pasiges and traveles

and svferings of frinds, in the be-

ging of the spreading of the trouth,

which I have keept together, will

make a fine histery, and the may be

had at Swarthmor, with my other

bookes ; and if the com to London,

with my papers, then the may be

had, either at Wm. or Ben Antrubs

closet, for it is a fine thing to know
the beging of the spreading of the

gospell, after soe long night of apos-

tace, since the aposeles dayes, that

now Christ raines, as he did in the

harts of his people. Glory to the

Lord, for ever, Amen, G. F.

The 8, Mon, 1688.

Thomas Lover and John Rouse
may assist you : and all the passages

and travels,and sufferings of friends,

in the beginning of the spreading of

the truth, which I have kept to-

gether, will make a fine history, and
they may be had at Swarthmore,

with my other books ; and if they

come to London with my papers,

then they may be had either at W.
M. or Benjamin Antrobus's closet,

for it is fine thing to know the be-

ginning of the spreading of the gos-

pel, after so long a night of apostasy,

since the apostles' days, that now
Christ reigns, as he did in the hearts

of his people. Glory to the Lord

for ever, Amen. G. F.

The 8th month, 1688.

The Date of the Administration, the Thirtieth of December, 1697.

Tricesimo die mensis Decembris anno Domini millesimo, sexcentesimo

nonagesimo septimo emanavit commissio, Margaretaa Fox, relict se & lega

tarige nominate in testamento Georgii Fox, nuper de Swarthmore in comi-

tatu Lancastrise, sed in parochia omnium Sanctorum, Lombard-street, Lon-

don, defuncti habentis, &c. Ad administratum bona jura & credita dicti

defuncti juxta tenorem & effectum testamenti ipsius defuncti (Eo quad nul-

lum omnino nominaverit executorum) declaratione in praasentia Dei Om-

nipotentis, juxta statutum parliamenti in hac parte editum & provisum de

bene & fideliter administrando eadem par dictam Margarentam Fox prius

facta.

Tho. Wellham, registrarii deputatus.
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The persons hereafter named, by their solemn Declaration, subscribed

under their hands, did affirm the above-written to be wrote with the

proper hand of the said George Fox deceased, they being acquainted

with the hand-writing.

S. Mead, wife of W. Mead, of the parish of St. Dyonis Back Church,

London, citizen and merchant taylor of London.

W. Ingram, of the parish of St. Margaret, New Fish street, London,

aged about fifty-seven years ; he knew George Fox about forty years.

G. Whitehead, of the parish of St. Botolph without Bishopgate, London,

Gent, aged about sixty years, knew George Fox above forty years.

N. B. In this will, the pride and vanity of the deceiver is as notorious,

as the credulity of his deluded followers. For what else could

make him think, that his nasty comb and clyster-pipe would be such

acceptable relics among his friends ? But this is he who first de-

luded them, their infallible Pope, and who to his death continued

their admired idol. This is he who taught them to renounce their

baptism, and the hope of a resurrection after death ; and notwith-

standing all their sly equivocations, by this his will is manifest, that

he neither believed nor expected it. The reader is not to wonder

that here is no confession of sin. Pope George alas! was all per-

fection and sinless, and his disciples have ever since so conceited

of the sufficiency of their own merit, that no true quaker was ever

known to die, with a Lord have mercy upon him in his mouth.*

* We think these comments too severe upon Fox, but the will is unmistakable evidence

that he was a very illiterate man, and his pride and vanity were, therefore, the natural

fruits of his success m founding anew religion. It also is proof that his books must have

been put in shape by another hand than bis own.—[Ed. Old Guard.

-«#»-
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TO-MORROW.

The setting sun, with dying beam,

Had waked the purple hills to fire,

And citadel, and dome, and spire,

Were gilded by the far-off gleam
;

And in and out dark pine trees crept

Full many a slender line of gold
j

Gold notes athwart the river swept,

And kissed it as it onward rolled,

And sunlight lingered, loth to go.

Ah, well ! it causeth sorrow

To part from those we love below—
Yet thitherward the tide shall flow

To-msrrow.

The tide was ebbing on the strand,

And stooping low its silver crest

To crimson sea-weed laid at rest

Upon the amber-ribbed sand,

Dashed o'er the rocks and on the shore,

Flung parting wreaths of pearly spray.

Then flee away. Yet turned once more,

And sent a sigh across the bay,

As though it could not bear to go.

Ah, well ! it causeth sorrow

To part from those we love below—
Yet thitherward the tide shall flow

To-morrow.

Two hearts had met to say farewell,

At even when the sun went down ;

Each life-sound from the busy town

Smote sadly as a passing bell.

One whispered, "Parting in sweet pain,

At morn and eve returns the tide ;"

«* Nay, parting rends the heart in twain ;"

And still they lingered side by side,

And still they lingered, loth to go.

Ah, well ! it causeth sorrow

To part with those we love below—

For shall we ever meet or no

To-morrow.
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The gentlemen of elegant leisure who
have nothing better to do, and who visit

the Orient, invariably write some account

of their travels. Some are wise enough not

to publish, keeping their account for the

purpose of stimulating their memories in

their oral narratives of "When I was in

the Holy Land." Others rush into print.

As nothing changes in the East, as cus-

toms continue the same through centu-

ries, and the baggy breeches ot the old

Mechmed goes down as a heir-loom for the

use of young Selim, to be transmitted by
him to a long line of descendants, so there

is nothing new to tell. Each traveller can

only recount that which has been told

years before by some other ; and the only

possible mode to write an entertaining

book of Eastern travels is to previously

consult the guide books, and not to travel

at ail. Undaunted by these facts, or too

blind to see them, Mr. Leech has thrown

his book on the pool of oblivion into

whose dark waters, after having made a

transient ripple, it is destined to sink. An
inspection of the portrait of the author,

which he has prefixed for the benefit of

admiring young ladies to his volume, and
of the autograph appended, shows us a

very young gentleman who is not to be de-

terred from inflicting his stories upon the

public by the failures of predecessors.

There is nothing pitiless about the t yes
;

indeed, those windows of the soul are

downcast, and modestly veiled by the lids,

as though the owner feared to let their

whole brilliancy out ; but about the crisp

curls, the graceful moustache, and the

poetically negligent neck-tie, we have an
assurance that the author despises public

opinion, and that he throws his pearls be-

fore swine, not from any regard for the

pigs, but because he chooses to get rid in

that reckless way of the good things too

many to carry with comfort. He neither

cares whether the unclean animals—the

common folk—eat or trample in the mire.

The autograph particularly shows his own
self-estimate. Nearly in the centre stands

an enormous S, which, among the smaller

letters before and behind it, looks a Gulli-

ver among the Lilliputs, and it is only

because its dignity preserves it, that we do
not see it spread its two divergent ends
still further, brandish for a lance that

elongated dash which crosses two t's at

once, and stand while the whole army of

vowels and consonants pass beneath. The
letters themselves are very much inclined,

bowing extremely low to the portrait above.

The style of the book, on the contrary,

never bows. The author exercises a

proper contempt for commoner beings

throughout. He discovers no estimable

qualities in any one he meets. He looks

upon Englishmen as snobs, Greeks as

liars, Russians as brutes, Arabs as ma-
rauders, Frenchmen Its apes, and Turks as

a mixture of the worst points of all the

rest. He particularly dislikes "Eothen"
and its author; and there seems to be a

shadowy fear lest his own book may be

confounded with the entertaining produc-

tion of Mr. Kinglake. Of that, however,

he may dismiss apprehension. "Eothen"
was one of those productions which keeps

the reader in good spirits, and nerves him
at times to fits of vulgar laughter. Mr.

Leech's book will never do anything so un-

dignified. It is a record of the dull life of

one who travels the beaten track. It con-

tains the same kind of people whom we
have met so often before ; recites the £ales

that have been told so often ; deals in the

same venerable anecdotes ; and describes

what has so often been better described.

Not only do we get the same adventures,

but the writer even manages to hire a drago-

man and servants that have served dozens

of other travelers. But this is more the

fault of the subject than of Mr. Leech.

He does manage to get something new.

He penetrates a mummy pit, and just es-

capes an adventure. He discovers that if
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one of their torches should fall upon the

bituminous stuff lying about, there would

be a general roast of American and Arab,

and instead of staying to produce that novel

effect, prudently gets out of harm's way.

We do not blame him that his book is

dull. But why publish? Why call him-

self " Sentimental Idler?" * A look at the

portrait gives us the reason, or rather the

fact that no reason is required. The pearls

drop from the mere impossibility of retain-

ing so many. Let us admire them for a

moment before they are entirely trampled

under foot, and then resume our search

for corn, or get us back to our sties and
our straw. Only, for the sake of reviewers

who have to read, it may be hoped that

Mr. Leech has drawn his quantum of blood

from the reading public, and will now drop

off sufficiently gorged for the rest of his

existence.

The late Charles G. Halpine, better

known by the name of M les O'Eeilley,

under which name he perpetrated some of

his pleasant literary extravagances, was
one of those extraordinary soldiers of for-

tune whose versatility of taleut are only

appreciated when they are dead. What-
ever may be thought of his political career,

and however often it may be to the censure

of those who pursue in their party affilia-

tions a consistent and unselfish course, one

cannot fail to admire the humor which per-

meated his political pasquinades, with their

occasional flashes of keen wit. The issue

of his Poetical Works, f though they do not

include the original Mi.es O'Eeilley bur-

lesque, is a minor literary event. If any-

thing were wanting to whet the pub ic

curiosity, the attempt made by that power-

ful and mysterious body, known as "The
King," to suppress the edition would fur-

nish it. Some of the poems are truly such,

being marked by pathos and ideality.

What will be most eagerly read and deeply

* Letters of a Sentimental Idler, from Greece. Tur-
key, Egypt, Nubia, and the Holy Land. By Harry
Harewood Leech. With a Portrait of the Author
Engravings of Oriental Life, etc., etc., etc. New
York : D. Appleton & Co. 12mo, pp. 463.

t The Poetical Works of Charles G- Halpine (Miles
O'Reilley). Consisting of Odes, Poems, Sonnetts,
Epics, and Lyrical Effusions which have not hereto-
fore been collected together. With a Biographica*
Sketch and Explanatory Notes. Edited by Rober

t

B. Roosevelt. New l'ork : Harper & Bro there- 12nio'.

pp-325. Portrait.

enjoyed will scarcety come under the head

of poetry, being merely metrical invectives

against Fernando Wood, Sweeney, Cornell,

Tweed, and others, who have held con-

trol of the politics of New York, through

both political parties, for a series of piofit-

able years. We do not know that the satis-

faction of the reader will be much tainted

by the evident malice prepense of the

verses. As for the parties assaded they

should be used to these attacks by this

time, and can afford, safe behind their

money bags and apparently firmly en-

trenched in place, to laugh at missiles

whi h come from the losing party. When
Miles died, he was in the enjoyment of a

rich office, obtained by a compromise.

These shots were fired previously. They
were part of the means by which the com-
promise was effected. Perhaps the same
means that stopped their continued pro-

duction might have prevented iheir re-

issue. Let the reader be thankful, as he

enjoys them, that all attempts to suppress

them failed. But in closing our notice we
must object to the attempt to blacken the

reputation of Halpine, which is made by
Mr. Boosevelt in his biographical introduc-

tion. He there charges Miles Eeilley

with the authorship of the infamously fa-

mous verses, "Tear Down the Flaunting

Flag." There can be now no question

that this doggerel was written by a person

named Bourne. Why Mr. Boosevelt should

endeavor in this way to blacken the repu-

tation of his known associate passes c >n-

jecture ; but it affords us pleasure to aid in

relieving the reputation of the dead from
an imputation so degrading.

The late Lieutenant Derby, under the

name of John Phoenix, contributed some
eleven sketches to the magazines and
newspapers, distinguished for their broad
and extravagant humor. These were pub-
lished in book form some years since, and
have been recently reissued.* Some of

the sketches are excessively funny—that

particularly which details the connection
of Phoenix with the San Diego Herald. Be-
fore reading this, however, the reader

should commence with "Phoenix in San

* Phoenixiana ; or Sketches and Burlesques. By
John Phoenix^ " In the name of the Prophet Tigs !*

Twelfth edition. New York : Appleton & Co. Paper.
16mo, pp. Tii.
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Diego," at page 201, which has been mis-

placed by the compiler, and should have

preceded "Phoenix as Editor." Some of

the humor in the other sketches i?s forced,

but it is all readable and enjoyable by those

who like to relieve their serious labors by
a little agreeable nonsense now and then.

There is, of course, a still unsatisfied de-

sire to learn more concerning Alaska, that

country of ice, fish, and fur, than we are

afforded by the meagre official reports, and
a hope to get some more satisfactory ac-

count than that given in the speech of

Mr. Senator Sumner, which it is now
known affords us a view too much rose-

colored. In the new £ook of Mr. Whym-
per* the general desire is somewhat ful-

filled. The author is conscientious and
pains-taking; he writes without apparent

prejudice or passion; and, in an off-hand

and business way, gives a fair notion of the

advantages and disadvantages of the pur-

chase. The engravings which illustrate

the book are clever m their design and
execution; and the vocabulaiies at the

close of the volume, though not very copi-

ous, add much to its value. Mr. Whymper
is one of those sensible Englishmen who is

disposed rather to meet half way than to

fight with the inevitable. He sees that the

true design of the Alaskan purchase is to

pave the way for the acquisition of British

Columbia. He does not hesitate to avow
that dominancy of the United States over

the entire North Ameiican continent is not

only for the advantage of the people who
reside within it, but greatly to the interest

of Great Britain. Such, indeed, is the

opinion of all the leading and well-informed

statesmen of England, although the time

has not come for them to place their views

decidedly on the record. Canada and even

Nova Scotia are of no use as elements of

wealth and power to the English Crown;
but they would add greatly, when once in

our control, to English commercial and
mechan cal greatness. There are still a

few who think the loss of her North Amer-
ican colonies would impair the strength

of England ; but they are of the school o

those who believed the independence of the

* Travel and Adventure in the Territory ofAlaska,
formerly Russian America—now ceded to the United
States—and in various other Parts of the NorthPacific.

By Frederick Whymper. New York: Harper &
Brothel^. lGmo., pp. 353.

Thirteen United Colonies would be the

prelude to the immediate decay of the

mother country. Statesmen now know
that the more English-speaking countries

there are, the higher in is position in the

family of nations is the hive from whence
these swarms of human bees come. Bui,

political questions aside, the book of Mr.

Whymper has interest as a record of what
he saw and heard in a country where few
writers have had a chance to use their eyes

and ears.

Of the Campbell school of poets in this

country—and by this we do not mean to

detract from his merits—Halleck was the

only one who attained success. His

strength lay in vigorous, direct, and ring-

ing lyrics— in the expression of feeling and
passion by terse and forcible lines, with a

sparing use of metaphor; and he preferred

to do little remarkably well than much
comparatively little. Writing at a time

when the literature of the United States

was emerging from its chrysalis state, he
was recognized as one of the notable men
of his time, and had full intercourse with
the best of his fellows. His history is

somewh t interlinked with that of literary

men who are not to be forgotten, and his

biography, however prepared, could not
fail to be interesting. Mr. Wilson, in

giving us his life and letters, has brought

to his task a fondness for the subject, and
a vast amount of patient industry. * Along
with this he has a tenderness toward all the

common-place people he meets, which will

ensure his book popularity with them,

while its merits as a composition gain it

praise from men of judgment. The author

has evidently studied to some purpose the

homely proverb, "More flies are caught

u ith honey than with vinegar. " His owls

are all eagles, and his donkies all horses.

Common-place country girls with ordinary

manners move through his pages with the

grace of princesses of the blood royal

;

scribblers and mouthers become authors

and orators of note ; and even O'd Billy

Reynolds, whose profanity and boorishness

was the wonder and amusement of the

beer-drinkers of a generation back, and
whose vulgar and offensive ways grew in

* The Life and Letters of Fitz Greene Halleck. By
James Grant Wilson. New York : D. Appleton & Co*

l6mo., pp. 607
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intensity up to the hour of his death, be-

comes under the golden ink of Mr. Wilson

a harmless and eccentric gentleman, whose
grave-digging was geological science, and
whose beer-vending a part of the fine arts.

The author evinces less tenderness in re-

gard to the weaknesses of his subject.

He pictures Halleck with a fondness for

haunting ale-houses, and with having an
admiration so intense for that old black-

guard, George the Fourth, that he rose

in disgust and left the room while Thacke-

ray was lecturing on the royal reprobate,

on the ground that the speaker was abusing

a better man than himself. This adds to

the perfection of the volume, and gives as

the hero a man whom we love for human
defects, and who is a man rather than a

myth. No one can equal Boswell as a

biographer, for none can get to the ex-

treme depth of servility, to; diness, and
meanness which the Scottish Plutarch

sounded. But as a readable, painstaking

and worshipping piece oi work, that of Wil-

son stands next to that of Boswell. That

its author may continue to write biogra-

phies is our iervent desire. We hope he

will go to work upon the life of every

literary man, big or little, from Washing-

ton Irving down to George H. Boker; but

the Lord, in his infinite mercy, forbid that

he should attempt ours !

Mr. Dixon's historical essay on the

Tower of London—the oldest of the Eu-

ropean state prisons—is a work of more
' than ordinary interest, frcm the very na-

ture of the subject. * There is no structure

in the Eastern Hemisphere with which is

associated the memories of so many dis-

tinguished sufferers, or round which clings

more of the romance of history, than this

same collection ofgloomy buildings. Erect-

ed by the Norman Kings, and strengthened

by their successors, it was from time to

Her Majesty's Tower. By William Hepworth
Dixon. New York; Harper & Brothers' 18mo., pp.

time the resting place between arrest and
the scaffold of some of the best and ablest

as well as some of the worst and weakest
of men ; and in the hands of even a weak
Writer—which Mr. Dixon is not— its rec-

ord could not have failed to furnish mate-

rials for a readable volume.

It was a happy idea, and thoroughly

French, for a writer to give a description of

the various travelers in Africa, ai though
under the supervision of one; but an idea

may be happy, without a corresponding hap-

piness ofexecution. M. Verne, an ingenious

Frenchman, conceived the idea of a party,

headed by an iron-willed and clear-headed

English savan, crossing the wilds of Africa

in a balloon of peculiar construction, to

verify the reports of previous explorers,

and to make fresh discoveries. The de-

scription of this singular journey now
appears in an English form, under the

name of ll Five Weeks in a Balloon;" * and
if it be meant solely as a satire upon the

pertinacity with which men enter a barbar-

ous and malarious country, devoid of all

tokens of even an extinct civilization, it is

beyond doubt a success. As a story it is

told with a certain imitation of honest

narration, which raises the interest of the

reader. But it does not give us any idea

of the country over wh'ch transit is made.

We see the peril of the adventurers, but it

is a peril encountered without any im-

portant results. In short, the mine is not

half-worked. The author had a concep-

tion which might have led, in the hands of

a man of genius and learning, to a re-

markable volume. As it is, the book is

only ephemeral. For an afternoon's amuse-

ment it will answer; but it will scarcely

bear a perusal a second time.

•Five Weeks in a Balloon; or, Journeys and Dis-

coveries in Africa. By Three Englishmen. Compiled

in French by Jules Verne, from the Original Notes of

Dr. Ferguson ; and done into English by " William

Lackland." New York : D. Appleton & Co. 16mo^

pp. 315.
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—A correspondent asks if there is "any
evidence that there were ever any writings

more ancient than those of Moses." Yes,

Samuel Petit has proved in his Miscellanea,

that the Phoenicians had letters long be-

fore the time of Moses, and that they

Bpoke a language similar to that <si the He-

brews. The learned Bockart proves the

same thing. So Blount affirms that the

writings of Ocellus Lucanus on the origin

of the world, are older than the time of

Moses. Another old writer of great re-

pute, Dr. Brown, says : "I believe, besides

Zoroaster, there were divers others that

wrote before Moses." Even Josephus,

while boasting of the antiquity of his na-

tion, the Jews, admits that the Egyptians,

Phoenicians, and Chaldeans, have more

ancient records than the Jews. Of the

Chaldeans, Diodorus Sciculus says : "You
will hardly believe the number of years

that the College of Chaldeans affirmed they

had spent in contemplating the universe
;

for before the Expedition of Alexander into

Asia, they reckoned four hundred and sev-

enty thousand j
7ears from the time they be-

gan to observe the stars." Cicero also men-
tions this same astounding chronology of

the Ch ldeans. At any rate, whatever we
may think of the startling chronology of

the Chaldeans, it is not now doubted by
men of the first character for learning that

many nations had letters long before the

date of the Mosaic writings. Plato asserts

that Athens was inhabited long before the

historical Athens, by a mighty race which
was swept away by a flood and destroyed

;

and that the said race existed there ten
thousand years before the flood which des-

troyed them. And in old Asnobius's Trea-
ties against the Gentiles, he says: "We were
the cause that ten thousand years ago a
great army of men came from the Atlantic

Islands, as Plato relates, and destroyed a
great many cities.'

1

—A woman's rights paper calls us an old

fogie. "We hope we are so, as distinguished

from the abominable new fooleries which
now tear our country to pieces. We be-

lieve that children have some rights ; for

instance, that they have a right to be born
of quiet, orderly, and modest mothers,

whose temper is very likely to impress it-

self upon the character of their offspring.

And that they have a right to be nursed by
attentive and affectionate mothers?, who
sweeten home with the constant presence
of contentment and purity of heart. And
as we do not believe that brawling women,
who run about after ballot-boxes and ne-

groes, can ever properly administer these

sacred and charming rights of children, we
proudly enroll ourselves as an old i'ogie to

all these vile notions of modern harlotry

and humbug. From the depth of our
heart we pity the husband and the chil-

dren of these strong-tongued and fiery-

passioned women, who cannot be content
With the angelic duties of home. For the
benefit of the State, such fierce Amazons
ought never to have children. Nor ought
they to have husbands, unless the State

should inflict such women upon its crimi-

nals as a punishment more to be dreaded
than hard work in the State Prison for

life.

—On retiring from office, President John-
son wrote an address to the people of the

United States, which, while it contained

many frightfully true charges against the
revolutionary party in power, will cause
the men of the future t© inquire if he, as

the chief executive, had no power to arrest

such monstrous wrongs. And that ques-

tion will be answered to Mr. Johnson's de-

triment and shame. Every intelligent stu-

dent of our system of government will

comprehend the fact that it could not so

degenerate without the consent of the Exe-
cutive head. All Mr. Johnson's speeches
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and vetoes will not go far to exculpate him
of a share of the blame. If, when he dis-

covered the policy of the body calling itself

Congress, he had taken strong and deter-

mined measures to resist, at every hizard,

its illegal deeds, he might have easily saved

his country. If, when he had written his

first veto, which took the ground incident-

ally that Congress was, as then constituted,

an illegal body—not at all such a body as

was called for by the Constitution—he had
stoutly treated it as an illegal body, he

would have quickly brought the conspira-

tors to terms ; or, at any rate, the people

would at th t time have sustained him ; or

what is equally wel', he could have sus-

tained himself by the firm use of all the

Constitutional powers in his hands. If he

had promptly sent the traitor Sewar 1 out

of his cabinet, and organized it on the ba-

sis of a perfect, full, and unconditional

restoration ot the Union, he would have

carried the people with him, and would

have been triumphantly re-elected Presi-

dent. But instead of this, he allowed the

revolutionists of Congress to tie his hands,

and then roll him over upon his back and

fasten him to the ground. All he has done

since is to holler. He has gone out of of-

fice hollering. But while the intelligent

portion of the world will acknowledge the

entire truth of all his charges against the

so-called Congress, very few will ever feel

any respect for the name of Andrew John-

son. With a fair share of obstinacy, he is

fctill without courage. And his country is

ruined, or its government subverted by

reason of a cowardly Executive. That, we
think, will be the verdict of history.

—A daily of this city gives the world

such a piece of news as this : "The clas-

sic tragedian, Eddy, is in Rochester."

Now, Eddy is just about as classic as afish-

monger, which was, we believe, his profes-

sion about Troy, N. Y., before he "took

to acting." It is a disgrace to the intelli-

gence of the American people that such
' • acting" can be popular. We have seen

Eddy play Richard as a comedy, for there

was not a man of intelligence or taste in

the theatre who did not laugh in every

place where the "tears should come in."

—Grant's (we must write it now President

Grant) inaugural address, as a composi.

tion, inortinas the leaderr* of his party,

while its politics ought to satisfy the ex-

tremest of them. Whoever wrote the ad-

dress evidently understood that the public

does not believe Mr. Grant capable of com-

posing a document of the kind, and so

tried to write it down to a pitch that would
make it possible for the public to Relieve it

to be Grant's own. Or some one may have
written the document as a model for Grant

to "fix" to suit himself. At any rate,

whatever its origin may be, it is the most
disgraceful piece of composition that ever

came in such a shape before. It is crude,

disjointed, self-sufficient even to impu-

dence, and painfully bungling in its gram-

matical construction. It is destitute of in-

te ligence, and utterly without any sign of

moral courage. It endorses every one of

the most extreme and illegal measures of

the so-called Congress, and breaths no
sign of either a know edge of, or respect

for, the Constitution. Tne "will of the

people" seems to be his only idea of law,

and he betrays an oblivious mind on the

fact that his election was brought about by

a restrained or coerced w.ll of the people,

in violation of the Constitution of the

United States. What he means by the

"will of the people" is simply the passion

and violence of a political party. We con-

fess that our worst fears are more than con-

firmed by this inaugural. We see not ang

but a still further demoralization of the

government ahead for the next four years.

And alas ! we do not discover in the intelli-

gence and virtue of the Democratic leaders

any pledge of a telling opposition to the

downward tendency of public events.

—The Christian Observer, published at

Richmond, Va„ gives place to a column

of trash purporting to be a review of our

leader in the February number of The Old

Guard, on the Religious Inequality of

Races. As the writer has not reached high

enough in his mental tumbling to touch

any vital portion of our article, we shall

not, of course, review the whole of his illu-

minated remarks. We presume he is a

clergymau, who badly needs missionary

teaching himself to have infused into his

malicu us heart, (we say nothing of danger-

ous head,) the benign spirit of the Master.

He simply enters a general denial, and ac-

cuses us of misrepresenting the language

of certain missionaries. Every quotation

we ma le in the article is verbatim from the

authors we referred to. We had not sup-
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posed, however, that there was a clergyman

in the United States so ignorant as not to

know that there are a great many tribes of

men who have not, and never had, a word
in their language to signify a God. The
following extract from the writer in the

Christ, an Observer, shows just where his

heart lies, not to say anything of the ex-

tent of his intelligence :

"The European falls much farther be-
low the ideal o- revealed religion than the
African below the periection oi natural re-

ligion. In natural capacity for religion,

therefore, it would appear that the white
is inferior to the black man."

It is the mislortune of our holy religion

that so many fanatics, ignoramuses, and id-

tempered adventurers, have undertaken to

preach it. The most learned c ergy of

Europe and America have' already discov-

ered that the recent demonstrations m An-
thropological science have made it neces-

sary to reconsider the interpretation of

certain texts which had been supposed to

be in opposition to the doctrine of the plu-

rality of human species. The Anthropo-
logical Society of America will shortly pub-
lish a little volume which will, we trust,

open the eyes of the intelligent clergy of

ail denominations to this vital question.

It wilt give c; pious extracts from many of

the most learned theologists on both con-

tinents, who have become aware that the

sacred volume is not in conflict with the

theory of the plurality of human origins.

They are fully aware that science has de-

monstrated that the negro brain has a less

number of convolutions than the wh.te
man's, and that his whole being, physical,

mental, and moral, is organized upon a
lower plan. The religious inferiority is re-

vealed in his whole history, and is indeed
a necessary result of the peculiar animality
of his organization. The remarkable ap-
proach of his anatomy to that of the an-
thropoid apes is known to all comparative
anatomists

; and the sooner all clergymen
post themselves in the demonstrations of
science on this subject, the less pernicious
will be tneir influence upon the sacred
Oau ie of revealed religion.

—A convocation of "Christian" minis-
ters recently held at Boston, debated
at length the propriety of dropping the
name of " Christian," on the ground that
he principles of Christianity are older

than the date of Christ. This latter pro-

position was agreed to, but it was held that

as those principles are now so widely known
in the world under the name of Christiani-

ty, that it is not advisable to change their

name. Now the fanatics of that section

suppose the negro will not be much longer

a theme for them to fight about, they are

looking out for something else to engage

their disputatious souls, and it seems that

some of them at least contemplate elevat-

ing their battering rams at Christianity.

If they fight against Christianity with as

much zeal as they have fought fur the ne-

gro, we dread to think what may become
of our country.

—A Concord, N. H., paper has the fol-

lowing special editorial notice: "The la-

dies of the Universalist Society will give

a masquerade and fancy dress party at

Eagle Hall, Thursday evening." The no-

tice does not state whether the masquerade
ball is to be opened with prayer by the mi-

nis cer of the society. The war seems to

have left the churches in New England in

a decidedly worldly frame of mind.

—The article in this number of The Old
Guaed on " Theological and Ethno.ogicat

Progress of the Bible," from the pen of

Mr. Watkinson, who wrote the very learned

article in our last number on "The Ethno-
logy of the Bible," will demand a close

reading, and will not fail, we hope, to call

the public attention to this vital question.

The sincere believer in Revelation has
everything to gain by boldly meeting at

the threshold the demonstrations of

science, and the steps of advancing knowl-
edge. Although timidity and ignorance
have opposed the Bible to every step of
science, yet the divine volume has, in

every instance, gained new allies in all the
advances of knowledge. It has ever been
the habit of the le&s learned clergy to cry
out against every new interpretation of the
Sacred Word, which inevitably comes from
the progress of knowledge, as something
tending to infidelity. This is simply claim-
ing infallibility for their own interpreta-

tion. Indeed it assumes divinity for their

own judgment. Can anything be more
absurd? The question discussed by the
learned author of the article referred to in
this number of The Old Guard is now en-
gaging the attention of the profoundest
scholars and theologists of Europe. It is,
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wp are confident, a field of research which
will clear the Sacred Book of some inter-

pretations which have been stumbling-

blocks to human reason, and driven many
honest and earnest minds over into the

gloomy regions of infidelity. We notice

with pleasr.ro that a debate is now going

on in the Christian Observer between two
clergymen, on the account of the Creation

in Genesis—the one taking ground/or and
the other against what is called the literal

interpretation of that narration, one con-

tending that the account proves instanta-

neous, and the other progressive creation.

In all such debates, conducted with ability

and candor, the cause of Bible truth has

everything to gain and nothing to fear.

The idea that the Mosaic narrative teaches

that God created the world and all things

initia just one hundred and forty-four

hours, gets a terrible sifting at the hands
of one of the disputants in the Christian

Observer.

—The Boston Traveler, one of thestraight-

est of the New England school of politi-

cians, dwelling upon the united prospect of

the abolition of "slavery," and the aboli-

tion of sugar in Cuba, says :

"Slavery, therefore, it is reasoned, will

be abolished, no matter who succeeds, and
with the abolition of slavery the produc-
tion of sugar and molasses in Cuba will

be much reduced. Fortunately people can
manage to live without these luxuries, and
in proportion as they rise in price will they
be less used."

Well, the way we are going on, the poor

whites will not only be obliged to give up
the use of sugar, but the use of breeches,

for the sake of turning Cuffee loose into

his heaven of perfect idleness everywhere

on the continent. The poor of the United

States aro paying enormous taxes on all

they eat, drink, or wear, to make an idle

barbarian voter* of the negro in our own
country. This is the ago of negro idleness

and white pauperization. A very "pro-

gressive" age, in which heels advance into

the place of the head, and the head is

crowded back into the place of the heels.

—Gen. Grant writes a letter to Congress

confessing that he was not aware of a 'aw

of the land which renders Mr. Stewart in-

eligible to a seat in his Cabinet, and he re-

quests that the said law may be at once re-

pealed, in order to allow Mr. Stewart to re

tain his seat. What a proposition ! If

Congress is to correct by legislation all Mr
Grant's blunders, it will have a busy lime

of it with this business alone. An Execu-
tive who begins his administration by de'

manding that Congress sh dl alter the laws

to conform to his ignorance, promises bad-

ly enough for his country. And a Congress

which should comply with such a demand
would not deserve the name it wears.

—The Mission Record quotes from a Mis-
sionary in Burmah, as follows :

— " My
heart is sick and heavy when I remember
how few are the laborers in Burmah, and
how very languid is the interest ielt by the

Church in the matter of sending forward

recruits. . . . The grand want of Bur-

mah at this present moment is preaching

missionaries." About ten years ago we re-

member there was a great commotion
among the Baptists of the United States,

in consequence of a meeting of all the mis-

sionaries m Burmah, at which they resolv-

ed that it was useless to attempt to propo-

gate Ch istianity in Burmah unless they

allowed poligamy with the new converts,

as no respectable native of that country

would join the church if he were limited

to one wife only. The Baptists at home
declared that they would send no more

money to Burmah to establish a Christiani-

ty which al owed poligamy. The mission-

aries replied that then t..e mission might

as well be abandoned in that Country. We
do not know what compromise has been

effected, but it is certain, we suppose, that

the man of Burmah has not given up his

wives to become a Christian.

—A so-called religious paper professes to

be horrified that we teach that "the negro

and the white man are not one before God.*'

Well, neither nature nor revelation any

more allows us to believe that the white

man and negro are one before God than

the eagle and the buzzard are one before

God. What horrid blasphemy to teach

that the Almighty maker of heaven and

earth does not know the difference between

a negro and a white man ! He has consti-

tuted the negro so different from the white

man that all our senses at once perceive

the difference. The sense of sight, of

toiuh, or smell, could no more confound

the two than they could the mastiff and

the skunk. What brutalising delusion,

then, to imagine that the God who mado
them does not know and respect the dif-

ference ?
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